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ABSTRACT 
Short-and-long term behaviour of-plain, ýand prestressed, 
concrete subjected to temperature gradients and thermal cycling 
by 
Giuma Ashur Labib, B. Sc. (C. Eng. ), D. I. C. 
Recent research studies have shown that the elastic, creep and 
shrinkage properties of the concrete and hence the serviceability 
of structures can be affected significantly by exposure to elevated 
temperatures. Observations of external boundary actions in experiments 
confirm that significant redistribution of stresses with time occur in 
structures subjected to spatial temperature variations. Direct 
measurements of the time-varying stresses in experiments is difficult 
and has not been attempted previously. Part of the experimental work 
reported here is concerned with the evaluation of a direct stress 
measurement technique. 
The time variations of stresses over a uniform moment zone of a 
3-span continuous prestressed concrete beam was being monitored 
directly'by the use of embedded elastic inclusions. It is shown that 
the 'steady state' theory and the 'rate of creep' method of analyses 
based on the 'specific thermal creep' concept are able to predict the 
non-homogeneous creep behaviour of the test structure, Close agreement 
was obtained between recorded and predicted stresses. 
The second part of the experimental work extends the knowledge of 
the effects of sustained and cyclically varying temperature gradients 
on the moisture movement in concrete; and investigates its influence 
on shrinkage and creep. The creep tests were carried out in specially 
designed rigs which allowed movement of moisture in a direction 
orthogonal to the applied uniaxial stress. It is shown that the creep 
rate increases with temperature and with the continuing migration of 
water from the concrete. 
Finally, a theoretical study has been made on the influence of 
sustained and cyclically varying non-linear temperatures, of the kind 
caused by solar heating in bridges, on the behaviour of a 3-span 
continuous beam. The example highlights the importance of non-linear 
heating and differential creep on the structural behaviour and calls 
for the long-term effects of solar heating to be taken account of more 
seriously in the design of road and bridge structures. 
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Basic notations 
strain in general 
E = axial strain a 
C = creep strain c 
e = specific elastic strain se 
C = specific creep strain 
c = specific thermal creep strain 
S = unrestrained shrinkage strain 
= stress 
= section curvature 
TI = slope of the elastic line 
y = linear displacement or deflection 
d 
01 
discontinuity at the release of the structure 
due to the applied mechanical loading 
d Ot = discontinuity at the release of a structure due to the applied temperature loading 









bending moment due to unit action applied at 
the release of the structure 
applied transverse loading 
support reaction 
axial force on the section 
prestress 
section dimensions 
span between supports 
temperature, generally in degree Celsius 
and T2 the hot and cold face temperatures 
respectively of a section 
ý(T) creep-temperature normalization function 
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a= the uniform temperature of a section 
$= temperature gradient across a section 
aC= coefficient of thermal expansion of concrete 
aa= coefficient of thermal expansion of aluminium 
Ec= Young's modulus for concrete 
a= 
Young's modulus for aluminium, 
ET Young's modulus of the concrete as a function 
of temperature 
Ic second moment of area of the cross section 
of a concrete member 
,a second moment of area of the cross section 
of the aluminium 
time as variable 






Interest in the effects of elevated temperatures on the properties 
and behaviour of concrete was stimulated by the need to generate an 
understanding of the fire resistance of concrete; and more recently 
by the advancement of the prestressed concrete pressure vessel 
industry, and the use of concrete in offshore oil storage vessel 
structures. Concrete in these and many other installations can be 
subjected to considerable temperature gradients. 
Lined chimney walls, for example, are normally subjected to 
gradients'in excess of 1250C/m (1,2). The walls of oil storage cells 
are usually subjected to cyclic temperature gradients with the inside 
face alternating between 500C and 50C while the outside may be at a 
steady 50C (3). In the case of nuclear pressure vessels, however, 
elaborate and costly cooling systems are normally provided in order 
to lower the temperature from around 4000C to about 70 0C (4). 
Temperature differentials are also created in structures by 
direct exposure to solar radiation particularly in tropical climate 
countries. ýIn West Africa, for example, temperature gradients of 
about 66 0 C/m are c- only adopted in the-design of exposed structures 
(5). Similar effects are also experienced in norr-tropical regions; 
within the British Isles, for example, prolonged exposure to direct 
sunlight can raise the surface temperature of concrete to up to 
650C (6). 'Further ýupplementary evidence on the solar temperature 
effects on some bridge structures in the U. K. are reported by 
Emerson (7). 
Temperature gradients build up in mass concrete structures between 
the core and the exterior due to the exothermic process of hydration of 
I 
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the cement paste. The core temperature may rise to 40 0C (7,9) or 
even more. 
Thermal gradients caused by climatic changes, industrial processes 
or other conditions can significantly affect material and structural 
behaviour, which can consequently affect the service4bility of 
structures. Careful consideration must therefore be given in design 
for short and long term effects of temperature. 
1.2 Material behaviour 
The future behaviour of any structure is usually dictated by the 
ability or otherwise of the material to remain serviceable. In the 
design of concrete structures therefore, consideration needs to be 
given to their deformation with time under environmental conditions. 
In recent years, however, there has been a growing awareness of 
the influential role of temperature on the creep and shrinkage of 
concrete, and their cumulative effects on the state of service stresses 
and deformations in structures, over many years. In an attempt to 
generate a better understanding of the long-range material behaviour, 
experiments have been staged on laboratory samples under simulated 
environments. The quest has been to gain sufficient experimental 
evidence from which a realistic model of the material behaviour can 
be constructed. 
To date, various theories for material behaviour have been 
advanced though no generally accepted one has been agreed. This is 
largely attributed to the inherent peculiarity of concrete and the 
multiplicity of the influencing variables. In general, the physical 
nature of concrete has been described (10,11,12,13) as being hetero- 
geneous, complex MUltiphase ; iaterial. Ross, Illston and England (14) 
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have shown that the deformations of concrete are functions of the 
structure and state of the cement paste and the influencing variables 
are multiply inter-dependent. 
Exposing concrete to higher than normal temperature levels can 
induce harmful effects on many of its structural properties thus 
modifying the material behaviour and possibly affecting the service- 
ability of the structure.. The subjec .t of temperature influence on the 
structural properties of concrete has been dealt with in some detail in 
Chapter 2. 
1.3 Structural behaviour 
Concrete exhibits, in addition to elastic, time-dependent deforma- 
tions, widely known as creep and shrinkage. Their precise mechanisms, 
however, are still a matter for debate, which justifies the continuity. 
of research on these aspects of material behaviour. 
In the simplest context, creep is defined as a sustained stress 
movement in excess of shrinkage or swelling strain, immediate loading 
strain and strain due to temperature changes; while shrinkage is 
identified with deformations observed in the absence of other effects 
caused by loading, coefficient of thermal expansion or ingress of 
moisture. 
The creep and shrinkage phenomena in concrete are two processes 
which can occur independently of each other. However, both character- 
istics, are often described as in-elastic strains which develop at a 
decreasing rate with time. 
The long-term effects of creep and shrinkage deformations on some 
concrete structural members are well known. For example, loss of 
prestress force in prestressed concrete construction; gradual transfer 
16 
of load from concrete to steel in reinforced concrete columns where 
the events may cause the steel to reach its yield limit. Also, in 
reinforced concrete flexural members, the progress of creep and 
shrinkage will shift the neutral axes towards the tensile reinforcement. 
This leads to an increase in the steel stress and curvature which will 
ultimately cause a progressive increase of deflection. 
In the absence of steel reinforcement and imposed displacements 
in a structure and provided the structure is maintained at uniform 
temperature, the state of stress in general is little affected by 
creep, although displacements may alter significantly with time 
(15,16,17). Nonetheless, shrinkage stresses may well develop wherever 
I 
restraint to free deformations exist. This situation may arise due 
to aggregate restraint from within the concrete or where there is a 
difference in the strain behaviour of two materials, such as composite 
steel/concrete structures.. 
1.4 Effects of sustained and cyclic temperatures 
Several experimental investigations have shown that the creep and 
creep rates of concrete are enhanced by the rise in the environmental 
temperatures (see Chapter 3). Some evidence exists in which the creep/ 
temperature relationship is shown to be almost linear for test 
temperatures below 100 0C (17). Hence, if a structural member is 
maintained in a non-isothermal state, different parts of its section 
will creep at varying rates; and, in presence of movement constraint on 
the member, creep will alleviite the high temperature stresses initially 
induced, causing them to redistribute over the section at a decreasing 
rate. The process of stress redistribution must occur in order that the 
total strain rates, i. e. elastic and creep, may remain compatible at all 
17 
times. Results concluded from external action measurements on some 
simple statically indeterminate structures (16,17) as well as actual 
stress measurements in a continuous beam test reported in Chapter 6 
have confirmed this behaviour. Some of the observations reported by 
Ross et al. (16) and Krishnamoorty (17) illustrating the time variation 
in the bending moments of prestressed concrete beam and portal frame 
structures carrying sustained loading and temperature cross falls are 
given in Fig. 1.1. It shows the ability of creep to change not only 
the magnitude but also the sense of the initial thermo-elastic design 
parameters. The examples further indicate the inability of the elastic 
theory to give reliable estimate of stresses and stress redistribution 
with time due to creep. Therefore, alternative techniques which 
recognise the differential thermal creep effects have to be employed 
in the design of redundant concrete structures, subjected to spatial 
variation in temperature. 
Under the condition of cyclically varying temperature cross falls 
on structures, re-distribution of stress also occurs and at rates 
governed by the current state of temperature and the period of the 
temperature cycling. It is shown in some analyses (18,19) that when 
temperature cycles are frequent and when reversal of temperature cross 
falls takes place the structures will suffer less severe stressing 
than when temperatures are sustained. Such behaviour is illustrated 
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19 
1.5 Experimental'testing 
Experimental evidence cited in the above section has allowed 
considerable insight to be gained in relation to possible states of 
stress within these structures. However, since the external actions 
represent an integrated response of all internal stresses throughout 
the entire volume of the structure, it has not been possible from the 
experiments to determine explicitly the actual internal stress 
distributions. Instead, they have been inferred from comparisons 
made between experimental observations of strains and external actions 
with theoretical predictions for which specific stress/strain relation- 
ships have been adopted. There is therefore an eminent need for a 
bridging mechanism enabling the actual stresses in structures to be 
measured directly in order to reinforce or amend these deductions. 
The need to determine the internal stresses in structures is also 
desirable, even those developing under short-ýterm loading at normal 
temperature conditions. This is because of the uncertainties and 
variability of the elastic modulus of concrete even within the same 
member of the structure (20), Fig. 1.3. 
Some of the current techniques used for both strain and stress 
measurements in concrete are discussed in Sections 1.6 and 1.7. 
1.6 Strain measurements 
The use of strain device's to study the deformational behaviour of 
model or prototype concrete structures is an accepted part of present 
day engineering technology. There exists a large amount of instrumen- 
tation from which a choice can be made to suit a particular application. 
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the choice is usually influenced by the degree of accuracy required, 
cost and availability, and more important, the structure under 
investigation. Electrical resistance strain gauges for example can 
be very precise provided they are properly fixed to the concrete and 
protectýd from moisture and exposure to draughts. Their relatively 
low cost and wide range of sizes render them suitable for most 
applications. 
For long-term use in heated environments, however, considerable 
care must be exercised in choosing the measuring device. The long-term 
stability of the gauge, its sensitivity to temperature, moisture and 
creep must be given foremost consideration, since under such operating 
conditions, many of the commercially produced strain gauges have 
uncertain reliability. Nevertheless, many attempts have been made in 
recent years to overcome the inherent deficiencies of certain techniques, 
by way of providing some kind of protection against the adverse effects 
ok the environment or by way of modifying the existing design. 
However, for a wider and more detailed account of these and other 
relevant matters, the reader is referred to the works by Elvery (20), 
Czaika (21), Browne (22), Hornby (23), Cullington et al. (24), 
McKillen et al. (25), Tyler (26), Bertero et al. (27), Irving et al 
(29), and Potocki (30). 
1.7 Stress measurements in concrete 
Although strains can be accurately determined in concrete structures 
it may not be possible to ensure the same degree of accuracy of stresses 
computed from these strains. This is largely attributed to the 
inherent difficulty of separating. the elastic component from the 
measured total strain, and the uncertainties concerning the value of the 
2 ?- 
elasticity modulus of the material in the structure. It may therefore 
be expedient to determine the stresses directly with a stress meter 
rather than to translate them from strains. 
For a stress meter to indicate very nearly the true state of 
stress in the material at all times without any analysis, it has to 
have identical physical properties to those of the concrete it 
replaces (31), i. e., it should have elastic and creep modulus, 
Poisson's ratio, thermal and moisture movement characteristics of the 
concrete. However, sýnce complete matching of such properties is not 
feasible, stress gauges are liable to be inaccurate to some degree. 
Loh (31) discussed the problems resulting from the mismatch of some of 
the physical properties between the gauge and concrete and derived 
expressions for the errors likely to be introduced in the measurements. 
Various types of stress meter designed to measure compressive 
stresses in concrete already exist. Among these are the Carlson stress 
meter, Glotzl'/- 
,, 
p stress meter and Photo-elastic stress plug. Although 
several tests were made to assess the performance of these gauges in 
site and laboratory works, very few attempts were actually made to 
test them in heated structures. A detailed account of the theory, 
design and proving tests of these gauges is beyond the. scope of this 
work. Howevert for these and other relevant information the reader's 
attention is drawn to the references given in the following list: - 
1. Carlson Stress meter; 32,33. 
2. Glotzle Stress meter; 26,34,35. 
3. Photo-elastic Stress plug; 26,36-39. 
It has not been established yet that any of these or other existing 
devices are capable of conveying an accurate picture of the stress 
and/or stress redistribution due to creep in heated structures. Even 
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in the less severe testing environments, they seem to suffer from 
sensitivity to the creep and shrinkage occurring within the structure 
and slowness in response to stress changes. These are in addition to 
the difficulties normally encountered during installation. Their 
relatively large sizes also impose additional limitation on the number 
which can be used within a given section in the structure. Hence it is 
not possible to install across a section in a laboratory size test 
structure, such as the continuous beams referred to earlier, a sufficient 
number of gauges in order to define clearly. the stress profile. There- 
fore, there is a need to introduce some other methods by which stresses 
in similar structures can be ascertained. 
1.8 Objective for long term experiments 
Part 1 of the experimental program was designed to investigate 
the long-term behaviour of a prestressed concrete continuous beam 
structure, under a combination of sustained loading and temperature 
cross fall, using a direct stress measuring technique. 
The method used was based on the concept of correlating concrete 
stresses to the deformations observed in an elastic material incor- 
porated within the stress field of a structural member. This is often 
referred to as the elastit-inclusion technique. Previous attempts to 
apply this technique have been centred around its use in short-term 
experiments at room temperature conditions. Stanculescu (40) has 
successfully applied it to determine the noný-linear stress distribution 
in un-reinforced concrete beams close to and at ultimate load. 'It was 
decided to take this idea a step further by developing a similar 
technique suitable for the experimental beam, involving creep. 
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The inclusion was designed to fit in between two identical 
concrete prisms which when stressed axially altogether formed a rigid 
beam structure. The beam was then tested as a 3-span continuous beam 
with the elastic inclusion in a constant moment zone. Provision was 
made for surface heating to create the desired temperature gradient. 
Details of this experiment are given in Chapter 5. Experimental 
results along with theoretical predictions of the beam behaviour may 
be seen in Chapter 6. 
Part 2 of the experimental program deals with the effect of thermal 
gradients on the creep behaviour of plain concrete from the standpoint 
of moisture movement. Since it is possible that moisture transfer 
caused by temperature gradients can affect the creep behaviour of 
concrete, some creep experiments designed to include this aspect have 
been staged and are expounded in Chapter 7. The experimental results 
are displayed in Chapter 8. 
Finally, a theoretical study, presented in Chapter 9, investigates 
the long-term effects of sustained and cyclically varying non-linear 
heating on the behaviour of a 3-span continuous prestressed concrete 
beam. The example has been intended to illustrate the possible effects 
of solar radiation heating caused in bridge and viaduct structures on 
their long-term behaviour. 
25 
CHAPTER Il 
EFFECT OF THERMAL EXPOSURE ON THE MECHANICAL 
PROPERTIES OF CONCRETE 
26 
Chapter 2-Synopsis 
The effects of elevated temperatures on some of the engineering 
properties of the concrete namely, compressive and tensile strengths, 
modulus of elasticity and Poisson's ratio, thermal conductivity and 
expansion are discussed. Test results from some 23 pertinent references 
are reviewed and compiled in tabular and/or graphical forms. 
It is concluded that heat exposure of concrete generally results 
in strength loss, and reductions in elasticity modulus and thermal 
conductivity of the material. The moisture condition of the concrete, 




Strength, elasticity and thermal properties associated with the 
hardened concrete constitute an essential part of the data required 
for the analysis of the structure. Whether it is compressive, tensile 
or bond, etc., the strength is needed to establish limits to the load 
stresses and thereby permit safe design to be carried out. The elastic 
modulus, Poisson's ratio and the coefficient of thermal expansion are 
also required to compute the actual stresses and movements in 
structures. The extent of progress of deterioration in these material 
properties depends essentially on a number of intrinsic and environ- 
mental parameters, experienced by the concrete from the time of 
casting. 
Under normal temperature conditions, the ageing properties of 
concrete are well known, and in many cases the property changes are 
beneficial to the structure (41). Exposing concrete structural 
members to above normal temperatures, by accident or design, has been 
shown to cause marked changes in its basic properties. Such changes 
are functions of several variables. For a particular concrete, 
_the 
most important of these variables are the severity and duration of 
thermal exposure and the hygrothermic state of the medium (4,42-53). 
2.2 Review of studies on the effects of thermal exposure on the 
engineering properties of concrete 
Earlier works relating to the effects of temperature on concrete 
have been reviewed by several investigators (4,46,47,54). Some of 
the earlier and more recent data are reviewed here and compiled in 
tabular form. Entries in the tables include the source of information, 
the test variables, and the variation in the property with respect to 
the unheated value as reference. 
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2.2.1 Compressive strength 
In Table 2.1 data on the effects of temperatures up to 600 0C on 
the compressive strength of several concretes are listed. Most of these 
indicate that on heating concrete the compressive strength is reduced 
with no apparent long-term recovery, particularly when the specimens 
are not allowed to lose moisture during heating. It is apparent also 
that the loss in strength is greater the higher the temperature of 
exposure. In general, limestone concrete appears to be the worst affected 
of all concretes even at relatively low temperatures. 
2.2.2 Tensile strength 
The tensile strength of concrete has been determined by some 
investigators by direct tensile and/or cylinder splitting tests. others, 
however'$ viewed it through flexural strength tests on beam specimens. 
The evidence shown in Table 2.2 indicates that the extent and rate of 
deterioration in the tensile strength, as a result of heat exposure, 
are considerably greater than that observed in the compressive strength. 
Both direct tensile and flexural strengths of concrete are shown to 
lose as much as 30 to 40% of their initial unheated values when the 
concrete is heated to temperatures between 60 0 and 1000C. Again lime- 
stone concrete seems to offer less resistance to reduction in its tensile 
or flexural strength than gravel concrete subjected to raised tempera- 
tures. 
2.2.3 Modulus of elasticity 
With reference to Table 2.3 and Fig. 2.1 it appears that the 
elastic modulus of concrete is affected by exposure to elevated tempera- 
tures in much the same way as the compressive strength. There is no 
I 
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evidence of recovery with age, except in one of the cases reported 
by Hannant (42). He observed a complete recovery of the initial loss 
at the end of 430 days of heating at 75 0C for sealed limestone concrete 
specimens. In general, a reduction in the modulus is experienced by 
most conventional concretes whenever they are subjected to elevated 
temperatures, regardless of whether the specimens are sealed or 
unsealed, or whether they are tested hot or after being cooled. 
2.2.4 Poisson's ratio 
Experimental data on the effects of temperature on this property, 
particularly under sustained loading, are very scarce. Results concern- 
ing the effects of temperature on the elastic Poisson's ratio are given 
in Table 2.4, and some of the literature data compiled by Browne and 
Blundell (68) are shown in Fig. 2.2. These indicate that the property 
is reduced with increasing test temperature, the extent of influence, 
however, seeming to depend on the moisture state of the test specimen. 
2.3 Thermal characteristics of concrete 
The principal material characteristics of relevant interest are: 
thermal diffusivity, specific heat, thermal conductivity and coefficient 
of thermal expansion. The first three quantities are related to each 
other by the equation 
K 
P. C 
where D is the thermal diffusivity, K is the thermal conductivity, 
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It is generally considered that the intrinsic properties of the 
individual components of the concrete mix, particularly the aggregates, 
are influential factors on these quantities. A more detailed account 
of this theory supported by quantitative data on the various properties 
is given by Browne (8), Neville (41) and Zoldners (46). 
The interest in this thesis is mainly associated with theinfluence 
of these thermal properties on structural behaviour and performance. 
The coefficients of thermal conductivity and expansion of concrete are 
of importance in the thermal analysis of structures. The conductivity 
governs the flow of heat through concrete, and therefore its variations 
with time will affect the prescribed temperature gradient on the 
member. Also variations with time in the expansion coefficient of the 
material can lead to false predictions of the dimensional changes and 
thermal stresses in statically indeterminate structures. 
2.3.1 Thermal conductivity 
This measures the ability of the material to conduct heat and is 
defined as the ratio of the flux of heat to temperature gradient. For 
a given composition the water contained in the material becomes an 
important factor of the thermal conductivity in relation to temperature. 
The effect of moisture content on thermal conductivity values of normal 
and high density concretes made with different types of rock was 
investigated by Campbell-Allen and Thorne (57). Their results (Fig. 2.3) 
indicate an approximately linear relationship between the two. 
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2.3.1.1 Influence of temperature 
of the many factors likely to affect the conductivity of a given 
concrete, temperature is particularly influential when viewed from the 
standpoint of moisture content. Data reported by Harada et al. (. 42), . f-? 
Crispino (52) and Marechal (58) on the effects of temperature exposure 
on the thermal conductivity values of several concretes are shown in 
Fig. 2.4. Conductivity values for limestone concrete (52) indicated 
an initial rise followed by a rapid decline with rising temperatures. 
Partial recovery was subsequently observed when measurements were taken 
at decreasing temperatures. Similar behaviour was observed with the 
pre-dried quartzite concrete specimens (58) at increasing temperatures. 
After being re-humidified these specimens showed no recovery in their 
initial conductivity values. This was attributed to the destruction of 
a large number of conductive bonds. On the other hand, silica aggregate 
concrete (43) indicated a progressive decline in its conductivity with 
rise in temperature. 
2.3.2 Thermal expansion 
Dimensional changes of unrestrained concrete are made of two 
components: true expansion or contraction based on kinetic molecular 
movements, and an apparent expansion or contraction caused by hygro- 
thermal volume changes associated with the moisture movement. The 
observed changes in the size of a concrete member are essentially the 
result of combined behaviour of the hardened cement paste and the 
aggregates. 
At a particular age, the coefficient of thermal expansion of 
hardened cement paste varies according to its hygral state. It increases 
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from the dry state with rise in humidity to a peak at about 70% 
relative humidity and then decreases steeply to 100% relative humidity 
and water saturation (59). Such effect is still detectable but to a 
lesser degree in concrete in which the coarse aggregates inhibit the 
larger thermal movement. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.5 by the results 
reported by Chapman and England (60) of an experiment on a laminated 
block of limestone concrete tested under a temperature cross fall. 
They obtained a maximum value for the coefficient of expansion of about 
6.1 x 10 /OC when the evaporable water content per weight of mix water 
was 0.55. 
2.3.2.1 Influence of temperature 
Data. from other studies (43,55) concerning the influence of 
elevated temperatures on the expansion behaviour of Portland cement 
paste, aggregates and concretes are presented graphically in Fig. 2.6. 
The work by Harada et al. (43) shows that the initial expansion of 
hardened cement paste reverses to contraction or shrinkage at tempera- 
tures around 100 0 C. Such behaviour is overshadowed in concrete by the 
aggregate expansion, where for instance the expansion curve of sandstone 
concrete appears to coincide roughly with that of the sandstone rock 
itself in temperatures up to 500 0 C. On the other hand, the plotted 
results indicate that above about 1500C the coefficient of thermal 
expansion of these concretes appears to increase with rise in tempera- 
ture, with the sandstone showing abrupt change at about 500 0 C. 
observations reported by Weigler and Fischer (55) on quartz aggregate 
concrete indicate a considerable increase in the coefficient of expansion 
above 100 0 C. Under conditions of temperature cycling, Bertero and 
Polivka (45) observed that the coefficient of thermal expansion of 
39 
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sealed limestone specimens temperature cycled between 210C and 1490C 
increases with the decrease in the rate of first heating, and decreases 
with the increase of the temperature cycles. 
2.4 Concludine remarks 
Although numerous studies have been devoted to investigating the 
material behaviour at elevated temperatures, the results appear to be 
inconsistent and often contradictory, thus rendering it difficult to 
formulate a general conclusion. The reasons may, however, be attributed 
to the inherent difficulty of performing and controlling concrete experi- 
ments dealing with temperature, the lack of a systematic approach for 
carrying out such experiments, and more evidently the multiplicity of 
the influencing parameters on the results. The review shows nonetheless 
that most of the literature results tend to agree on a general trend of 
behaviour which can be. summarised as follows: - 
1. Exposing concrete to elevated temperatures can be expected 
to induce serious changes in its structural properties, such 
as loss in compressive and tensile strengths, reductions in 
the elastic modulus and thermal conductivity. 
2. The extent of property deterioration due to heating 
essentially depends on a number of intrinsic and test para- 
meters. For a given composition, the most important of 
these are the severity and duration of heating and the moisture 
condition of the test specimen. 
3. When the free moisture is contained in the concrete during 
heating, deterioration in many of its structural properties 
can be expected in increasing degrees of severity at all 
levels of heating. 
CHAPTER III 
MOISTURE TRANSFER AND THERMAL CREEP 




Chapter 3- Synopsis 
The properties and deformational behaviour of concrete are 
sensitive to its moisture content; a parameter which in itself can 
be considerably influenced by non-uniform heating. 
This chapter discusses and summarises available literature data 
on the aspect of temperature-gradient-activated drying and the 
concomitant shrinkage in concrete. It also presents a review of 
literature on the influence of temperature and moisture content on 
the creep behaviour of the concrete. 
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3.1 Moisture transfer in concrete 
3.1.1 Introduction 
The transfer of free moisture in concrete, whether it is induced 
by drying from an exposed face or by a temperature gradient, can change 
many of the Vasic properties of the material and hence the structure 
behaviour. Elastic, creep, shrinkage and thermal properties of concrete 
are all sensitive to moisture change. Changes in the thermal 
conductivity of concrete, for instance, could significantly affect 
the prescribed temperature gradient on the structure and the correspond- 
ing stresses. In nuclear reactor pressure vessels the moisture content 
in the walls of the vessel has a particular importance, in that it 
provides an economical barrier to radiation by attenuating the neutron 
flux present in the structure. 
3.1.2 The hygral state in concrete 
A macroscopic view into the structure of concrete reveals a 
conglomerate of naturally occurring fine and coarse aggregates, cement, 
and water in various degrees of fixation. For reasons of workability 
at casting, the amount of water originally added to the concrete is 
usually in excess of the quantity required for the hydration process 
of the cement paste. In time, the concrete is bonded to a firm and 
solid mass by the hydration products. In such a state, the concrete 
normally contains, in addition to some unhydrated cement, a certain 
quantity of free water. The state of water in a hardened concrete 
matrix has been arbitrarily classified according to its degree of 
fixity into: 
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1. Evaporable'water; this consists of water that is tightly 
held in the gel pore structure, this being evaporable 
over the range from 40 to 0% relative humidity; water helý 
in larger cavities of the system, known as capillary water, 
which is more easily evaporable and will migrate out of the 
cement paste at a relative humidity of 40 to 50% and above 
In heated conditions this is defined as the moisture 
which can be driven off at 1050C (40,60,61). 
2. Non-evaporable water, known also as the water of hydration, 
which is chemically or physically combined with the cement 
gel structure. It cannot evaporate at 0% relative humidity, 
it is however regarded as being approximately equal to the 
amount of moisture held at 100 0C but lost at 10000C (61). 
3.1.3 Influence of temperature gradient on_moisture transfer in concrete 
Several experimental studies have been devoted to investigating the 
temperature gradient-activated moisture movement in concrete, although 
most of these were mainly concerned with moisture movement within 
simulated thick wall structures. Sealed and partially sealed samples 
of different concretes, shapes, and sizes were subjected to various 
temperature histories. Measurements were in many cases made of 
temperatures, weight changes, evaporable and non-evaporable water contents, 
electrical resistance, shrinkage and pore pressure. Whilst it is not 
intended here to introduce a comprehensive survey of the various 
attempts, the reader is referred to the following references - (60,62, 
63,64,65,66,67,78). Some of the observations reported in these 
references, in relation to a concrete block drying under temperature 
gradient, are summarized as follows: - 
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1. At temperatures above 1000C a significant pressure develops 
in the pores of concrete as a result of the entrained air 
and the rapid increase of saturated vapour pressure with 
increase in temperature. This pressure becomes a dominating 
factor in thick sections-affecting the moisture movement. 
2. Water migrates down the temperature gradient creating a 
drying front until eventually there is insufficient water 
available. to maintain the saturation vapour pressure. 
A constant temperature gradient causes more water to migrate 
into the cooler zones thus producing areas of higher than 
normal water content. 
4. The pressure in the hot regions continues to fall with time 
(Fig. 3.1) as the drying front moves along the specimen 
progressively into the cooler regions. 
For concrete which is exposed to atmospheric drying and 
which is far removed from zones of high temperatures, the 
variation of water content will depend more on diffusion 
and other processes than on pore pressure gradients due 
to the non-uniform temperature states. 
6. Evaporation drying is a more slowly moving mass transfer 
process than the migration caused by higher pressure in 
the hot regions. 
7. When moisture paths are long and when gradients of tempera- 
ture and pressure are shallow, evaporation drying becomes 
the influential mechanism of drying at a free face. 
After a long time and depending upon the length of the 
moisture path, the two drying zones will eventually meet 
and drying will then continue throughout the entire section 
(Fig. 3.2a). 
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Shrinkage will tend to occur whenever pore pressures are 
sufficient to cause significant quantities of moisture to 
migrate, even deep in a concrete mass. 
3.1.4 The process of drying shrinkage 
Dimensional changes normally take place in concrete whenever 
changes of moisture contents occur. Removal of the evaporable water 
contents from the-pores of concrete gives rise to drying shrinkage, 
and water gain causes swelling (Fig. 3.2). The transfer of moisture 
is a slow moving process and so is the attendant shrinkage. Drying 
penetrates gradually inwards compressing the interior and creating 
tensile stresses in the outer skin. Due to this non-uniform state of 
stress, cracking often results. Also, because shrinkage is primarily 
a property of the cement paste, a state of differential shrinkage is 
created in the hardened concrete matrix which then produces micro- 
cracks at the cement paste-aggregate interface. These are thought to 
be responsible for the higher deformation behaviour of concrete when 
load is initially applied (68). 
3.1.5 Shape and size effects on shrinkage 
/ 
The shrinkage behaviour of real structures is often inferred from 
deformation measurements on unloaded scaled down models in the form of 
laboratory or site samples. Since drying shrinkage iS'closely related 
to the moisture loss, it is therefore essentially a specinien size and 
shape-dependent material property. Proper consideration has to be 
given to this effect when correlating the shrinkage of a model specimen 
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Ross (69) suggested that a suitable parameter for use in comparing 
the shrinkage of members of differing size and shape is the ratio of 
the exposed (drying) surface area S to the volume of the member V. 
Hansen and Matlock (70) investigated the significance of this parameter 
both theoretically and experimentally and concluded in support of the 
argument. 
Hobbs (71) obtained approximate fit for his'and other data (70) 
using an exponential form of the ratio and concluded that ultimate 
shrinkage is broadly independent of specimen size. This was in agree- 
ment with an earlier conclusion derived from an analytical study by 
Campbell-Allen and Rogers (72) who suggested the elimination of the 
size effect on the final shrinkage from the codes of practice. 
3.1.6 Elementary theory of diffusion 
One, of the theoretical approaches used to describe the drying 
process and its subsequent deformation in concrete is by use of Fick's 
law of diffusion. The basic equation used in terms of shrinkage is: 
I 2 2S 
+ 
22S as as 
A2 By 
2A2 
where S= unrestrained shrinkage strain, t= time, x, y and z are 
rectangular coordinates, and K= shrinkage diffusivity or diffusion 
coefficient. 
Hansen and Mattock (70), Becker and Macinnis (73) among others 
have shown that the linear diffusion theory, which is based on an 
average constant diffusion coefficient 'K' adequately describes the 
shrinkage (or drying) of concrete at ordinary temperature conditions. 
Work by Hughes et al. (74) has also shown that elementary diffusion 
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theoryt although requiring a temperature-dependent diffusion coefficient, 
can describe the drying process of concrete at temperatures in the range 
of 50-950C provided that some care is taken with surface drying. 
Yuan et al. (75) concluded a satisfactory agreement between theory and 
experiments in which mortar specimens were allowed to dry at temperatures 
up to 600C in carbon dioxide free environments. However, investigations 
by Lowe et al. (76) into the drying of concrete at temperatures of 300C 
showed that the rate of moisture diffusion was a function of the 
concentration of evaporable water causing drying to become increasingly 
difficult. For problems where drying is considered to be too slow to 
predict with the linear diffusion theory Bazant and Najjar (77) 
postulated the diffusion coefficient to be a function of pore relative 
humidity (relative vapour pressure) which makes the diffusion problem 
of drying non-linear. 
When drying of concrete is being activated by a temperature 
gradient the problem becomes more complex to solve by the simple 
diffusion theory, and perhaps other approaches (77-78) could be more 
appropriate. In general, the applicability of any method and its 
ability to predict acceptable results rests on whether it recognises 
all possible mechanisms capable of producing mass movement of water in 
the problem under consideration. 
3.2 Thermal creep pheomenon in concrete 
3.2.1 Definition of thermal creep 
The term 'thermal creep' refers to the age, temperature and time- 
dependent strain occurring after the instantaneous application of a 
fixed load to a concrete specimen or structure at time zero, in excess 
of the strain observed in an unloaded and heated companion specimen or 
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structure. In other words, it is the strain in excess of shrinkage 
and temperature strains and immediate elastic strain, which changes in 
time according to the dependence of the elastic modulus on the 
prevailing temperature and time under load. 
Creep, in general, is reckoned to embrace two independent 
components MOO): 
Recoverable creep, or delayed elastic strain, which appears 
as a time-dependent recovery after removal of the load. It 
has a limiting magnitude that is proportional to the stress, 
and it is shown (79) that the limiting value is approached 
gradually at a rate which declines with the age of the 
material. It has also been shown by Nasser and Neville (80), 
Arthanari and Yu (81), Nasser (82), Illston and Sanders (79) 
that the delayed elastic component is little affected by 
temperature. In relation to the other strain components, 
the delayed elastic strain is usually small, and in many 
analyses of concrete structures it is completely neglected. 
2. Irrecoverable creep strain, or flow, which is the major 
component of total creep strain, and unlike the delayed 
elastic strain has no limiting value; instead it continues 
indefinitely at an ever decreasing rate, and for a given 
temperature history its rate per unit stress can be considered 
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3.2.2 Influence of sustained and cyclic temperatures on cr! LeB 
Although the influence of temperature on the creep behaviour of 
concrete has long been realised, it is only since the introduction of 
concrete in the pressure vessel industry in the late 'fifties that the 
matter has been taken more seriously. In the early times of developing 
interest in the subject, conflicting results were often reported due 
largely to what was then considered to be a unique and complex testing 
environment. Fortunately, the gap in the differences of opinion 
seems nowadays to be significantly narrowed and the diverse lines of 
thought have converged towards a more unified picture on the general 
thermal creep behaviour of concrete.. Geymayer (84), Mukaddam and 
Bresler (85) reviewed literature data reported over the years 1934 to 
1969 on the effects of temperature on the creep of concrete. Some 
of the results compiled by Geymayer (84) are shown in Fig. 3.4 
Based on the information given in these reviews and in the references 
(8,9,12,16,80,81,83,86,87) the following summary is believed to be 
warranted. 
1. Creep at elevated temperatures follows the same general 
trend of creep at room temperatures. 
2. For temperatures up to 800C, the creep of concrete and 
the creep rate are several times greater than those at-, 
room temperature. 
The creep of a specimen allowed to lose moisture during 
the test is higher than that when the moisture is contained. 
Within the temperature range stated in 2, and for a stress/ 
strength ratio of up to 0.5, the creep is a fairly linear 
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Perusing further into the more recent literature revealed 
confirmatory and additional information on creep behaviour of concrete 
under sustained and cyclic temperature regimes. 
Nishizawa and Okamura (44) loaded sealed concrete prisms to 26% 
of their cold strengths at the age of 28 days, and these were heated 
after 7 days from loading to 700C or 90 0 C. During the first week of 
heating, a rapid increase in creep strains was observed followed by a 
steady increase which is shown to be linear with the logarithmic time 
scale. The creep strains recorded in the first day of heating amounted 
to about 150% of the initial elastic strain on loading at 200C. Results 
obtained under cyclic temperature conditions between 200C and 70 0C 
showed a very rapid increase in creep strain in the first temperature 
cycle, but no further change was observed in the subsequent cycles; 
except that when a new higher level of temperature was applied, a 
further rapid increase in the creep strain occurred. 
Fahmi, Polivka and Aresler (88) presented results of a creep study 
conducted on hollow cylindrical micro-concrete specimens in compression 
and torsion at 50 and 100% relative humidity. Most of these specimens 
were subjected to a sustained load for 37 days at 230C and then heated 
to 600C or exposed to thermal cycles between 23 and 600C. ' An increase 
in creep strain and rate of creep was observed when the concrete was 
first heated and sustained at 600C. After heating, the creep strain 
continued increasing with time for the 100% R. H. specimens, whereas 
for the 50% R. H. specimens the creep strain stabilized in about 2 to 3 
weeks. The first thermal cycle caused the largest increase in creep 
strain. Although each subsequent thermal cycle caused a further 
increase in creep for the 100% R. H. specimens, no appreciable increase 
in creep was observed on the 50% R. H. specimens. They also concluded 
that the specificýcreep in torsion was higher than that in compression 
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at sustained normal, elevated or cyclic temperatures, and that most 
of the creep strain at elevated or cyclic temperatures was irrecoverable. 
Results obtained by Hornby and Grainger* from tests on concrete 
cylinders confirmed the trend of increase in the creep with temperature, 
when a specimen was first heated to 750C after being under sustained 
load for 893 days at 27 0 C. It was found that a year after the change 
in temperature, the creep rate approximately equalled the creep rate 
of another specimen which had been under load for the same time, but 
maintained throughout at the higher temperature. 
Browne and Bamforth (56) showed results of creep tests on sealed 
limestone concrete cylinders, loaded at the age of 12k years and 
stored under water at temperatures of 200C and 950C. It was observed 
that the 950C specimens exhibited far greater rate of creep than those 
maintained under load at 200C. After 102 days from loading, the higher 
temperature specimens indicated a specific creep strain value of 
-5 2-62 78 x 10 per N/mm compared with 11 x 10 per N/mm for the lower 
temperature specimens. 
Browne and Blundell (68) published results (Fig. 35) of tests 
in which the temperature was increased and decreased on concrete 
samples which had been kept under sustained load at temperatures of 
20,65 and 95 0 C. It was observed that increase in temperature 
rejuvenated the creep rate, while a decrease in the temperature 
initially reduced the creep rate but after a period of time there was a 
substantial recovery to similar rate which would have occurred if the 
original higher temperature had been maintained. 
Illston and Sanders (79) investigated the creep behaviour of 
saturated mortar tube specimens subjected to sustained torsional loading 
Reported in reference 89 
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and various temperature histories within the range 20 to 940C. Their 
results (Fig. 3.6) showed that when the temperature was raised for 
the first time, the creep rate increased greatly in comparison with 
that of a similar specimen heated before loading. No such change of 
rate was observed when the temperature was lowered or when it was 
raised to a level previously attained. They concluded from this study 
the'existence of a third component of creep strain designated 
'transitional thermal creep' in addition to the commonly known components, 
flow and delayed elastic strains. This component is said to develop 
only when the temperature is raised to a new higher level, and it is 
of an irreversible nature. In a follow up study (10) they showed that 
the component has a limiting specific value which they expressed solely 
as a function of temperature. 
3.2.3 High temperature creep 
- There have been several attempts to investigate the creep behaviour 
of concrete at high temperatures, and to answer the argument as to 
whether or not there is a further increase in creep with increasing 
temperatures. 
Sullivan and Poucher (48) tested mortar and plain concrete beams 
which were subjected to mechanical load cycles in bending, and various 
thermal cycles in the range 20 to 4000C. They found that at 300 0C the 
creep of mortar was twice that at 1250c, whereas the creep of concrete 
at 3000C was nearly three times that at 125 0 C, probably due to the 
development of micro-cracks between aggregate and mortar. 
Wang (91) shows results of tests on concrete cylinders loaded to 
40 and 60% of their strengths and heated at temperatures between 93.3 
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ratios the creep generally increased with temperatures; the relationship 
between creep and stress/strength ratios was, however, found to be 
non-linear at all temperature levels investigated. 
Gross (92) has conducted creep tests on unsealed concrete cylinders 
which were preheated to the desired temperature, then loaded for 7 days. 
He concluded that for conditions milder than stress/cold strength ratio 
equal to 0.66 and temperature 300 0 C, the total creep strains are linear 
in the stress variable within these limits, also he reduced the non- 
linear thermal creep phenomenon into a linear thermoviscoelasticity 
problem. 
3.2.4 Influence of moisture content on creep 
Creep occurring in the absence of moisture exchanges is commonly 
termed 'basic creep', while the additional creep induced by moisture 
movement to the surrounding atmosphere is termed 'drying creep'. 
Reutz (93) among others has shown that the influence of simultaneous 
drying is to cause a large increase in creep at first, but this is 
gradually decreased as the rate of drying diminishes. Re-wetting also 
increases creep, as according to one theory (94) the basic creep 
potential increases due to increase in the moisture content; this 
potential is reduced on drying, but drying creep takes place, so that 
each part of the cycle contributes to increased creep. Illston (95) 
postulated a creep to moisture content to be identical to shrinkage- 
moisture content relation when plotted non-dimensionally. Recently, 
Gamble and Parrott (96) published experimental results on creep during 
drying-and-wetting. It was observed that the development rate of 
drying creep was linearly related to that of concurrent shrinkage. 
Specimens re-wetted under load exhibited wetting creep, which was 
linearly related to concurrent swelling. 
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Hannant (83) found that preheated concrete samples, to a weight 
loss of 84% of the mixing water,, ýýhich were subsequently sealed and 
loaded, virtually reached their creep limit after 20 days. Zielinski 
and Sadowski (97) observed inappreciable creep in fully dried specimens 
tested at 20 or 60 0 C. However, similar tests carried out on specimens 
with various moisture contents showed almost linear relationship 
between creep and moisture content. 
3.2.5 Shape and size effects on creep 
It is to be expected from the argument of Section 3.2.4 that the 
size of a concrete member affects drying creep, as it governs the 
amount of moisture lost to the surrounding environments. The concept 
of surface/volume ratio as a good indicator for the shape and size 
effect is assumed by Ross (69) to apply for creep as well as shrinkage. 
Hansen and Mattock (70) arrived at similar conclusions to that for 
shrinkage regarding the use of the S/V ratio, as being a suitable 
parameter for use in structural design. They also concluded that the 
size and shape of member only affected the rate of creep during about 
the first three months, and that both the rate and final value of creep 
decreased with increase in the member size. 
3.2.6 Normalization of creep data 
It is generally accepted that at normal temperatures and working 
stress levels (below 50% of ultimate strength) concrete possesses a 
linear stress/strain relationship in both elastic and creep regimes. 
This has provided a convenient basis for normaliZing creep data with 
respect to stress into a single, time variable commonly termed 'specific 
creep' strain, i. e. creep strain per unit stress. For moisture stable 
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concrete samples, the linearity of creep strain with stress has also 
been confirmed at temperatures below 1000C by the majority of 
investigators. It should therefore be possible to find a suitable 
expression to describe the creep-temperature-time relationship for 
use in time-dependent behavioural analyses of structures. 
Browne (8) derived from his experimental data the expression: 
c= f(kT) + f'(kT). loglo(l + 
where e= specific strain, i. e. the sum of elastic and creep strains 
per unit stress, k= the age at temperature and load application in 
days, t= time in days, T- the temperature of concrete under load, 
and MT), f'(kT) - experimentally determined factors which depend on 
k and T. 
Ross, England and Suan (16) have taken advantage of the stress- 
creep strain linearity at temperatures below 100 0C and proposed the 
term 'specific thermal creep' which they defined as: 
c 
cr -ý (F)- 
where c= specific thermal creep strain, i. e. creep strain per unit 
stress per unit temperature, cc = creep strain, a= applied stress, 
ý(T) = temperature-creep normalization function, which enable a family 
of creep curves determined under various constant temperatures to be 
reduced to a single data curve. In most instances, ý(T) is a simple 
po, lynomial in temperature T. The normalization procedure is shown 
diagrammatically in Fig. 3.7. The resulting single specific thermal 
creep curve can be used to replace time in the time-dependent constitutive 
laws, thereby simplifying the analysis of creep behaviour in structures 
subjected to temperature gradients, and allowing the analysis of mass 
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concrete structures by the methods of finite elements and continuum 
mechanics. 
Fahmi, Bresler and Polivka (98) have developed a mathematical 
model for predicting creep of concrete at constant and variable 
temperatures, based on time-shift principle, for the so-called thermo- 
rheologically simple material. Such an approach requires that creep 
curves at different temperatures when plotted against the logarithm 
of the time are of the same shape. Some literature data on the creep 
of sealed concrete have been shown to conform to this principle within 
a temperature range of 20 to 800C. Determination of the temperature 
function ý(T) (unlike that defined above) have been made numerically, 
and in one instance a third order polynomial in T was given. 
At higher temperatures, Marechal (99) has shown that the Arrhenius 
activation energy principle applies to creep strain dependence on 
temperature and that linear stress/creep strain and semi-log creep 
strain-time relationships exist up to 4000C. 
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CHAPTER IV 
THERMAL CREEP AND SHRINKAGE ANALYSES 
OF CONCRETE STRUCTURES 
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Chapter 4" Synopsis 
Methods of calculating the time-dependent stresses in materials 
subjected to non-homogeneous creep are discussed with particular 
reference to three methods; the iterative 'rate of creep'; the 
'steady state'; and the 'variational power theory', All the three 
methods have been developed for the analysis of a 3-span continuous 
prestressed concrete beam under the sustained influence of transverse 
loading and temperature cross fall, A numerical example is given, 
and close agreement of predictions for transient creep effects is 
shown between the iterative rate of creep solution and the direct 
solution of the variational power theory. 
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4.1 Introduction 
For the time-dependent analysis of homogeneous concrete structures 
at working stress levels (below 50% of ult. strength), various 
constitutive relations exist, which enable a fairly accurate estimate 
of the service stresses to be made (creep and shrinkage effects) in 
structures under time-varying stress regimes. The simplest direct 
approach is that of the 'effective modulus' method, which accounts for 
the apparent decrease in concrete stiffness with time. Others include 
the methods of superposition, rate of creep and rate of flow. The 
principles and relative merits of these methods have been described 
and discussed by a number of investigators (100-102) to whom reference 
is made. 
In the broader context of structural analysis, constitutive creep 
laws for concrete have been based on the concept of linear visco- 
elasticity. Mechanical analogues (Rheological models) of either Maxwell 
or Kelvin type, or combinations of the two simulating the deformational 
behaviour of concrete have been proposed to formulate stress-strain 
laws for the material. In general, such constitutive laws express 
either the total concrete strain in the form of an integral type 
equation involving an hereditary integral, or the time rate of change 
of the total strain in the form of a differential type equation. The 
integral type creep law is usually solved using superposition principle 
or convolution integral method, whereas the differential type creep law 
is solved using a rate of creep method. The solution scheme of either 
type is essentially an iterative one in which discretization in the 
time span is made. On the grounds of computational cost, particularly 
for large structural systems, differential type creep laws seem to have 
an advantage over the integral form creep laws since they only require 
the storage of the current values of stress and strain in contrast to 
the latter type. 
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In the circumstances where concrete properties are non- 
homogeneous, examples of which are structures subjected to spatial 
temperature variations, a particular form of stress history occurs. 
The analysis of time-dependent effects in these structures therefore 
requires more general forms of constitutive laws. These must account 
for the environmental effects on the various strain components, 
moisture movements and ageing properties of the material. 
In recent years several attempts have been made to extend some 
of the existing creep theories to deal with thermal creep and other 
aspects, such as non-linear behaviour of concrete. While it is not 
intended herein to produce an exhaustive survey of such developments, 
the reader is referred to the reviews given by Neville (102) and 
Irving (54), or to the references (103-117) for direct access to some 
of the proposed methods. 
Nevertheless, in spite of all the attempts, no realistic 
constitutive relation for the thermal creep analysis of concrete 
structures has yet emerged. It is, however, possible that good 
engineering solutions for a vide range of problems can still be 
obtained using some forms of creep laws developed on the basis of the 
specific thermal creep concept. One of these is the rate of creep 
method (110) which is adapted here for the step-by-step computer 
analysis of the experimental and other'beam examples reported in this 
work. Two other direct methods, the variational power (114) and 
steady state (16,18,112) are also used to predict the steady state and 
transient stresses for the problems. Description of the principles 
and solution procedure of the rate of creep method is given in some 
detail in Section 4.2. Those of the 'steady state' and the 'variational 
power' theories are given in Sections 4.3 and 4.4 respectively. 
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4.2 The rate of creep method 
The method is applied here to the problem of a symmetrical 3-span 
continuous prestressed concrete beam. The analysis is applied to one 
half of the structure as shown in Fig. 4.2. 
4.2.1 Principles 
The method uses a single specific creep curve for all ages of 
loading, hence the age-dependence problem of the creep is considerably 
simplified. 
de . The time rate of change of total strain 7 is given by the t 
relationship 




where j-t is the time rate of change of'specific creep strain. 
On the basis of specific thermal creep concept, the law expressed 
in real time by Eq. 4.1 is represented by the Maxwell law in pseudo 
time 'c' as, 
="+ (4.2) 
in which the dot notation refers to differentiation with respect to 'c', 
and ý(T) = creep-temperature normalization function, 'Fig. 3.7'. This 




A recognised deficiency of this law is that it neglects the 
recovery (delayed elastic) strains when stresses decline, which makes 
it rather inaccurate for the analysis of creep at normal temperatures. 
However, for thermal creep analysis, the importance of delayed elastic 
strains diminishes considerably. This is mainly because while the flow 
component of creep is greatly enhanced by temperature rise, its delayed 
elastic component remains sensibly unaffected (81,82,101). On the 
other hand, where it is necessary to include the recovery strains in 
the constitutive relationship, more complicated models, such as the 
four element Burger's representation (116) must be used. 
4.2.2 General procedure 
For the numerical step-by-step analysis of non-homogeneous concrete 
structures (i. e. having different creep properties across each section) 
discretization in time, as well as space, needs to be made. The time 
(real or fictitious) is divided into discrete intervals and the 
continuum of the structure into a number of finite elements. With 
regard to beam and plane frame structures, the elements are further 
divided across their sections into a number of sub-elements. The number 
of these divisions is usually dictated by the geometry of the structure 
and the-boundary loading. The lengths of the time intervals, however, 
should be chosen so that only small amounts of creep develop during 
these intervals in order to jdstify the basic assumption of the 
approach; that the stresses remain constant during each interval while 
strains are allowed to develop. 
The general routine of the procedure as applied to a tyýical 
structure can be summarized as follows: - 
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1. At the start of the first time interval the stress and 
displacements in every domain of the structure are those 
due to applied boundary loading including temperature 
(thermo-elastic). 
2. The stresses determined at the start are sustained through 
the interval while each sub-element is allowed to deform 
freely (themo-inelastic deformation). 
3. At the end of the interval, the strain compatibility and 
force equilibrium are examined for each section. Where 
these are violated, they should be restored by elastic 
adjustments to the forces in the section. 
4. The integrated effects of these adjustments on the boundary 
forces and displacements of the structure are determined, 
then superimposed to those prevailing at the start of the 
interval. 
The procedure is then taken through steps 2 to 4 for each successive 
time interval using the stresses determined at the end of the preceding 
interval, until the material is considered to have undergone sufficient 
creep. 
In what follows, the behaviour of an un-reinforced concrete 
member element subjected to the combined actions of temperature cross- 
fall, load moment and axial prestress is investigated, over a typical 
time step during which small amounts of creep occurred. Basic 
expressions for calculating stresses and deformations in both analytic 
and numerical forms are derived. Some considerations for the changing 
concrete modulus of elasticity with temperatures over the depth of the 
section are given. Subsequently, the overall behaviour of a structure 
typical of the experimental beam is examined. 
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4.2.3 Basic expressions 
Assumptions 
1. Plane sections are to remain plane, so that the axial 
strain ea , and the curvature 6 of the section can be related 
to the axial force N and bending moment M. 
2. The instantaneous and creep strains are linear in the stress 
variable, so that the superposition principle is applicable 
to stresses and strains. 
The tensile stresses are not to exceed the ultimate tensile 
strength of the concrete in order to avoid the development 
of cracking. 
Consider a typical time step during which the section is allowed 
to deform freely, under a sustained stress system determined at the 
end of the preceding interval, to produce a free strain profile as 
shown in Fig. 4.1. These strains do not conform with the axiom of 
plane sections. To restore the compatibility of strains, therefore, 
a straight line B B' should be introduced, such that the strain 
associated with stress at fibre x, e S'x , can 
be related to the free 
strain, e f, x' curvature 
0, and axial strain ea by the expression thus, 
e 
S, X = 
{(ea + O. X) -cf, x 
1 (4.3) 
These strains must satisfy the equilibrium of forces on the 
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Based on the data reviewed in Chapter 2, and on the reference 
(2,115) the concrete modulus of elasticity at a given temperature ET 
may justifiably be assumed as a linear function of the modulus at 20 0 C, E. 
Such that, for a linear temperature crossfall, it can be expressed in 
terms of the space variable x thus, 
ET ý2 E. (p + 'q. x) 
where p and q are constants. 
(4.6) 
After substituting equations 4.3 and 4.6, the solution of the 
equilibrium equations 4.. 4 and 4.5 yields the following expressions for 
the axial strain and curvature of the section, 
12 D/2 D/2 
. ea es 2_ 22f 
(p+qx). c f, x 













(p+qx). x. c f, x 
dx -, f (p+qx). 
(12p _q .DD -D/2 
5p 
-D/2 
dx N+ imil (4.8a) f, x p*E. b. D 
If however the elastic modulus is to be assumed constant over 
the section, i. e. temperature-independent, then p=1, and q=0 and 
the above equations can be reduced to, 
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1 D/2 N 
x. 
dx + i- 




f b. D 
and 
12 D/2 
dx +m (4.8b) E. I T3- 
-DI/2 
ýf'x *x* 
The integral terms in the above equations can be evaluated 
numerically by dividing the section of the member into 'n' number of 
elements as shown in Fig. 4.1. Accordingly, 




{(2r-1) - nj 
Then, the axial strain and curvature expressions take the following forms, 
12 R r=n 




2n f, r 
D2 r=n -D 




2n f, r 
1. 
-q. M F. -b (p. N 
.bI 
(4.7c) 
12. p 6 
r=n 
E [p+q. -E- {(2r-l)-nll. {(2r-l)-nl. e 222*2. n f, r (12p -q D' 
[D. 
n r=l 
a r=n D+MN (4.8c), E [p+q {(2r-l)-nl . -j- p*E. b. D . ni pn r-1 
n f, r E. I 
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Alternatively, for a uniform modulus of elasticity 
1 r=n N 
t-a nEef, r 







' ((2r-l)-nl + (4.8d) -2 F-f 
D. n rýl 
Hence, with the knowledge of the moment M, the axial'prestress N, 
and the distribution of the free strains at the particular instant, 
the axial strain and curvature are evaluated from equations 4.7 and 4.8. 
These are then substituted into equation 4.3 and the stress distribution 
can be obtained, using the appropriate values for 'p' and "q', from 
ax = E. (p+q. x) . 
Ye 
a+O. x) -ef, xl 
(4.9) 
Build-up of free strains 
The free strains generally consist of temperature, creep and 
shrinkage strains, i. e. 
Ef 2, Ct + CC (4.10) 
At a particular level of a given section,, the free strain at the 




+ 6s 1 
Then, if the temperature remained constant, the free strain at 
the end of the second-interval, 
f, 2 =cf, l + 
Se 
c, 2 
+ as 2 
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In general, the free strain at the end of interval j, for time 
invariant temperature is * 
e f2j =ef, j-1 + Se C23 
+ 6s i (4.11) 
where, e fj-1 refers to the total free strain at the end of the 
preceding interval, and Se C, jo 
6Sj are the increments of creep and 
shrinkage strains developed during the interval. 
If the Maxwell representation for the creep law is assumed to 
apply, then based on the specific thermal creep concept, the free 
strain at the end of interval j will be, 
i-j 
, Ct+ ý(T). Sc i+ as i f, j (4.12) 
where a i-I refer to the stress determined at the end of the preceding 
interval, ý(T) = temperature-creep normalization function, 
6c 
1= 
specific thermal creep increment. 
4.2.4 Changes in the redundant forces of the continuous beam over a 
typical time st" 
At the commencement of a particular time step, the symmetrical 
half of the beam, Fig. 4.2, is assumed to be in a static equilibrium 
with its boundary actions. The beam is then released (moment release) 
through the interval allowing it to deform freely without restraint. 
Consequently, a change in discontinuity (rotation) at the release 
occurs. By utilizing the v. w. principle the change in discontinuity 






01-y ). M 1, dy (4.13) 
-L 1 
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in which 0 2, y and 
8 l'y refers to the curvatures at the end and 
commencement of the time interval with the subscript 'y' refers to 
the section coordinate and M1 refers to the unit action moment 
distribution. 
In order to restore the structure compatibility, the change in 
discontinuity must be counteracted by a moment, which can be determined 
on an elastic basis such that, 
S. m = -66/d 11 
(4.14) 
where d 11 
is the rotation caused by a unit moment at the release. 
The moment distribution prevailing at the start of the interval 
should therefore be adjusted by an amount 
6. m = sm. m 1 
(4.15) 
. As a result of this change, the curvatures determined at the end 
of the interval should be corrected by an elastic amount, 
66 = SM/EI (4.16) 
Compatibility of the slopes at the interior support 
In Fig. 4.2a the slope of the end tangents at support b is 
indicated by n, for the end span and by n" for the centre span. As a bb 
condition of slope continuity of the uncut elastic line over the 
support 
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fe dy (4.19) b02, y' 
+ Tib then the compatibility of the slopes If , Tj 
'"00, say = 6T'b b 
can be restored by applying a couple given by, 
6m= -6n (4.20) 
The moments and curvature adjustments are then made in the manner 
described above. 
4.2.5 Stresses at the end of the time interval 
With the curvatures computed and corrected at the end of the 
interval, the axial strains are calculated from eq. 4.7. In this 
equation the current value for the prestress force should be used, 
unless the prestress is considered to be of the follow-up type, or the 
estimated loss due to creep is insignificant. The stress distributions 
are then concluded from Eq. 4.9 substituting the same free strains 
used to calculate the curvatures. 
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4.2-$6 Beam deflection 
To determine the deflection profile of the beam at any time 
step, the simplified approach of the Virtual Work Principle may be 
employed. This involves the application of a unit force successively 
at a number of sections along the released structure at the end of the 
particular time step. Then, the vertical displacement of a point C 




6 2, y' 
m Ic * dy (4.21) 
in which e 2, y 
is the distribution of curvature determined and corrected 
at the end of the time interval, and M 1, C 
is the moment distribution 
produced by the unit action applied at point C. 
4.3 Steady state theory predictions 
It is commonly accepted that redistribution of stress generally 
occurs between any two zones of concrete maintained at different 
temperatures, and between concrete and steel when reinforcement is 
present. When loads and temperatures are sustained, the stresses 
approach a steady state (16), provided the creep capacity of concrete 
is sufficient to allow the process of redistribution to become 
complete. 
England (112) proposed a method by which the steady state stresses 
can be evaluated using elastic analogy. It demands that the elastic 
modulus of concrete be replaced by the reciprocal of the creep- 
temperature normalization function ý(T). This means that the 
conventional elastic analysis may be used to determine the steady state 
stresses by the simple inclusion of a spatially varying elastic modulus, 
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such that, with reference to Fig. 4.1, the s. s. stress at fibre x 
may be calculated from 
A+ Bx 
CFX ý (T) (4.22) 
where A and B are the specific rates of change of axial strain and 
curvatures respectively. These are independent of time by hypothesis 
t of the invariance with time of a. ý(T), and are constants for a 
particular cross-section. The distribution given by eq. 4.22 must 
satisfy the equilibrium conditions of structural mechanics, such that 
D/2 








when N and M are the axial force and moment acting on, the cross-section 
at the steady state. Then, after substituting for ax, from eq. 4.22 
into the equilibrium equations, a solution for A and B results, which 
take the form 
aM+bN (4.25) 
a 2* M+b 2* N (4.26) 
Here the a and b parameters will depend upon data relating to the 
cross section and the temperature distribution. For a rectangular 
cross-section, and linear temperature distribution of the form 
(a + O. x) these are found to be: 
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Evaluation of the A and B parameters for the particular section 
rests on the knowledge of N and M values at the steady state. The 
total change in the prestress force N due to creep may be estimated 
by any other method, if it is not of the follow-up type; whereas 
determination of the steady state moments M require further formulation 
based on consideration of the boundary conditions on*the structure. 
This is illustrated in the following section in relation to the 
continuous beam example. 
4.3.1 Steady state moment distribution over the continuous beam 
By invoking the moment area theorem, the, difference in slopes 
between two points a and b can be obtained from the curvature 
distribution between these points. Then, with reference to Fig. 4.2 
na - Tlb 'f0. dy 
b 
(4.27) 
A similar statement can be made for the difference in the rates of 
change in slope with respect to pseud07time,. 
dy 
Similarly, the rate of change in the slope at a, 






-"' f;. dy (4.30) 
But, from consideration of symmetry, the slope at point c- zero, 
i. e., 
;c=0. 
Therefore., by combining eq. 4.29 with 4.30 and subtracting from 
eq. 4.28 the following equation results, 
dy - -I- f y. dy (4.31) LI 
By definition, do =B dc 
hence, eq. 4.31 becomes fB dy -1fB. y. dy -0 (4.32) L1 
Then, if the s. s. moment distribution M is expressed in terms of the 
distributions of a point load moment Mp and an unknown support moment 
Ms in equations (4.25 and 4.26, then the integration of eq. 4.32 
yields the following solution for the redundant support moment at the 
steady state, 
b2 
ms m+z.. 8p6a2 (4.33) 
This leads to the determination of the steady state moment, and 
hence the distributions of A and B along the beam. 
Ii Sit c 
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4.4 The variational power method 
Although historical methods of analysis can be made to generate 
almost exact solutions to many creep problems, their running cost can 
be prohibitively high for the analysis of large and complicated 
structural systems. Othe r methods which can yield acceptable solutions 
directly without having to rely on their intermediate phases are there- 
fore always desirable. One of such methods, the 'Variational Power' 
has been described by England (114). The logical principle of his 
theory is based on the assumption that an energy change rate with 
respect to variations of the stresses from the true state is a minimum. 
His interpretation for the theory in relation to a body resting on 
rigid supports can be, briefly summarized as follows. 
A body or structure, which is said to be in a transient stage of 
creep deformation is at any instant in equilibrium with its boundary 
actions, and the strain and displacement rates are compatible. By 
invoking the principle of virtual work at any time, t, it is possible 
to state that the products of the actual internal strains, c(t), with 
a set of equilibri= stresses 6ais will be zero when integrated over 
the entire volume of the continuum 
e(t). 6a. dv = (4.34) 
Since this statement is true for all t, it is possible to, make 
the additional statement, 
kt). 6a. dv = (4.35) 
in which 
i(t) represents the internal strain rates. 
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Equation 4.35 requires that the constitutive stress/strain 
relationship of concrete is specified in 'such a manner that the'sirain 
rate is a function of the stresses and the time derivatives of the 
stresses only. ' 
The detailed formulation of the problem to be solved by this 
theory, however, depends upon a stress representation'of the following 
form being adopted, 
i=n 
cr =a0+Ea (4.36) 
3. =l 
in which a0 is any distribution which 
loading on the structure, and the dis, 
represents self equilibrating sets of 
terms are weighting parameters, which 
satisfies the statistical boundary 
tribution 6ais i-1 to n, 
stress components. The a 3. 
are functions of time and become 
the unknowns in the creep problem. 
In the following section, the theory is applie-d'to the same 
continuous beam example used previously, to illustrate the solution 
procedure and to compare the predictions with those given by the 
iterative rate of creep method. 
4.4.1 Transient creep solution of the continuous beam 
The state of stress at any section along the beam is clearly 
dependent upon the applied mechanical loading and the redundant support 
reaction, which here varies in the transient period. The redistribution 
of stress over any particular section, therefore, is due partly to the 
differential creep behaviour of the section, and partly to the time- 
varying external redundancy. 
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Because stresses vary in both the x and y directions in this 
example, the transient stress distributions are represented by more 
than one function. After suitable scaling in the x and y directionsp 
and writing X- x/d, Y-L1 and with reference to Fig. 4.3, these are 
cy = f+2. «P-R ). Y. X + {R (X 
2_ 1)+R3 
12i 3» X 
). y ... y-0-ý- 
cy = f+ý(P-2R, *Y). X + {R (X 
2-1)+R3 
23VXI. y ... y- 
ý-1 (4.37) 
f+ý(P-2R X+ IR 213y-1i 2(x - Y) +R3X13 
Where ý-11, f= mean prestress, P= applied point load, and 4 bd 
2 
Rlp R2 and R3 represent the redundancies in the problem, such that at 
time zero, R, = thermo-elastic support reaction, 
N 
R3= 
The variational principle of equation 4.35 takes here the form, 
+1 5/3 3a 
. dY. dX =0 
11 
3R. 
-1 o 2. 
(4.38) 
Introducing the stresses from equations 4.37 into equation 4.2 
yields expressions for the total strain rates along the beam. 
Considerable simplification results from the assumptions that the 
concrete modulus of elasticity is uniform over the beam section, and 
that ý(T) = T'= (a + W. Then after substituting for 
!a from 
3R. 
equations 4.37 and the spatial integrations are carried out separately 
for each value of i where i=1 to 3, three differential equations 
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In general form, these can be written as 
+B. R+C= 
The solution of equation 4.39 has the form, 







where K is a vector dependent upon the initial conditions at time zero, 
here we have 
R (0) - -i- .P--! E ac. 16 9 
R (0) ='R (0) =0 
Therefore, 
K= [R(O)l + [BI-1 . [C] 
(4.41) 
Equation 4.40 may be solved, using a general numerical procedure (117). 
described in the Appendices. It consists of expanding in series form 
the exponential matrix for a small value of the exponent [A]-'. [B]. c 
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by suitably selecting a value of c, and then summing the series in 
truncated form to a predetermined'degree of-convergence. Solutions 
for other values of c are readily obtained for all such values as 
2 n. c by simply squaring and re-squaring the sum of the truncated series. 
Stresses calculated for the point load section of the beam at 
some significant values of pseudo-time c are listed in Table 4.1, 
Col. 'V. P. '. These are compared to exact solution from a step-by-step 
computer analysis, Col. 'EV. 
Numerical data 





mid-end span point load: 
applied uniform prestress: 
b. D - 101.6 x 152.4 mm 
L, m 914.4 mm 
L2 - 1219.2 mm 
P-8.0 KN 
f-6.2 N/mm 2 
modulus of elasticity of the 
concrete: 
coefficient of thermal expansion 
. of the concrete, 
the uniform temperature over the 
beam section: 
the applied temperature gradient 
over the section: 
the Sp th creep value used in the 
V. P. analysis, 
the number of pseudo-time steps 
used in the r. o. c. analysis: 
34.5 GN/M 
-6 o 12.5 x 10 /C 
68 0c 
a=0.236 0 C/mm 
c=1.45 x 10-6 per N/mm 
2 
per 0C 
400 x 1.45 x 10- 
8 
per 
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The method reveals satisfactorily the stress-redistribution 
features associated with non-homogeneous creep. The errors shown 
are, however, acceptably small for creep calculations and have thus 
illustrated the ability of this method to provide pconomical creep 
solutions. 
By including the creep recovery explicitly in the analysis and 
adopting the four element Burger's representation (117) for example, 
an improvement in the accuracy can be obtained if required. However, 
this has to be judged carefully against the additional effort required 
for carrying out the integration of eq. 4.35 and subsequently the 





Experimental Work - Part 1 
Design, construction and testing procedure of a 
post-tensioned concrete beam with an elastic 
inclusion 
go 
Chapter 5- Synopsis 
This Chapter describes the design and testing of a 3.2 m 
prestressed concrete beam. It was tested over three spans as a 
continuous member symmetrically loaded in the end spans only and 
subjected to sustained transverse temperature crossfall everywhere. 
The aim was to monitor the stress variation with time within the 
central span directly using an elastic inclusion technique, In 
addition, the internal support reactions were recorded and the 
experimental data were used to assess the usefulness of the steady 
state and the rate of creep theories. The test results and conclusions 
are given in Chapter 6. 
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5.1 objective 
Under the combined-actions of sustained loading and temperature 
crossfall, the external boundary forces in some concrete structures 
may undergo substantial changes with time, as a result of differential 
thermal creep behaviour of the material. This has been verified in 
some experiments cited in Chapter 1. However, because the external 
actions constitute an integral response of the internal stresses over 
the entire volume of the structure, changes of the kind have been 
coupled to a process of stress redistribution. Since it has not been 
possible to determine explicitly the stresses in the experimental 
structures, they have been inferred from support forces measurements 
and from the use of constitutive relationship relating stress to creep 
strain. 
An attempt has been made here to explore the possibilities of 
finding a suitable technique to achieve the objective of directly 
I 
monitoring the development of stresses in a non-isothermally heated 
and loaded statically indeterminate beam structure'. Unfortunately, 
no direct stress measuring device of certain reliability, applicable 
under such test conditions, has apparently been developed yetS The 
only available alternative was the 'elastic inclusion' technique, 
by which stresses can be correlated to the strains observed in a 
homogeneously elastic body incorporated into the structure. Its use 
in concrete research has so far been limited to short-term non-heated 
experiments, as has been successfully demonstrated by Stanculescu (40) 
on plain concrete beams tested close to and up to ultimate load. 
An assembly of elastic elements has been designed to fit in 
between two identical concrete prisms, such that when they are axially 
stressed they form a rigid beam structure. This was subsequently 
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tested as a three span continuous beam with the elastic inclusion 
situated at a constant moment zone. A detailed description is given 
in Section 5.4. 
5.2 General considerations 
In developing the design of the elastic inclusion, the following 
considerations were given: - 
1. The material should have completely elastic and time- 
invariant homogeneous properties, and under the operating 
temperature and stress conditions exhibit no significant 
time-dependent strains; 
2. The material stress response should be such as to justify 
the use of a mechanical strain gauge device; 
3. The geometry of the inclusion system should be such as to 
allow free passage for a set of prestressing wires required 
for the post-tensioning operation; 
The number of independent elastic elements across the beam 
section should be sufficient to identify clearly the field 
stress profile. 
5.3 Choice of the inclusion material 
Aluminium. was chosen as the inclusion material, primarily for the 
convenience of strain measurements with mechanical rather than electrical 
strain gauges, due to the latter's uncertain reliability. A secondary 
factor which influenced the choice was based on previous findings (40) 
which concluded in favour of the aluminium when comparing it to other 
materials in respect to stress measurements. 
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5.4 General description of the composite beam design 
After considering the various aspects of the problem a comparatively 
simple design for the elastic inclusion and hence the composite beam 
was developed. A number of identical aluminium I-section elements 
was chosen and arranged into a stack forming a laminated rectangular 
block of cellular cross section, as shown in Fig. 5.1a. With specially 
made mild steel bearing plates attached to the ends of each individual 
element, the block was then interposed longitudinally between the ends 
of two identical concrete prisms, having uniform cross-sections 
concordant with the end planes of the block. The assembly was 
subsequently stressed axially by a set of prestressing wires, thus 
forming a monolithic composite beam structure, Fig. 5.1b. 
5.5 Section and size of the beam 
Proportioning of the beam cross-section was dictated by two 
factors, (1) the size of the aluminium elements available and (2) the 
maximum fibre stress allowed. 
The nearest practical size available for the I-section elements 
had 38 mm Ukin) wide flange and a depth of 101.6 mm (4.0 in). Hence, 
by adopting this size, the width of the beam section was fixed, i. e. 
I A by the depth of the I-section. 
In order to maintain the operating stresses within the working 
stress range (below 50% of ultimate strength) within which creep 
strains are generally believed to be linear in the stress variable, 
2 the maximum fibre stress at any section was limited to about 14 IIN/M 
About half this amount was assigned to the prestress on the beam, and 
in order to ensure the uniformity of prestress over the beam section 
it was decided that it was desirable to use an evenly distributed 
g, -Z: cu c2. 
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number of prestressing wires for such purpose. Also, by using small 
sized wires it would offset the need for larger cavities within the 
inclusion block, and hence would enable the use of a larger number of 
elements within a given depth. 
A rectangular arrangement of six 5 mm 0 cold drawn steel wires 
having ultimate tensile strength of about 34 KN was chosen. By 
symmetrically reducing the flanges of the aluminium I sections to 
half their original widths, i. e. to 19 mm, a clearance gap of about 
14 mm deep sufficient to accommodate 10 mm plastic duct tubing was 
obtained; and by utilizing only about 45% of ultimate strengths of the 
wires (in order to minimize losses of prestress due to relaxation of 
steel) a conveniently worked out cross-section of 101.6 x 152 mm 
(4.0" x 6.0") resulted. This permitted the use of eight-I-section 
elements across the depth of the beam at 19 mm c/c. 
With respect to the size of the beam, an overall length of 3.2 m 
was deemed adequate for the test, thus making it possible to utilize 
one of the standard formworks of the laboratory; and since the beam 
was to be symmetrically supported over three spans, adequate 
proportioning of the centre and end spans was'necessary. After 
preliminary calculations were performed a centre/end span ratio of 
1.33 resulted. This was translated into 1.22 m (48") for the centre 
and 0.91 mý (36") for each of the end spans, after allowing 76.0 mm 
(3.0") from either end of the beam to the nearest support. The 
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5.6 Technical requirements 
The main technical requirements called for by the present investi- 
gation included: - 
1. Supporting apparatus, 
2. a system by which to ascertain at all times, and subsequently 
maintain a constant prestress force, 
mechanical transverse loading system, 
4. temperature loading and measuring facilities, and 
5. strain and deflection instrumentation. 
5.6.1 Supporting apparatus 
The beam was mounted on four supports provided into a purpose- 
built rigid frame made of standard steel channels. Details of its 
construction as well as the supports are depicted in Fig. 5.3. The 
end supports were moment-free and one of them provided longitudinal 
translatory freedom, as well as the two interior proving ring supports. 
The manner in which the proving rings were mounted onto the main girder 
of the frame (see Plate 5.1) provided the additional freedom of varying 
the levels of the supports. This may either be required to maintain 
the supports in a co-linear position, or to impose a prescribed 
amount of displacement on either or both of the supports. The relative 
movements of the supports were monitored via a set of four dial gauges; 
the two external support gauges were clamped to the uprights of the 
frame, and the other two inner support gauges were clamped to the 
bending free top member of the frame. 
Provisions were made in the apparatus for measuring the beam 
deflection. These consisted of a series of three 25 mm square section 
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bright mild steel bars simply supported, to eliminate bending effects 
due to ambient temperature fluctuations, over one channel section. 
This channel was also simply supported between the frame posts, to 
eliminate in--plane bending of the main frame. The deflection gauge 
and technique used in conjunction with this system are described under 
Section 5.6.5. 
5.6.2 Prestressing system 
In order to ascertain the total prestress force over the beam 
section and to restore future losses in prestress due to creep, 
a dynamometer steel tube assembly was mounted in series with the beam. 
A brief description of this assembly is given here, in the meantime 
reference should be made to Fig. 5.4 and Plate 5.2 for a more detailed 
description. 
The ends of a 114 mm 0 and 305 mm long steel tube were located 
between two 12 mm thick mild steel recessed circular flanges, one of 
which was attached to a 19 mm thick hardened steel triangular plate. 
Screwed through the corners of this plate were three 19 mm ý finely 
threaded hardened steel bolts. These were supported on steel balls 
seated in spherical grooves provided in a similar plate, directly 
bearing on the end plate of the beam. Minimum clearance holes were 
carefully drilled in all these plates to enable the prestressing wires 
to be passed through the assembly. 
The system operates in such a way that after stressing the wires, 
the total force is transmitted by the anchorages, through the dynamometer 
tube and three steel bolts to the beam end plate. The total prestress 
force can then be ascertained from the tube deformations measured over 
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offered the advantage of easily restoring prestress losses by 
, 
tightening the bolts. Also, through these bolts it would. be possible 
to compensate for any irregularities in the uniformity of the initial 
prestress which might be caused as a result of the end planes of the 
beam not being parallel, in addition to the ease with which the wires 
could be destressed at the end of the test. 
5.6.3 Transverse loading 
Since it was decided to create a uniform moment zone over the 
elastic inclusion section of the beam, loading was restricted to the 
end spans only. Provisions for the application of a point load over 
each of the spans were made. These were in the form of reaction frames 
made of precalibrated stiff springs, tension rods and channel sections 
mounted in the manner shown in Fig. 5.3b. The system works in such a 
way that the tension applied to the springs is transferred by levering 
action onto the beam through ball bearing provided over the'loading 
points. The amount of extension induced in each spring is determined 
by an extensometer attached to it, and from the load-extension graph 
predetermined for each spring and the leve'r ar=-ratio the force is 
determined. 
5.6.4 Temperature loading and measuring facilities 
The maximum hot concrete fibre temperature aimed at for the test 
was in the region of 90 
0 C. This was expected to drop to about 50 0C 
at the lower face of the beam. Direct heating of the aluminium block 
was, however, to be avoided in order not to introduce additional 
temperature stresses into the problem, Careful considerations were 
consequently given to. ensure symmetrical thermal loading over the 
concrete segments. 
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The power requirements to achieve the specified temperature 
crossfall was approximately estimated to be about 50 watts per linear 
meter of the beam. A single 12 m long minerally insulated and stainless 
steel sheathed element made by Pyrotenax Ltd. was provided for the 
purpose. The element was bent three times over each segment as shown 
in Fig. 5.5, in order to ensure uniform heating over the width of the 
beam. The cable was fed through a variable transformer provided to 
step down the mains voltage, and was connected in series with a 
Bercostat to provide independent power adjustment which might be 
necessitated by variations in the heat flow properties of concrete. 
TemDerature measurements in the concrete segments 
Transverse temperature distributions were established over four 
different sections along each concrete segment, from six equally spaced 
fixed stations across the depth of the beam, as illustrated in Fig. 5.6. 
The measuring technique employed a set of detachable copper constantan 
thermocouples inserted at will, into 3 mm O/D, 80 mm long copper tubules 
each with a, sealed end cast into concrete at each station as shown in 
Fig. 5.6b. The thermocouples were connected to an electronic 
thermometer, made by Comark Electronics Ltd. The instrument, illustrated 
in Plate 7.2, has an automatic cold junction and is fitted with an 
external reference facility enabling an improved accuracy related to 
cold junction stability to be achieved. It is claimed to have an - 
accuracy of ±0-50C over a range of 4000C and gives direct readings in 
OC with a resolution of 0.1 
0C per division. The instrument used was 
a battery operated type, fitted with a 10 input selector switch and 
was calibrated by the manufacturer to BS 1828. Frequent checks were 
being made, while in use, against two fixed temperatures, the boiling 
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Temperature measurements over the aluminium, block 
In view of the higher sensitivity of aluminium. to temperature 
changes, it was decided that it was desirable to ascertain the 
temperature distribution across the block by two methods. In the 
first attempt, the surface temperature of each individual element was 
measured at three locations, two near the ends and one at the centre, 
by temporarily attaching, with a strong adhesive tape, three from the 
same set of thermocouples. The temperatures were subsequently checked, 
using a spring loaded surface probe compatible with the measuring 
instrument. In the majority of cases, however, both methods were found 
to give almost the same results. On few occasions where discrepancies 
Of 0.5 0C or more arose between the two measurements, the procedures 
were repeated. 
5.6.5 Strain and deflection instrumentation 
Strain measurements 
Decision was taken, at the early stages of planning for the 
experiment, not to use surface electrical strain gauges for measurements 
of strain over the elastic inclusion block, because of their doubtful 
performance under the present test conditions. The demountable type 
mechanical strain gauge appeared to be a convenient alternative. Hence, 
a 200 mm Demec gauge (Plate 5.3) was chosen for the purpose. Pairs of 
strain gauge points were precisely drilled symmetrically on both 
flanges of each element. It was found possible to reproduce strains 
with this gauge to about 4.8 x 10-6. On converting this to stress at 
2 
the corresponding concrete fibre yields, about 0.05 N/mm Such a 
degree of accuracy was considered quite adequate. 
lo6 
With respect to concrete strain measurements, three sections were 
selected for each segment; under the point load, over the interior 
support and at the centre span, as shown in Fig. 5.6a. Here, in view 
of the limited depth of the beam, it was not possible to use 
embedment type strain gauges in a sufficient number to adequately 
define the strain profile across the depth of the beam. Therefore 
attention was again focussed on mechanical type strain gauges, which 
resulted in the choice of a 254 mm Whittimore gauge (Plate 7.2). The 
strain gauge points were provided in hexagonal brass studs screwed 
into brass inserts (county caps), (Fig. 5.6b), fixed in position 
during casting of the concrete. Only six of these points, 25 mm apart, 
were provided on opposite sides across the depth of each section, so 
as to permit free-flow of concrete around the inserts. 
Deflection measurements 
Changesýin the deflection profile of the beam were established 
by measuring the vertical movements of 21 equally spaced points 
relative to the reference bar system which was, mounted parallel to the 
underside of the beam. - A, single demountable dial gauge attached to a 
special jig, (Plate 5.3), was used for all except the support points. 
The gauge was used in such a wayýthat the plunger of the dial gauge 
was sunk in and the jig was clamped to the bar by a thumb screw; 
the plunger was then carefully released until it touched a thin glass 
disc, previously stuck to the underside of the beam at the given point, 
and the reading of the dialýgauge was subsequently recorded. 
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5.7 Concrete mix design 
The aim was to provide a concrete mix of adequate quality, both 
in terms of strength and workability. A reasonably workable concrete 
was considered important in order to ensure the flow of wet concrete 
around the wire ducts and all other embedded accessories. From a 
number of trials, a mix in the proportions of 1: 1.88 : 2.82, and 
W/C ratio of 0.45 was finally adopted. This mix gave a cold 28-days 
2 
strength of about 45 N/mm . More details on the mix and the elastic 
properties of hardened concrete are given in the Appendices. 
5.8 Manufacture of the test beam 
In order to preserve the symmetry of material behaviour on both 
sides of the inclusion, it was considered necessary that the specimens 
should have consistent geometrical and material properties. Close 
matching of these properties was thought possible to attain, through 
formwork design, and by ensuring the specimens the same batch of 
concrete, casting procedure, and storing environments. 
Also, in order that the elastic inclusion should fulfil its 
intended function, it was considered essential that lack of fit between 
the various elements and the adjacent concrete fibres should not arise 
to such a degree as to significantly affect the state of applied stress. 
The risk of encountering such a problem in the present set-up appeared 
to be high which required exceptional attention. As a result, it was 
considered worthwhile to construct a*pilot beam to observe the behaviour 
of the inclusion under stress and to ascertain the workability of the 
technique employed. 
In the event, a pilot beam was constructed in such a way that 
both ends of the aluminium elements were anchored to the adjacent 
lo8 
prisms during casting. The outcome of the pilot test indicated the 
need for certain changes in the integration process of the inclusion 
with the concrete segments. After a careful study, it was considered 
feasible to anchor only one end of the element into the concrete, 
leaving the other end free so that corrective measures, for lack of 
fit for example, might be effected should such a problem arise. This 
technique, which finally proved successful, is now described in some 
detail in the following sub-sections. 
5.8.1 Formwork design 
The mould provided was made of two duralumin channel section beams 
fixed on to a plane steel bed, and joined at the ends with 25 mm thick 
mild steel end plates (see Plate 5.4). The backs of the channels were 
lined with metal-faced ply. Before these were fixed to the channels, 
the county caps were attached with counter-sunk screws at the exact 
positions allocated to the strain gauge points. Thermocouple positions 
were carefully marked on one of the lined channels through which close 
fit holes were drilled to enable the insertion of the copper tubes 
during the casting operation. 
The mould was then divided into two independent compartments by a 
plane mild steel plate fixed vertically across the mould normal to the 
axis of the beam. The plate was located in such a way as to coincide 
with the free end plane of the aluminium bloci. The bearing plates of 
this end of the block were carefully assembled and fixed onto the other 
side of the intersection plate, in order to be anchored to the end of 
the adjacent concrete prism, as illustrated in Plate 5.4. 
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5.8.2 Casting prep rations 
With all parting surfaces lubricated, the formwork components 
were loosely assembled onto the steel bed. The aluminium elements 
were then inserted into the mould and aligned with the plane of the 
intersection plate. After tightening all bolted connections of the 
mould, the inclusion assembly was locked in position. 
At this stage, the plastic tubing ducts were introduced into the 
compartments and were tightly held to the end plates. The prestressing 
wires were subsequently inserted, passing through close fit and wide 
apertures provided in the end and intermediate plates respectively. 
Using a 'single wire system' prestressing jack, the wires were stressed, 
after installing the dynamometer assembly, to about 7 kN each. This 
operation was intended to maintain a straight profile for the ducts 
during casting and until setting of the concrete. 
Finally, the thermocouple housing copper tubes were fitted into 
positions through the respective sides of the mould. 
5.8.3 Casting procedure 
The concrete mix was carefully proportioned, mixed under carefully 
controlled conditions (blending of dry ingredients, addition of water, 
duration of mixing, etc. ) and then placed simultaneously into the 
compartments by two operators. An electric hanmer was moved along the 
base of the mould by a third operator, while casting was in progress. 
When concreting reached the top, an immersion vibrator was used to 
ascertain full compaction of the concrete, An additional layer of about 
20 mm thick of concrete was added on top with the help of long wooden 
strips clamped along the edges of the mould. This was subsequently 
chopped off with a trowel after a short vibration. The object was to 
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obtain a homogeneous, distribution of material across the beam 
depth. 
After levelling the surfaces of the specimens, a layout for the 
heating cable was carefully marked and embossed on both surfaces, 
using specially formed lubricated steel wires. The specimens-were 
subsequently covered with thick polythene sheets and left to cure in 
the mould for two days. Tben-the wires were de-stressed by loosening 
the bolts of the dynamometer assembly, cut and removed. Following that, 
the mainýchannels of the mould were carefully removed, leaving the 
metal faced ply in contact with the concrete surfaces. Each segment 
was then wrapped in polythene sheeting and transferred to the curing 
room where they were left to cure in such conditions until the age of 
21 days, when they were transferred to the testing laboratory and 
prepared for sealing. 
5.8.4 ' Sealing and curing 
I 
Preliminary tests were carried out on some cube specimens 
coated with different layers and types of resins, and heated in an 
oven at temperature of about 1000C for a period of six weeks, during 
which frequent weight changes were observed. Based on the results of 
these tests, a Bakelite resin compound, with a base, grade R18774/1 
and a hardener, grade Q19159, was selected. 
In establishing the sealing procedure for the specimens, it was 
decided that the surface under consideration should not be exposed to 
the atmosphere longer than the time necessary to complete the operation. 
In general, the side to be coated was set facing upwardsý and the area 
was cleaned with a wire brush, and the sharp corners were filed with a 
carborundum stone. Greased wooden strips were clamped around the area 
to enable 'ponding' Of the resin around the edges. 
ill. 
After mixing a sufficient quantity of the base and hardener, 
the resin was applied to the surface with a paint brush. Air bubbles 
formed on the surface in time were pricked and those found later were 
scraped and filled with the resin. Two coats were applied to each * 
surface in such a way that one coat was given in the morning and the 
second coat in the afternoon. 
Sealing progressed from the upper to the lower surfaces, through 
the sides and finally the far ends of the prisms. While coating the 
top surfaces of the specimens the heating cables were fixed into the 
grooves and painted over with the resin. The load bearing plates, if 
any, were firmly fixed into their exact locations before the resin became 
tack-free. 
Prior to application of the resin to the sides of the specimens, 
the ply boards were released and the strain gauge studs were screwed 
into the county caps. Care was taken to ensure that sufficient resin 
was ponded around the strain gauge studs and the thermocouple housing 
tubes. The far ends of the prisms were thinly coated and subsequently 
attached to their Sindanyo asbestos boards, cut to size and had holes 
drilled in them to suit the positions of the prestressing wires. These 
were intended to provide some heat insulation to the prestressing 
system. 
5.9 Control tests 
A set of six 100 mm cube and six 108 mm ý cylinder specimens from 
the same batch of concrete as the beam, in addition to a similar set 
from a different batch, were cast to determine the elastic material 
properties, namely compressive and tensile strength, as well as the 
concrete modulus of elasticity. These were tested at room temperature 
at the ages of 28 and 56 days to coincide with the loading And heating 
ages of the beam. These are detailed in the Appendices. 
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As regards uniaxial creep and shrinkage control tests, these 
were incorporated into Part 2 of the experimental program expounded 
in Chapter 7. 
5.10 Pre-stressing set-up and procedure 
At the age of 28 days from casting, preparations were made to 
integrate, by axial stressing, the two beam segments on the test 
apparatus. Two portable jacking devices were mounted across the main 
girder of the frame, temporarily replacing the proving ring supports 
during the prestressing operation. Each segment was in turn carefully 
handled and mounted between the relevant end and intermediate supports. 
One of them was supported on two rollers, so that it could be easily 
manceuvred relative to the other, during setting for the prestress. 
The prestressing wires were guided through the whole system including 
the dynamometer at one end, and were then anchored to the steel end 
plate at the other end. At this stage, datum temperature and strain 
gauge measurements were established on both sides of concrete, and the 
aluminium block. 
The two segments were brought into close contact with their 
longitudinal axes set approximately in the same vertical plane. With 
the help of the supporting jacks and the reference bar and deflection 
gauge system, the segment's interface was accurately set into a 
vertical plane. Before proceeding with the stressing process, initial 
deflection gauge readings were recorded, so that after completion of 
the process, the existence or otherwise of eccentricity could be 
determined. 
Using a hollow ram jack, and starting with the middle two through 
wires at the opposite corners, each wire was tensioned in steps of 2 to 3 
kN up to a maximum of 16 M. The force in each wire was read from the 
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previously calibrated gauge of the prestressing and was ascertained 
by measuring the wire extension. The total force and force distribution 
across the beam was ascertained from the strain profile of the aluminium 
block. The results obtained from the first attempt were, however, not 
satisfactory, and a second attempt had to be made, which involved 
repetition of the whole process. 
After successfully achieving the desired stress pattern (see 
Chapter 6) the provisional supports were replaced by the proving rings, 
and the beam was prepared for the application of transverse loading. 
5.11 Load and temperature applications 
After assembling the reaction frame components around the centre 
point of the end spans, a set of temperature, strain and displacement 
gauge readings was recorded. The loading springs were subsequently 
tensioned simultaneously by two operat ors until the pre-determined 
extensions were achieved. The relative support movements indicated by 
the support gauges were eliminated by adjusting the levels of the 
internal supports. The immediate elastic response of the beam, including 
support reactions, strains and deflections were recorded. Similar 
observations were frequently made during the next 33 days when the 
beam was exposed to non-uniform heating. 
In preparation for heating, the beam was wrapped (except the 
underside) with a 25 mm thick glass wool insulation (see Plate 5.5). 
Then, after making the necessary connections to the heating circuit, 
and establishing the initial strain, temperature and displacement 
readings, the power was switched on to the circuit. Because strain and 
deflection measurements had to be done manually, it was possible to 
record these parameters during the early hours of heating, except the 
support movements and reactions. The first complete set of observations 
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was however recorded after about 48 hours when the temperatures reached 
their maxiMUM'stable values. 
5.12 Cycle and frequency of observations 
The cycle of observations generally consisted of measurements of 
the following parameters: - 
1. Support displacements and reactions 
2. beam deflections 
overall temperature distributions 
concrete and aluminium strains 
total prestress force 
Except during the first two weeks of heating, the reactions, 
strains and beam deflections were usually recorded after alignment of 
the support levels. The above observations were recorded at 2,5,7, 
10,14,16,21 and 28 days from heating, subsequently at about 2 to 3 
weekly intervals. 
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CHAPTER VI 
TEST RESULTS AND THEORETICAL PREDICTIONS 
OF THE CONTINUOUS BEAM BEHAVIOUR 
120 
Chapter 6- Synopsis 
This chapter presents the test results of the continuous beam 
experiment described in the preceding chapter alongside the 
theoretical predictions of the steady state theory and the rate of 
creep method. The results reveal that significant redistribution of 
stresses and moments did occur due to the differential thermal creep 
behaviour of the material. The redistribution process occurs fairly 
rapidly but slows down with time, indicating the tendency of stresses 
towards a limiting long-term state. 
It is concluded that the rate of creep method is able to predict 
satisfactorily the stress and moment redistribution phenomena due to 
nQn-homogeneous creep of the material. At large values of the specific 
thermal creep the method predicts closely the long-term state of stress 
consistent with the predictions of the quasi-elastic steady state 
theory. 
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The data obtained from the composite concrete/aluminium beam 
experiment described in Chapter 5 are presented and compared to 
theoretically predicted values. Analyses of both the short and long- 
term stresses have been carried out using the simple elastic theory 
of bending and the quasi-elastic approach of the steady state theory 
respectively, whereas historical analyses of the stresses and 
displacements have been performed using the iterative rate of creep 
method. 
In presenting the results, use has been made of the close similarity 
in the behaviour of the beam about its verticalAine of symmetry. The 
observations recorded on both sides of the centre line have therefore 
been averaged and introduced as representative of the behaviour of the 
symmetrical half of the beam. 
6.1 Temperature state 
Temperature gradients and mid-depth temperatures 
The distributions of temperatures over the beam reached stable 
values after approximately two days from the start of heating. At 
all times of measurements, and at almost every section of the concrete 
segments, the distributions were found to be very nearly linear. 
Typical distributions of temperatures across four of the concrete 
sections, as well as over the aluminium block recorded at different 
ages are shown in Fig. 6.1. 
For the purpose of analysis, the least square method has been 
utilised to obtain the best straight line fit for the temperature data 
and therefore to evaluate both the temperature gradients and mid-depth 
temperatures. 
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6.1.2 Distribution of temperatures along the length of the beam 
The loops of the heating cable were stopped approximately 50 mm 
short of the end support line and the aluminium block in an attempt 
to avoid excessive heating over these regions. As a result of this, 
and because of poor insulation, both'the temperature gradients and 
mid-depth temperatures dropped considerably. Over the point load 
sections, similar but less severe drops occurred in these quantities 
due to heat losses through the loading platens. 
In Fig. 6.2 are shown the mean distributions of the surface 
temperatures and the calculated temperature gradients along the beam. 
The points shown in these graphs include those obtained from surface 
temperature measurements, in addition to others calculated from the 
internal temperature distributions. 
6.1.3 Time variation of temperature 
The time-variations of both the temperature gradients and mid-depth 
temperatures over the various sections of the beam are represented in 
Fig. 6.3. The plots show that over the long range these temperature 
parameters remained in general reasonably constant, apart from small 
fluctuations from the initially stabilized values, which are believed 
to have occurred as a result of one or more of the following factors. 
1. Fluctuations in the mains supply voltage and therefore the 
wattage output of the heating cable. 
2. Changes in the heat flow properties of the concrete. 
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6.2 Variation of the support reaction with time 
The interior support force recorded immediately after the application 
of transverse loading amounted to 4.425 KN. In comparison, 
_the 
elastic 
theory, predicted a, value of 4.469 KN, i. e. an overestimate. of less 
than 1%. ' It is of-interest to note, however, that for a monolithic 
concrete beam structure the elastic calculations yield a value for the 
support force of 4.50 KN. Thus, the presence of the elastic inclusion 
within the beam structure reduced the theoretical support reaction only 
by about 1.67%. 
Over the cold test period, the reactions increased only slightly, 
such that at the loading age of 33 days, i. e. just before heating 
commenced, the mean force reached a value of-4.475 KN. 
On first heating, the reactions decreased rapidly although the 
total short-term effect of the temperature was not permitted to develop 
as the interior supports were allowed to move freely as the beam curved 
upward (Fig., 6.4). This was intended to reduce the thermo-elastic 
bending moment and therefore to eliminate the development of cracking. 
After about the first few hours of heating the reactions started to 
increase despite the fact that the temperature was still rising. The 
increase in the reactions continued with time accompanied by gradual 
diminution of the differential settlement of the supports caused during 
first heating, Fig. 6.5. However, the remainder of the differential 
settlement was finally eliminated by elastic adjustment after about two 
weeks from the start of heating. The reactions continued to increase 
thereafter under co-linear support conditions, and at the heating age 
of about 19 days the initial effect of heating was completely nullified. 
The rate of increase appeared to diminish with time and after about 
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indicating that they were approaching an upper limit, which is better 
known as the steady state value. However, to ascertain the existence 
of such a state, the beam was further tested with its supports 
subjected to and maintained under differential displacements, as 
illustrated in the following sub-section. 
6.2.2 Reactions' behaviour under sustained displacements of the 
supports 
At the heating age of 100 days, the interior supports were 
displaced vertically about 0.235 mm, above the level of the end supports. 
This resulted in immediate increases in the reactions, which amounted 
to an average of 0.436 KN. However, with the sustainment of the 
differential displacement, the reactions exhibited a general decline 
over the subsequent test period, which lasted for 56 days. In Fig. 6.4, 
it can be seen that the plot of the test data over this particular 
period appear as part of a relaxation curve. Nevertheless, after the 
restoration of the beam supports to the co-linear state, the reactions 
behaviour appeared to continue in the same general pattern observed 
before the imposition of the displacement. 
It is clearly apparent from the above account that under both 
test conditions, the reactions tended towards a common long-term value. 
Such a behaviour was in general agreement with the steady state theory 
concept, which implies that when loads, temperatures and/or displace- 
ments are sustained, there is always a preferred long-term state to 
which the stresses, and hence their integrated boundary response, will 
tend to, provided that there is sufficient creep capacity in the 
material to allow this process to become complete. 
A further attempt was made to observe the reactions' behaviour 
under sustained differential settlements of the interior supports. On 
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the 187th day of heating, the interior supports were displaced about 
0.505 mm downward below the level of the exterior supports. Immediately, 
the reactions decreased by an average of about 0.888 KN, and on 
maintaining the imposed displacement, they exhibited gradual increases 
over the subsequent two weeks' period. However, some irregularities 
in behaviour did occur"later, as a result of small variations in the 
applied temperature gradient caused during the attempts made to 
regulate the supply voltage to the heating circuit. 
6.2.3 Effects of a temperature cycle on the reactions 
After a period of 250 days of sustained heating the beam was finally 
subjected to a temperature cycle prior to the termination of the test. 
However, before the temperature gradient was first reduced, the interior 
supports of the beam were restored to the co-linear level with the outer 
supports. This brought the values of the support faces to an average 
of 5.645 KN, which was slightly below the value reached before the 
displacement was imposed. 
On the first attempt, cooling was performed on two stages over a 
period of two days. With the reduction of the applied temperature 
gradient, the reactions increased sharply, such that on complete 
cooling, the average force reached a value of about 8.673 KN, -that is 
to say,, nearly twice the initial value observed on loading. Nevertheless, 
a general decline was observed during the following 22 days' cold period 
of the cycle. Nearly the same short-term effect and the general 
pattern of behaviour were also observed when and after the beam was 
finally cooled. 
On re-heating, however, the reactions dropped sharply, and over 
the hot part of the cycle they exhibited an increasing pattern, very 
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similar to that observed on-first heating. In Fig. 6.4, evidence is 
shown that the short-term response of the support forces was to some 
extent greater on heating than on cooling. The mean force of the 
two supports increased on both cooling occasions, for example, by an 
average of 3.0 KN, while, the reduction due to heating amounted to about 
3.225 KN. The reason for such discrepancy, however, is thought to be 
related to some of the loss incurred by heating on the modulus of 
elasticity of concrete being recovered on cooling. 
In the same plot of the results, it is shown that over the hot 
part of the cycle, the time rate of increase in the mean force was 
greater than the time rate of decrease over the cold part. This was 
understandably consistent with the general opinion that the creep rate 
of the material is greater at elevated temperatures. 
6.2.4 Predicted limiting steady state reactions 
The steady state theory predicted a value of about 5.55 KN (see 
the Appendices) as the upper bound value for the redundant support 
force likely to be reached under the sustained loading and temperature 
conditions. This value almost coincided with the experimental value 
recorded at the heating age of 100 days, when the rate of increase in 
the reactions was very slow indeed. The range of the long-term value, 
however, was subsequently identified from the observations made 
following the application and removal of the upward displacement to 
the interior supports, which was found to be between 5.915 and 5.666 KN. 
The theory predictions therefore underestimated the redundancy by 
between 2.0 and 6.2%, which in view of the approximations involved in 
the calculations, appeared to be very reasonable. 
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6.3 Time variation of moments along the beam 
The time variation in the bending moment distributions over the 
beam, as inferred from the recorded values of the support reactions, 
are depicted in Fig. 6.6. The theoretical distributions of moments, 
on the other hand, are depicted in Fig., 6.6ai The diagram reveals 
some features of the redistribution of moments due to the differential 
thermal creep behaviour of the material. It shows that, as time 
progressed, creep caused the initial thermo-elastic moments to change 
sense and substantially in magnitude. This was accompanied by a time- 
dependent shift in the points of zero moments towards the centres of 
the end spans. Evidence that greater redistribution of stresses 
occurred over the intermediate span than elsewhere in the beam was given 
by the fact that this span experienced greater and more rapid changes 
in bending moments. 
6.4 Removal of the vertical loads 
On removal of the vertical loads, after being sustained for 
408 days, the reactions immediately decreased by an average of 4.454 KN. 
This value differed from that observed on first application of the 
loads by a very small amount. Such result implies that the beam 
retained its elastic response throughout the test period. However, the 
fact that the loads were removed 78 days after cooling, renders it more 
likely that some of the loss in the elastic modulus of the concrete 
which could have been caused by heating, was recovered during the 
subsequent cold period. 
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6.5 Beam deflections 
Changes in the deflection profile of the beam are displayed 
in Fig. 6.7. The data points in this figure represent the vertical 
displacements of a number of equally spaced points along the 
beam measured with respect to their positions prior to application of 
the transverse loading. The values given correspond to the conditions. 
for which the supports were co-linear. The theoretical deflections 
are on the other hand depicted in Fig. 6.7a. 
From an examination of both measured and predicted deflections 
indications are that the applied temperature gradient caused 
initially hogging and sagging deflections of the end and central 
span respectively. Subsequently, creep reversed the trend and 
caused it to increase with time at diminishing rates. The continuing 
deflection changes with time were indications of the effects of creep 
on the beam curvatures. 
6.6 Curvature changes 
Fig. 6.8 shows the time-dependent changes in the curvatures 
of three given sections along the beam measured over the first 
100'days of heating. Evidence is shown that theýcurvatures of the 
three sections were reduced considerably on first heating. These 
reductions were however greater for the support and central span 
sections than'that recorded over the end span section. This can be 
related to the comparatively greater changes in the bending moments 
of the former two sections caused by heating, as previously shown 
in Fig. 6.6. 
As heating was sustained,, the curvatures of all the three 
sections concerned showed increasing trends with time in con- 
formance with those of the many other test parameters being 
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observed. That is to say, they increased at continually decreasing 
rates. In general, the rate of increase in curvature of the end-span 
sections was considerably higher than those of the other two sections. 
The following explanation for such behaviour is offered: 
The imposition of the temperature gradient on the beam created the 
most severe stressing condition over the point load sections, with their 
extreme upper fibres being exposed to the maximum compressive stresses. 
The combined effects of higher stresses and temperatures, therefore, 
resulted in the development of higher creep rates and consequently 
more rapid curvature changes over these sections than elsewhere along 
the beam. 
The results of Fig. 6.8 give indications that after about the 
first two months of heating the curvature changes over the support and 
middle span sections becane more or less stable. However, the observa- 
tions of moment and deflection changes over, 'these sections indicated 
otherwise. The fact that the curvature values plotted have been deduced 
from the slopes of the straight line fit of the total strain distributions 
which is an approximate procedure may account for this inconsistency. 
6.7 Direct measurements results of stresses within the centralspan 
The strain data recorded from the elastic inclusion iLorporated 
into the beam structure have been processed to indicate the force 
patterns created across the assembly due to axial prestress and 
transverse load applications. And then, to indicate separately the 
magnitudes of temperature and creep effects in form of, incremental force 
changes occurred across the elements after application of the temperature 
gradient on the bean. The corresponding total state of stress in-. the, 
concrete and its variations with time are presented and compared to , 
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theoretical predictions in a subsequent section. 
Generally, the stress in the concrete at the level of a particular 
element (a c, r 
), which is assumed uniform over the concrete bearing 
area of the element (A ) is calculated from: c, r 
f 
r ac, rAC, 
r 
where fr is the axial force in that element and which is calculated from 
AT E 
r* rr 
in which, nd 1"' total number of strain gauge divisions deviated from the 
reference state 
K= gauge factor 
AT 
r change 
in the element temperature from the reference state 
r and 
Er the coefficient of thermal expansion and Young's modulus 
of the elements' material respectively 
A2 cross-section area of the element. r 
The average numerical constants used in the above calculations are 
as follows: 
Er '-- 66.6 GN/M 
2N 
Aý 687.2' mm 
2, 
6/oC 
CL 23.0 x 10 r 
A= 1935.48 mm 
2 
c, r 
6.7.1 Initial response of the inclusion to prestress and load applications 
Fig. 6.9 illustrates the observed responses of the inclusion elements 
to the applications of axial prestress and transverse loading on the beam. 
As can be seen in part . a' of the figure, the distribution of prestress 
over the cross-section of the beam was very nearly uniform. Within the 
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accuracy of measurements, the mean prestress force recorded over the 
eight elements of the inclusion was about 11.75 KN giving a total force 
of about 94.0 KN. In comparison, the total force indicated by the 
dynamometer tube of the prestressing assembly was about 95.15 KN. 
Part 'b' of Fig. 6.9 shows a very close agreement between the 
observed change in the force distribution over the beam section due to 
application of transverse loading and the change calculated by the 
elastic theory of bending for the composite beams. The total distribution 
of forces across the inclusion is depicted in diagram 'c', which is 
obtained by summing up diagram 'b' to 'a'. 
6.7.2 Temperature and creep-dependent changesin the force distribution 
Figures 6.10 and 6.11 illustrate the magnitudes of force changes 
observed across the inclusion at some selected times following the 
imposition of the temperature gradient. The reference state taken 
for these, plots is thatýprevailing just before heating was due to begin. 
It then follows that the total force distribution across the inclusion, 
corresponding to a given age after heating can be obtained by superposing 
the relevant diagrams from these plots to diagram 'c' of Fig. 6.9. 
Attention is drawn here to the fact that for the reason stated previously, 
differential displacement between the interior and outer supports was 
permitted to develop freely during the first temperature rise. A large 
part of this was subsequently allowed to decay by creep until approxi- 
mately the end of the second week of heating when the remainder was 
finally eliminated by elastic adjustments. Each of the first three 
diagrams in Fig. 6.10 therefore represents the distribution of forces 
developed under non co-linear support conditions. 
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Because of the rapid development of events in the test during 
the early hours of heating, it was not possible to record then the 
deformations of the inclusion elements, as this had to be carried out 
on both sides manually. The first set of results recorded, however, 
was when the temperatures reached their first stable state at the end 
of the second day of heating, at which time the interior supports 
were about 0.644 mm above the level of the end supports. Incidentally, 
this differential movement caused a maximum fibre stress variation of 
about 1.90 N/mm 
2, 
or about 24% of the temperature stress, which could 
have had developed under a co-linear support situation. 
From the data plot in Fig. 6.10, it is readily apparent that 
application of the temperature gradient gave rise to a sagging moment 
over the section, as confirmed by the observed reaction changes at the 
supports. 
Examination of the data obtained at the successive ages of heating 
reveals that creep caused progressive decrease and the-eventual removal 
of the initial temperature stresses created over the section. As time 
progressed, a force (or stress) system developed in the opposite sense, 
and continued to increase with time reflecting the observed increases 
in the hogging moment over the central span. Such increases in the 
section forces appeared to become progressively smaller with time, 
such that, at the third month of heating, the stress-inducing changes 
in the inclusion deformations could not be identified with certainty 
from the then measured total deformations, It was therefore reasonable 
to assume then that a steady state was being closely approached by the 
stresses at least over this section, and to carry out the sustained 
displacement tests referred to earlier, to ascertain the existence of 
such a state. 
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6.7.3 Behaviour under sustained displacements 
The 100th day force diagram of Fig. 6.11 illustrates the immediate 
effects on the force distribution caused by the imposition of 0.235 mm 
upward displacements to the interior supports. As an illustration, 
the outermost elements of the inclusion block (i. e. No. 1 and 8) 
indicated an average force response of about 1.750 KN compared to a 
theoretical value of 1.731 KN calculated for a composite aluminium/ 
concrete beam. 
While maintaining the differential displacements between the 
supports the elastic change in the force distribution showed a gradual 
diminution with time over the subsequent 55-days period of observation. 
A 
It can be seen that the 155 day force profile, corresponding to the 
non co-linear support condition, approximates closely to that of the 
100 day profile for which the supports were co-linear. This shows that 
creep almost completely nullified the effects of the, differential 
displacements imposed on the supports. In consequence, the act of 
restoring the supports to the co-linear level, after the 55 days period, 
appeared to have the effects of newly applied downward displacements 
from a co-linear support situation. However, subsequent observations 
over the following 32-days period indicated an almost complete 
disappearance of these additional effects caused by the removal of the 
differential displacements. This can clearly be seen when comparing 
the 187th to the 155th days profiles corresponding to the co-linear 
support conditions. 
On-the same 187th day diagram of Fig. 6.11 are shown the immediate 
response of the inclusion elements to the imposition of a 0.505 mm 
differential downwards displacement applied between the inner and end 
supports of the beam. Once again the force response of the elements. 
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compare favourably with the theoretical predictions. Nevertheless, 
unlike the previous displacement test, the forces measured at some 
later ages (see Fig. 6.12) indicated a rather unsettled pattern of 
behaviour after showing an initial tendency to recover. It is under- 
standable, however, that in this case the situation was different in 
that both the amounts of displacements and the instantaneous effects 
on the force distribution were substantially greater. Furthermore, 
the test came at a later stage in time, when apparently the creep 
potential of the material was diminishing. 
After being sustained for a period of 64 days, the differential 
settlements of the supports were finally eliminated in preparation for 
cooling. 
6.7.4 Effects of a temperature cycle 
Changes in the force distribution over the temperature cycle 
applied towards the end of the test are depicted in Fig. 6.12. It is 
evidently clear that cooling, as well as re-heating, with the supports 
co-linear caused the most severe stressing conditions over, the section. 
The non-linear shape of the upper part of the stress diagram is an 
indication that cracking developed due to the sudden removal of the 
temperature gradient. The stress condition was, however, mitigated 
slightly over the subsequIt cold part of the cycle, consistent with the 
observed recoveries in the supports' reactions over the same period of 
time. 
The re-introduction of the temperature gradient on the beam 
significantly modified the total change in the force distribution -- 
previously reached under the sustained temperature regime. By super- 
posing to the total-force distribution in Fig. 6.9 it can be established 
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existing before cooling was first applied. Although limited in scale, 
the results seemed to support the view that temperature cycling usually 
produces less severe stressing conditions than the sustained temperature 
regime. 
6.7.5 Concrete stress redistribution over the intermediate span section - 
measured values vs. theoretical predictions 
The time-dependent changes in the inclusion forces, observed under 
co-linear support conditions, which are described in Figs. 6.10 and 6.11, 
are superimposed to distributions c, of Fig. 6.9; converted to concrete 
stresses, and plotted for some selected times in Figs. 6.13 and 6.14 
against the step-by-step computer solutions. Specific thermal creep 
data used in the analysis have been evaluated from one set of the results 
expounded in Chapter 8. These were obtained from uniaxial creep experi- 
ments on laminated concrete specimens of the same material composition 
as the beam. The relationship between the specific thermal creep 
(pseudo-time) and real time in days since heating is displayed in 
Fig. A-3 Of the Appendices. Numerical data and other relevant details 
of the analysis procedure are given in Table 6.1 .- 
Within the accuracy limits of the experiment, the comparison shows 
a good measure of agreement between theory and observations, in spite of 
the simplifications introduced in the analysis formulations. These 
concern the adoption of the specific thermal creep concept, the disregard 
of the delayed elastic strains, and the use of a constant uniform 
modulus of elasticity for the concrete, etc. The ability of this 
simplified approach to describe satisfactorily the process of stress 
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6.7.6 Stress redistribution over the mid sections of the end spans - 
theoretical solution 
The states of stress over the point load sections of the end spans 
at some selected ages, as revealed by the analysis, are depicted in 
Fig. 6.15. The results indicate that both the rate and magnitude of 
stress changes due to creep'were significantly smaller over these 
sections than those over the intermediate span. This was consistent 
with the observed changes in the span moments referred to earlier in 
Section 6.3. The results reveal also the diminishing trend of change 
in stresses with increase in the specific thermal creep value, in common 
with the behaviour of several other parameters observed. 
When comparing these with the results of the other sections, it can 
be seen that the critical stress situation corresponding to time zero 
(an elastic theory prediction) was being shifted, at large times, from 
the section under the point load to that of the interior span. This 
indicates that the elastic theory cannot be relied on in predicting the 
stresses under such conditions. 
. 6.8 Steady state stresses - Observations vs. predictions 
The direct measurement results presented hereinbefore evidenced a 
progressive decrease with time in the rate of stress redistribution 
over the elastic inclusion section of the beam. This was such, that 
after about three months of sustained heating further stress changes 
were becoming insignificantly small and often uncertain, which signified 
that the stresses were approaching a limiting state. The 100th day 
distribution is regarded here as a close enough representation of such 






































The 'steady state' theory approach, as described in Chapter 4, 
has been used to calculate the limiting long-term state of stress 
across the intermediate span section of the beam. Numerical data and 
calculation details are given in Appendix III. Almost identical results 
have been obtained from the iterative step-by-step analysis procedure 
at large values of the specific thermal creep. These are plotted 
against the 100th day stress profile in Fig. 6.16. The near correspondence 
of the predicted with the measured stress values can be seen at all but 
a few of the element levels over the section. The measure of disagree- 
ment at these levels, however, is shown to fall within a 0.50 NIMM 
2 
stress margin, which under the circumstances is considered to be 
acceptably small. 
6.9 Influence of the elastic inclusion on the short- and long-term 
behaviour of the beam 
The presence of the elastic inclusion within the structure of the 
concrete beam tested can be expected to cause bending stress concentration 
at the discontinuity sections, and would probably influence its 
behaviour. Thermo-elastic and creep-dependent stress analyses have 
consequently been carried out in order to assess the severity of the 
concentration and the extent of its influence on the beam behaviour. 
In Table 6.1, the stresses calculated for the sections of contact 
and those under the point loads are listed and compared to a similar set 
of results obtained for a homogeneous concrete beam, i. e. having no 
elastic inclusion. 
Examination of the results reveals a maximum disturbance in the 
2 thermo-elastic stresses of only ±0.20 N/mm to exist at the outermost 
fibres of the discontinuity sections. In practice such value should not 
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Table 6.1 
-6 - cx 10 0 0.40 0.60 1.20 2.4o 
Section ' Element C h c h c h c h c h No. 
1 -1.23 -1.33 . 78 . 84 1.41 1.49 2.45 2.51 2.98 2.99 2 . 86 . 79 2.60 2.64 3.09 3.15 3.83 3.87 4.14 4.15 3 2.94 2.90 4.25 4.27 4.57 4.60 4.99 5.01 5.12 5.13 
a-a 
4 5.03 5.01 5.74 5.75 5.87 5.88 5.98 5.98 5.87 5.97 
5 7.11 7.13 7.09 7.08 7.01 7.00 6.83 6.81 6.70 6.69 
6 9.20 9.24 8.31 8.28 8.02 7.99 7.56 7.53 7.34 7.33 
7 11.29 11.35 9.41 9.36 8.91 8.85 8.19 8.15 7.91 7.90 
8, 13.37 13.47 10.40 -10.34 9.68 9.61 8.75 8.70 8.41 8.40 
1 - . 27 - . 46 4.65 4.77 6.04 6.20 8.17 8.29 9.14 9.17 2 i. 54 1.41 5.12 5.21 6.10 6.21 7.55 7.63 8.17 8.18 
3 3.36 3.27 5.56 5.61 6.13 6.20 6.94 6.98 7.25 7.26 
b-b 4 5.17 5.14 5.96 5.98 6.14 6.16 6.34 6.35 6.37 6.38 
5 6.98 7.00 6.33 6.32 6.12 6.10 5.75 5.73 5.55 5.54 
6 8.79 8.87 6.68 6.62 6.08 6.01 5.17 5.12 4.76 4.75 
7 10.60 10-73 6.99 6.90 6.02 5.91 4.60 4.52 4.02 4.00 
8 12.41 12.60- 7.28 7.16 5.94 5.97 4.05 3.94 3.31 3.99 
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Effects of the elastic inclusion on the short- and long-term stresses over 
the two sections shown below 
Notes: Col. (c) stresses calculated for the composite beam 
Col. (h) stresses calculated for the homogeneous beam 
Stresses in N/mm2 
Pseudo-time cx 10-6 per N/mm 
2 
per 0C 




ab f-0-457m 4 0.610m 0 . 914 m 0.483 Mz 
0.127m 
Numerical data 
conc. sec. bxO= 
, 
101-6x152-4 min 
prestress N= 94.0 KN 
transv. load P--8-O KN 
the temp loading is that shown in f ig6-2 
specif 1c th. creep c apacii ty of the 
concrete= 2-4x1T6 per N/MM2 per 
Ec =34-5GN/M2, , a-e12-5xlAOt mean cross section area of a typical 
"Tt 









typical concrete sec. - 
of the beam subdivided 
into eightequal elements 
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as assumed in the analyses. Nevertheless, this effect is shown to 
disappear with time and the corresponding stresses of the two solutions 
tend towards the sane long-term values. 
Further examination of the results reveals rather insignificant 
influence, and that concerns the stress redistribution rates with time. 
In the homogeneous beam these are slightly higher compared to the 
composite beam, because part of the latter was replaced by a non-creeping 
material. 
6.10 Concluding remarks 
The direct stress measuring technique employed in this investigation 
had successfully served its intended purposes with the minimum of 
interference in the results. In all stages of measurements, there had 
been a near total agreement between the moments indicated by the 
elemental forces of the inclusion and those'indicated by the external 
boundary actions observed at the supports. The information gained from 
this experiment, within its limits, warrants the following conclusion 
being made. 
Under the sustained influence of external loading and 
temperature crossfall, stresses and supports reactions undergo 
a process of redistribution with time. 
2. The redistributions occur fairly rapidly but slow down with 
time, and tend to become stationary after a sufficiently 
long period. 
3. The extent of redistribution is such that the initial thermo- 
elastic stresses disappear completely in a fairly short 
period of time, and with the sustainment of heating the 
moments at some sections change in both sense and magnitudes. 
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There always seems to be a preferred long-term state to 
which the stresses tend, although displacements may continue 
to develop with time. 
Cooling, from the steady state or after a long period of 
sustained heating, usually brings about the most severe 
stressing over sections previously having experienced the 
largest stress changes due to creep. 
6. Based on the specific thermal creep concept, the rate of creep 
method of analysis is able to predict closely the time- 
dependent stress-changes, even when no consideration is 
given to the recovery strains. 
7. Both the rate of creep method at large values of the specific 
thermal creep, and the steady state theory, are adequately 




EXPERIMENTAL WORK - PART 2 
DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION AND TESTING PROCEDURE 
OF A LAMINATED CREEP RIG 
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Chapter 7- Synopsis 
This chapter describes the construction and testing technique 
of a novel creep rig designed with the objective of investigating 
the influence on creep of the moisture flow caused by non-uniform 
heating. The especially designed rig permitted temperature gradients 
to be applied across laminated concrete blocks formed from a series of 
closely held rectangular columns (44.5 x 102 x 305 mm), while being 
loaded in compression independently, and free from interface stresses, 
'No-load' comparison specimens were tested concurrently to provide 
shrinkage data for the creep tests. The test results are detailed 
in Chapter 8. 
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7.1 Objective 
The thermal creep of concrete has broadly been studied on either 
moisture stable or drying samples with little or no attention to the 
effect of moisture movement caused by temperature gradients. In 
general, the material behaviour is sensitive to changes in its hygral 
state; and because the moisture movement may induce additional strains 
which could have some, as yet, unknown effect on the creep deformation, 
further investigations into this aspect of material behaviour are needed. 
The experimental work described in the following sections was 
designed with the main objective of developing a better understanding 
of the creep behaviour of concrete within the sphere of influence of 
moisture movement. A secondary purpose was to investigate the tempera- 
ture change effect upon the creep, after a long period of sustained 
heating at constant temperature. 
To perform uniaxial creep experiments in attendance of temperature 
gradients a specially designed apparatus was developed. It enabled a 
set of rectangular section columns to be loaded independently, while 
being held in close proximity to each other forming a laminated block 
free from interface stresses. 
Heating facilities were provided to create the_desired temperature 
crossfalls and therefore to activate the moisture movements through the 
laminations of the test blocks. The same heating environments were 
provided across identical unloaded companion specimens, which were 
cast and tested concurrently with the loaded sets, in order to provide 
the necessary shrinkage data for the creep*experiments. 
A number of tests with different moisture flow and temperature 
conditions was carried out. The details of these and other tests 
carried out to investigate the influence of moisture flow on the 
cbefficient of thermal expansion of concrete are given with the results 
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in Chapter 8. In the following sections, details are given of design 
of the experiments, the instrumentation and testing techniques employed. 
7.2 Criteria of the specimen geometry 
In uniaxial creep experiments, it is important that the initially 
applied uniform state of stress is maintained during the period of 
investigation. When a temperature gradient is imposed across the loaded 
section of the specimen the uniformity of stress is likely to be 
perturbed and flexural deformations may be introduced into the problem. 
It was considered possible, however, that such effects could be 
eliminated by opting for a laminated specimen instead of a solid one. 
In this case the temperature distribution is expected to be fairly 
uniform within the thickness of each lamina. Fig. 7.1 shows a schematic 
layout of the creep and its shrinkage control block proposed for the 
experiments. The arrangement appeared to be-convenient for the 
application of temperature gradient symmetrically on both blocks, by 
introducing a single heat source in between. 
7.3 Loading system 
Although loading and strain measuring techniques may'differ, -the 
principles of determining the uniaxial creep characteristic of a given 
concrete are basically the same. The'loading device, for instance, is 
required to produce a uniform. state of stress on the, specimen with 
reasonable speed and to be able to maintain such condition for the 
duration of the test with minimum attention. 
Hydraulic pressure loading, though being increasingly used in the 
field of creep research, wasexcluded from these experiments in the early 
stages of planning for two reasons: - 
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the close proximity of the loading stations, as it was 
intended to load each lamina of the test block independently 
2. the multiplicity of the pressure outlets required to load all 
the specimens incorporated in the experimental program. 
In searching for an alternative method of loading, the system which 
utilises the energy stored in the highly strained members of a low 
stiffness frame appeared to be a convenient choice for these experiments. 
Although the task of loading using this method is somewhat tedious, the 
risk of load reduction compared with pressure loading is minimum. 
Having adopted a mechanical system of loading, it was realised 
that the compression frame design should satisfy two main requirements: - 
1. To carry the maximum load prescribed for the tests and to 
accomplish the above stated conditions of stress. 
2. Its lateral dimensions should not exceed the thickness of 
the test piece so as not to inhibit positive contact of the 
concrete laminations incorporated in any one block. 
As a result, a comparatively simple design of the compression frame 
was developed, a description of which is given in the following section. 
7.4 Design layout of a typical creep rig unit 
For the descriptions to follow, references are made to Fig. 7.2 and 
Plate 7.1. 
Basically, each concrete test piece is mounted vertically in series 
with a thin walled dynamometrical tube (having the same outside 
dimensions) with a mild steel bearing plate at the joint interface. 
A system of mild steel rollers and bearing plates at the far ends of 
the column transmits the force applied by a bright mild steel compression 
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frame formed around and in the largest plane'of symmetry of the central 
column by two rectangular section cross bars held by two tension rods. 
The force induced in the column is ascertained from the deformation 
of the pre-calibrated dynamometrical tube. - 
A displacement transducer mounted in an Invar frame through the 
overhead cross bars measures the time-dependent movement of the 
concrete test piece. A more detailed description of this system is 
given in Section 7.5. 
7.4.1 Conceptual-details and other considerations 
In designing the compression frame, it was necessary that the 
tension rods were located at least 18'. 0" (457 mm) apart so as to allow 
sufficient access for measuring the tube deformations with mechanical 
strain gauge. A section of 1.511 x 2.25" (38.10 x 57.2 mm) and an overall 
length of 20" (508 mm) were arrived at. This gives a maximum load 
capacity of about 40 KN when the maximum stres s/yield strength ratio of 
steel-is about 54%. The tension rods used were 0.5" (12.7 mm) of the 
same steel quality as the cross bars. - 
All bearing plates used were 0.5" (12.7 mm) thick and having the 
same width as that of the concrete specimen, i. e. 1.75" (44.5 mm). The 
end plates were 5" (127 mm) long while the intermediate common bearing 
plate was made 1.25" (32 mm) longer for the purpose of displacement 
measurements described in Section 7.5. Four locating pins were fixed 
in each plate for the alignment of the tube and specimen axes with the 
point of loading. Provision for water circulation was made at the 
bottom plate in order to cool down the dynamometrical tubes if found 
necessary. 
With the exception of specimens tested at room temperature, two 
Sindanyo asbestos plates 0.5" (12.7 mm) thick were precisely cut to the 
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size of the-concrete section and bonded to the ends of the specimen, 
serving as heat insulation. 
With regard to the dynamometrical tube, it was decided to go for 
aluminium rather than steel for two main reasons: - 
1. the'deformability of an aluminium tube is about three times 
that of a comparable size steel for a given load, thus 
allowing more accurate load measurements 
2. as a need for water circulation into the dynamometer tube 
during the heating program was anticipated (although this 
was later found unnecessary) steel would rust ' 
aluminium has a weight advantage over steel and this would 
help in the handling of the components and mobility of the 
rigs. 
7.5 Strain instrumentation 
The purpose of instrumenting the specimens was to obtain a record 
of strain history during loading under variable thermal'conditiont. 
In deciding upon the appropriate instrumentation the use of 
internal strain gauges was eliminated at an early'stage in this study, 
for a number of reasons: - 
1. Since most commercially produced strain gauges are temperature 
sensitive and moisture dependent, an elaborate calibration 
and protection technique would be necessary in order to 
obtain meaningful data from the measurements 
2. the presence of internal strain gauges within the relatively 
small thicknesses of the laminations might disturb the 
strain field and/or the transfer of moisture 
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in the likely event of gauge failure in any one or, more of 
the test pieces, the risk of perturbing the results would be 
very high. 
These have influenced the alternative choice of monitoring the 
movements by external sensors. 
Universal Transducing Cells (UTC) made by Statham of the United 
States were selected for this purpose. These highly sensitive small 
displacement transducers are basically unbonded strain gauges having 
a nominal bridge resistance of 350 Ohm. A typical cell is shown in 
Plate 7.2. They. have been used successfully in long-term experiments 
(60) in which they proved to have a remarkable degree of stability over 
a long period of time. 
7.5.1 Transducer frame 
The Statham transducers were mounted on specially designed Invar 
frames, with their probes pointing down the vertical axes of the concrete 
specimens in the manner shown in Fig. '7.3. Central Invar rods, precisely 
following the axial movements of the concrete specimens, were used to 
transmit these movements, by direct contact, to the transducer probes. 
Each frame was made of 178 x 25 x9 mm Invar plate and two 8.0 mm ý 
Invar rods. The plate was fastened to the threaded ends of the rods, with 
steel nuts; this was preferred to permanent fixation, so as. to allow the 
freedom of adjusting its level to suit the height of the central rod. 
In addition it would enable the starting of a new datum of measurements 
whenever the displacement range of the cell has approached its limit. 
A 32 mm wide recess was made in the middle of the plate reducing 
the plate thickness to 4 mm and a 16 mm hole was drilled at the centre, 
in order to fasten the cell in the required position. Lateral stability 
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to the transducer, frame and the central rod was provided by the top 
steel cross-bar of the loading frame. Free fit tapered apertures, 
having top and bottom diameters of 8 and 9 mm respectively, were drilled 
at the centre and at 146 mm apart symmetrically from the centre of the 
cross bar. The legs of the frame were inserted through the apertures 
and supported on 6.4 mm steel balls fixed in a ball seating provided on 
the lower steel end plate of the test piece. The frame supports were 
therefore acting as hinged supports where only rotations are allowed. 
In order to eliminate the effect of thermal deformation, the frame 
was further si=plified by introducing another hinge-like joint in one 
of its upright members. This was achieved by'seating a 6.4 mm steel 
ball within a cut section just below the threaded portion of the rod. 
The central Invar rod was made 150 mm long of the same diameter 
as the frame rods. ' It was provided with ball seating at one end 
precision flat finish at the other. The rod was provided with free 
access directly to the top of the concrete specimen, where it was seated 
on a 6.4 mm steel ball which was partly cast at the centre of the 
concrete section. 
7.5.2 Strain indicator 
In the early periods following load and temperature applications, 
during which the creep rates were highest, -it was 
important, 
'that 
successive readings of signals from all the transducers in each set 
were to be made fairly rapidly., For this purpose, it was necessary 
that all the, cells were to be maintained continuously energised over 
such periods$ or-preferably throughout the test period. A multi-channel 
conditioning unit was consequently developed, such that only the return 
could be switched through to a transducer digital indicator. 
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The conditioning unit, which can cater for up to 25 cells, was 
designed and manufactured specifically for these tests by 'Shape 
Instruments Ltd. '. A brief description of this unit, as part of the 
strain measuring system used, is given as follows: 
The system consisted of two separate units (see Plate 7.2) 
a) The Conditioning Unit 
Digital display unit 
The conditioning unit comprises a mains-driven M series power 
supply which-is, connected permanently to the 25 channels. Each channel 
has a5 pin D. I. N. socket and mating plug supplied, into which the 25 
channels of instrumentation is connected. The bridges are supplied- 
with 5VD. C. and produce a full-scale output of 16 mV/V nominal. 
Zero and span adjustment controls for each channel are fitted to 
provide at least ± 10% adjustment, as well as a 25 way stud switch to 
select the required bridge. 
The display unit comprises a mains-driven digital indicator and 
push button calibration, switch. When pushed, this shunts a precision 
resistor across one arm of, the selected bridge. 
7.5.3- Calibration of the transducer 
The Universal Transducing Cell model UC3 has a displacement range 
of 0.005 in (0.127 vm) which corresponds to a full scale output of 
80 mV. The signal read out system was designed so that the full scale 
output can be divided into 500 units of 0.16 mV; hence the aim was to 
-6 
. calibrate the transducer so that a 
displacement of 10 x 10 in 
(254 x 1076 mm)-corresponds to one unit of the digital voltmeter reading. 
The transducer was mounted horizontally on a jig with its probe 
set against the moving armature of a precision micrometer (see Plate 7.2) 
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and connected to the relevant channel in the signal conditioning unit. 
Starting from electrical zero, the armature of the micrometer was 
moved forward until a positive contact with the cell probe was made, 
as indicated by a deviation of 5 or 6 units. After restoring. the zero 
reading by the channel zero control the armature was moved forward to 
80% of the interval and the span control was turned until a reading of 
400 was attained. Starting again from zero, intermediate readings 
corresponding to known increments of displacements between nought and 
the full interval were taken to establish the linearity of the cell. 
Once this was ascertained, the calibration button was pushed to shunt a 
precision resistor across one arm of the relevant bridge. 
To ascertain that the zero and span adjustments thus being made 
remain so throughout the test period, a subsidiary cell allocated to a 
particular channel was used as a reference to all others in the following 
manner: 
The reference cell was connected to its channel and mounted with its 
probe in a vertical position on to a bracket attached to a vertical post. 
Calibration of the reference cell was first established by recording the 
signal produced by the 50 gm calibration weight when seated on the probe, 
in addition to the signal corresponding to zero load. The same procedure 
and observations were made when the reference, cell was-connected to the 
channels of the test cells in turn. Therefore, any further changes in 
the zero or span controls could be restored with the help of the reference 
cell. 
7.5.4 Mechanical strain measurements 
The need for a subsidiary strain measuring system arose for the 
following reasons: - 
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1. To measure the elastic strain component immediately after the 
imposition or removal of the load, which it was not possible 
to achieve with the Statham transducers 
2. To ascertain the, -amount of 
deformation. occurring during the 
short interval when the transducers-are withdrawn from service 
for calibration checks. However, from first experience this 
was found unnecessary because the cells were first checked 
after one month of operation, when the rate of deformation 
was expected to be low. - 
As a contingency measure against cell or power failure. 
The latter has however occurred on three occasions outside 
the control of the operator. 
The Whittimore 254 demountable strain gauge was chosen for the 
purpose. Brass studs screwed into county caps which were cast into 
both sides of the laminations as used in the beam test served as gauge 
points, Fig. 7-4. With this system, the measurements were found to be 
reproducible to approximately 5 microstrains. 
7.6 Concrete Mix 
In order to, utilize some of the creep data produced in the experiments 
in the analysis of the beam test results, it was decided to use the same 
mix proportions throughout the tests. Details of the concrete mix are 
given in the appendices. 
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7.7 Manufacture of the concrete laminae 
The aim was to establish a manufacturing procedure for the test 
specimens, such that their characteristics would not significantly 
influence the results of the experiments. Conditions of homogeneity, 
shape and planeness of the specimens' ends were the major, influencing 
factors which were given careful consideration. 
In order to normalize the behaviour of the specimens around, 
their axes, the axial symmetry ought to be preserved. The decision was 
therefore taken to cast the specimens in a vertical position, thus 
alleviating conditions of non-homogeneity which might otherwise be 
significant. 
The uniformity of the cross section and planeness of the specimens' 
ends are particularly important parameters in establishing the specified 
state of stress during loading. Mild steel moulds of cellular construc- 
tion were therefore designed and precisely fabricated, which enabled 
sets of five laminations to be produced in close conformance to the 
shape-of an ideal rectangular section prism. 
Reference is made to Plate 7.3 for the following description of a 
typical mould used in this study. 
Unequal pairs of 12.7 mm thick mild steel plates were joined, 
vertically to form a hollow rectangular box section. This section was 
then divided into five separate compartments by means of a set of four 
6.4 mm thick mild steel plates. The dividing plates were held in 
vertical positions parallel to each other in between grooves accurately 
machined on the inner surfaces of the longer side plates. 
The dimensions and spacing of the mould's components were so 
proportioned that the formed compartments coincided with the specified 
size of the test laminations. 
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Two sets of holes were provided in each mould to enable the 
embedment of the brass inserts and the insertion of the thermocouple 
housing tubes during casting of the concrete. 
The methods adopted for the manufacture of any two sets of 
laminations can be described as follows: 
With all the parting surfaces of the moulds lubricated and the 
brass inserts screwed in position, the main plates were loosely joined 
and mounted on plane steel plates provided with four locating pins. 
Subsequently, the dividing plates were thrust in between the slots 
and the whole assembly was fastened and firmly clamped to a vibrating 
table along with moulds of the property control specimens. 
At this stage, the concrete mix was carefully proportioned, mixed 
and placed in the various compartments in sequence of about 12 to 15 
casts. Just before casting reached the level of either thermocouple, 
lubricated dummy steel rods were inserted through the apertures provided 
in one side plate of each mould. These rods were made such that they 
could only travel up to the vertical axis of each compartment. , 
As casting approached the top of each compartment, strips of wood 
were placed around the perimeter so as. to enable an additional layer of 
about 20 mm-thick to be added on top of each mould. Thereafter the 
vibration was stopped and the excess concrete was chopped away with a 
spatula. About 2 mm of concrete was further abraded from the top of 
each compartment for the formation of the end caps. 
The dummy rods were then withdrawn and replaced by the thermocouple 
housing tubes and the vibration was resumed for a further 10 to 15 
seconds. The moulds were finally covered with polythene sheets to 
prevent-evaporation of the moisture. 
Typical cut sections through two sets of specimens cast at the 
same time are shown in Plate 7.4, and it can be seen that the concrete 
in both sets was quite homogeneous. 
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End Capping 
The end capping operation was performed shortly after castingi 
when some initial set had occurred. 
The various compartments were topped up with a neat cement paste. 
A straight edge was used to disperse the paste evenly and level it with 
the square machined edges of the plates. The surface was then worked 
on with a plane until a satisfactory smooth finish was obtained. The 
centre of each compartment was then carefully marked and steel balls 
were subsequently seated and sunk to about 4 mm below the surface. The 
tops of the moulds were then carefully covered with polythene sheets 
and left to cure in this condition until demoulding date. 
7.8 Curing and sealing 
Two days after casting, the specimens were demoulded, wire brushed 
and had their'sharp corners filed with a Carborundum stone. They were 
then immediately weighed and the brass studs screwed to the inserts 
and the datum gauge readings were establisied. The specimens were left 
to cure in the room, having a mean temperature of about 18±2 0C and 
relative humidity of about 85±lo%. At the age of 28 days the weights 
and gauge readings were recorded, then each specimen was wrapped in a 
polythene sheet and transferred to the testing laboratory where the 
sealing operation was carried out. 
Two types of sealing compounds were used; for pilot tests, which 
were carried out at room temperatures, the surfaces were painted with 
two coats of Araldite resin. For the main heating tests Bakelite resin 
was used instead. 
In an attempt to obtain a satisfactory moisture seal at the inter- 
faces of the adjacent laminations while retaining their freedom of 
movement, the following technique was adopted. 
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In the first stage, before the laminations were assembled on to 
the rig, strips of insertion rubber about 10 mm wide and 1.5 mm thick 
were stuck with the resin around the perimeter of each one of the two 
opposing surfaces as illustrated in Fig. 7.4. The gap thus created 
was to be filled with. thin sheets of card, 'which permit the flow of 
moisture from one slice to the next. In the second stage, after the 
specimens were'loaded and assembled next to each other and before 
heating was-due to start, other strips of the same rubber about 20 mm 
wide were stuck along the near edges of the specimens, to prevent the 
escape of moisture from interfaces. ' This technique was however used 
with all but the'specimens which had all round seal where no moisture'! 
transfer took place. 
In general, the procedure for sealing the surfaces Of the specimens 
was carried out as follows: 
A sufficient quantity of the sealing compound was prepared by 
thoroughly mixing-the base and hardener in the correct proportion. 
With the surfaces set'facing upwards, greased thin wooden strips were 
clamped around the edges of the area. The sealing compound was then 
carefully applied with a paint brush to each surface in turn. Air 
bubbles formed on the surfaces were either pricked in time or scrapped 
later after hardening$ when a second coat was applied before turning 
to the other sides. Because of the high viscosity of the resin, it was 
easily'possible to pond it around the copper tubes and gauge studs, as 
well as the edges. 
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7.9 Heating facilities and instrumentation 
It was intended to provide adequate heating facilities which would 
enable a state of non-uniform temperature to be imposed across the 
laminated creep and shrinkage blocks in both sustained and cyclic 
manners. 
In deciding upon the appropriate system of heating for these experi- 
ments, it was considered important that the thermal environments which 
would be created in a creep test should be consistent with those 
prevailing. in its shrinkage counterpart. It was thought possible to 
achieve such conditions by placing the shrinkage blo6k in close proximity 
with the creep rig and interposing a single heat source in between the 
two exposed surfaces. The temperature crossfalls would thus develop 
symmetrically across the two sets of laminations, both in time and space. 
A 25 mm thick concrete plate, cast around two silica glass tubes, '' 
was used to diffuse the heat produced by spring heating elements housed 
in the glass tube ducts. The surface areaof the plate was made to 
coincide with that of the exposed surface of the block and the tubes 
were positioned 50 mm apart symmetrically in the cross section of the 
plate. 
Preliminary estimates of the power requirements to produce temperature 
crossfalls around 40 and up to 80 0C was roughly found to be between 
25 to 60 watts. However, a circuit delivering up to 100 W of power from 
a 100 V supply was designed utilizing the 1000 W commercially available 
spring heating elements. Two of these elements were connected in series 
with a 50 ohm Bercostat. A variable transformer was used to step down 
the mains voltage for five heating circuits. The heating circuit diagram 
for the five experiments is shown in Fig. 7.5. The function of the 
Bercostat in each circuit was to provide independent control of the 
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thermal loading to each rig which might be necessary due to changes in 
the heat flow properties of concrete or during the thermal cycling 
program. Independent adjustments were also needed when not all of the 
heating elements were switched on at the same time. 
7.9.. l Temperature measurements 
In order to separate the observed total strain into thermal 
mechanical strain components, accurate knowledge of the temperature 
history', in each lamina is necessary. The accuracy of the temperature 
measuring technique adopted in the beam test was however considered to 
be sufficiently high to warrant its use in these experiments. 
Copper tubes 3 mm O/D and 64 mm long sealed at one end were cut 
76 mm from both ends in the vertical plane of symmetry of each lamina. 
The closed ends of the tubes were aligned with the vertical axis of the 
specimen thus providing access for copper-constantan thermocouples to 
sense the temperature through to the centre. The internal concrete 
temperatures as well as the surface temperatures of the aluminium tubes 
were measured with the same equipment used in the beam experiments. 
Frequent checks were made to ascertain the accuracy of the system by 
measuring the temperatures of melting ice and boiling water. 
7.10 Loading: set-up_ and procedure 
At 50% of the yield strength of steel, the maximum load capacity 
of a creep rig unit is about 37.0 KN. It is however possible to double 
this value without overstressing the aluminium tube by reducing the 
lengths of the cross bars to half their existing lengths, provided an 
alternative technique for measuring the aluminium tube strains is 
substituted for the Whittimore gauge. It was decided nonetheless to 
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apply a uniaxial load ofabout 31.1 KN on all test laminations; this is 
2 
equivalent to a uniform stress of about 6.9 mN/m 
The ages of the specimens at loading however varied from 
approximately 28 days for specimens tested at room temperature to 
about 32 days for those tested under heated environments, but only one 
test group of laminations forming a single block was actually loaded 
at any one date. 
In the setting-up process of the individual creep rig units for 
loading, careful consideration was given to satisfy the following 
requirements: 
a. that the various components of each unit should be assembled 
so as not to inhibit the full surface contact of the concrete 
laminations incorporated in any test block 
that the loading planes should be aligned with the planes 
of the load bearing elements of the rigs so that the specified 
state of stress on all the specimens could be established as 
closely as possible. 
In order to achieve the, delicate alignment operation successfully, 
each unit was assembled on a horizontal plane provided with locating 
pins for the various components of the rig. Upon completion, the 
assembly was then locked in position by finger-tightening the nuts of 
the tension rods, carefully lifted and mounted on to a cantilever frame 
rigidly fixed to the wall. Every unit was prepared in the same way, 
and assembled closely together on the wall frame. A typical view of 
five assembled units can be seen in Plate 7.5. 
Prior to load application, datum measurements of temperatures and 
gauge lengths on the aluminium tubes and concrete test pieces were 
established. Then the central Invar rods were inserted through the 
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relevant apertures, while the transducers were plugged into the 
respective channels and fitted to the Invar frames ready to be installed 
soon after loading. 
Loading was first applied to the specimen closer to the wall by 
simultaneously tightening the nuts of the two tension rods with ratchet 
spanners, until the two gauge lengths of the dynamometer tube indicated 
approximately equal deformations of about 500 microstrains, which are 
equivalent to 50 gauge divisions. In some cases, however, a variation 
of about 2% from the mean value in either gauge length was tolerated. 
Immediately after loading the specimen, measurements of the concrete 
strains were recorded, followed shortly by installing'the transducer 
assembly and recording the initial voltmeter reading. 
It should be remarked that the speed and efficiency with which the 
above process was implemented without significant loss of value, was 
greatly helped by the experience gained from a pilot test staged ahead 
of the main tests. Consequently, it was possible to impose the full 
loading within 3 minutes' duration and to measure the concrete strains 
and install the transducer within the next 2 minutes approximately. 
On a. few occasions, when it took slightly longer to accomplish any one 
of the above steps, the specimen under consideration was de-stressed 
and re-loaded, 
7.11 Heating: arrangements and application 
The - thermal gradients scheduled for application on these experiments 
were actually imposed after approximately 22 days from loading. The 
tasks of sealing the interfaces of adjacent laminations, in the manner 
described in Section 7.8, as well as the application of the insulation, 
were however accomplished the previous day. To carry out such operations, 
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it was necessary to dismantle temporarily the Invar frames carrying the 
transducers. Before this action was taken, the current temperatures 
and digital voltmeter readings were recorded. Further measurements 
were also made, using the Whittimore gauge, to assess the amount of 
deformation which occurred while the transducers were out of service. 
With respect to the shrinkage control block, the procedure was to 
record the weights before and after sealing of the interfaces, wrap the 
insulation and record strains and temperature readings. The block was 
then mounted opposite the creep rig as shown in Plate 7.6, and the 
heating plate was interposed between the two blocks. The exposed sides 
of the heating plate were covered with glass wool insulation. 
Just before switching the heat on, datum measurements of strains 
and temperatures were established on both experimental blocks in addition 
to the aluminium tubes. The datum readings of the digital voltmeter 
were however set up following the procedure described in Section 7.12. 
7.12 Transducer datum set-up 
The procedure adopted for establishing the datum of displacement 
measurements was such that, immediately after loading, the probe of the 
transducer was brought into contact with the central Invar rod until 
about 80 to 90% of its displacement range was initially exhausted. * At 
the commencement of heating, however, the datum was set in the reverse 
order, i. e. by initially inducing a small amount of displacement 
(10 to 20%). The residual amount was taken by the thermal movement of 
the specimen, while its temperature was rising, until it reached a steady 
state, when the starting procedure was repeated. 
It shou ld, however, be noted that it was only necessary to set the 
datum once at the start of the tests and twice on the first day of heating 
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for the hottest specimen, and twice during the following period. In 
each case, it took only a few seconds to set the datum, which was 
easily accomplished by loosening and twisting one of the Invar rods 
of the frame. 
7.13 Cycleand sequence of observations 
The observation cycle generally consisted of recordings of 
temperatures, output signals from the transducers, and gauge readings 
of the shrinkage control specimens; in addition to temperatures and 
gauge readings on the dynamometrical tubes, although not as frequent. 
During the test period preceding heating the above observations 
were usually taken at 1,3,5,7,10,14 and 21 days from loading. 
Subsequent to heating the observations were taken at similar frequencies, 
followed by approximately 10 days' interval up to the first two months, 
extended from 2 to 3 weeks thereafter towards the. end of the test at 
the sustained temperature regime. During the temperature cycling program, 
the observations were taken at close intervals depending on the length 
of the cycle period at the time. 
Other observations were frequently made of the power supply and 
output of the heating circuit. 
Finally, the results derived from these experiments are presented 
and discussed in the next chapter. 
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DISPLAY OF RESULTS OF-THE LAMINATED CREEP RIG 
AND SHRINKAGE EXPERIMENTS 
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Chapter 8- Synopsis 
The results of the laminated creep and shrinkage experiments 
are presented. Four test series having different moisture flow 
conditions were heated under load in conjunction with identical 
'no-load' comparison specimens, In addition, one set was tested for 
creep and shrinkage at room temperatures, and another set was heated 
without load, to investigate the time-variation of the coefficient of 
linear expansion of the concrete with moisture flow, Various 
temperature histories were investigated including temperature cycling 
after sustained heating periods of up to 200 days. The test 
temperatures covered a range of between 220 and 114 OC, It is concluded 
that the creep rate increases with temperature and with an increase 
in the migration rate of the moisture. It can be expected to decrease 
whenever moisture concentration increaseq@ Temperatures cycling 
between specified limits produce no sudden change in creep of the 
concrete maintained under either stable or variable moisture state, 
after the first temperature increase. 
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8.1 Introduction 
This chapter collects the results of the author's experiments, 
which were designed primarily to investigate the long-term influence 
of moisture movement associated with temperature gradients on the 
in-elastic behaviour of the material. Results of heated moisture- 
stable, and, norr-heated drying experiments are also included, in addition 
to results of subsidiary tests carried out to determine the effects of 
the main test variables, i. e. temperature and moisture flow conditions, 
on the expansion behaviour of the material. A diagrammatic 
representation of the various test groups, and conditions of exposure 
are shown in Fig. 8.1. The type and number of tests carried out on 
each group are su=arized in Table 8.1. 
TABLE 8.1 
Type and number of tests 
Specimen 
group 










activated moisture flow 
E 
2 
Note: all creep specimens were loaded to about 6.9 N/mm , i. e. were 
loaded to a stress/28-day cold strength ratio of 0.15 
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Fig-8-1 Classification of 
test specimens and boundary 
conditions 
Description code for the test-specimens 
Specimes are referred to in the text by the group nameA, B, C, D orE 
followed by number I or 2 to indicate the -shrinkage or creep block. A particular element of a given test set may be described by a 
second number e. g. 
E2-4 and C1-2 
ref er to th e 4th element of the creep bt ock f ro m group E 
a nd ,, 2n d- to it 1, shrinkage , to to C respectively. 
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8.2 Strain behaviour of the testspecimens at normal temperatures 
8.2.1 Initial strains on loading 
These are defined here as the total strain observed approximately 
0.0014 days (2.0 min)-after, 
_application 
of the 'stress. The mean 
instantaneous-strain response of all the test group elements to stress 
of about 6.90 N/mm 
2 
applied at the age of'32 days wa's about 192 x 10- 
6 
with a standard deviation of about 10.6 x 10-6. This, gives a mean value 
for the elasticity modulus of the material of 36.0 GNIM 
2. 
8.2.2 Creep and shrinkage 
For similar conditions of exposure, 'elements of the main test 
series B, C, D and E exhibited reasonably close deformations with time 
over the period preceding commencement of the, heating programme. This 
concerns the two exposed front elements of series C and D block 
specimens, and the remaining 17 unexposed elements of the four test 
series under consideration. - The comparative creep strain behaviour of 
the laminations tested under the two different conditions of exposure 
mentioned, is described in the combined Plot of the results in Fig. 8.2. 
In arriving at the creep data displayed in this figure, account has been 
taken of shrinkage, as indicated by the norr-loaded companion block 
specimens. Incidentally, shrinkage could only be detected at the two 
drying front elements, which at the end of the period exhibited approxi- 




all specimens were loaded to 
stress /cold strengt- ratio of 0.15 
20- T-1 
Cse start of heating 
I. fit II 5 10 is 20 25 
Days since loading 
Fig 8.2 Plot of the mean specific strain, vs. time 
prior to heating 
curve (a), represents the mean behaviouraf the 
two exposed. elements C2-5 & D2-4 , 
LI ýurye b represents the mean behaviour of the 
seated or un-exposed elements of the laminated 
blocks B2, C 2,02 & E2 (a tot-at of 17 elements) 
Note: 
the creep behaviour of these specimens under elevated 
temperatures is described infigs. 8-17-8-22 
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8.2.3 Creep of drying specimens 
one experiment, which was originally intended as a pilot to the 
measuring equipment and testing procedure was conducted and extended 
for a period of over 14 months. The specimen block, test series A, had 
both its end faces sealed, thus allowing the laminations equal evaporation 
drying surface areas. 
The total strain histories recorded for the laminations loaded to 
stress of 6.9 N/mm 
2, 
and their non-loaded companion set are shown in 
Fig. 8.3. The observed difference in the total axial strain across the 
laminations of either set at any particular time was within a maximum 
of 40 microstrain. In view of the complex nature of drying and its 
subsequent effects on the material behaviour the extent of agreement 
between the results was considered reasonable. Hence, a single specific 
creep profile based on the averaged results of both sets representing 
the mean axial creep behaviour of the five elements is drawn in Fig. 8.4. 
8.3 Strain behaviour of the test specimens under sustained elevated 
Tnd -cyclic temperature states 
8.3.1 Coefficient of thermal expansion 
Tests were carried out to determine the coefficient of linear 
expansion across the sections of the two laminated block samples B3 
and C3 subjected to non-uniform heating. For the constant moisture 
content sample B3, the test carried out was of a short duration, whereas 
a long-term test was performed on the latter, to study the influence of 
the continuing moisture movement on this parameter. 
Specimen B3 was exposed to various temperature crossfalls over a -, 
period of about 72 hours. Observations of temperature and length 
changes during heating and/or cooling provided the basic information 
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needed to determine the expansion coefficient for each element. 
However, because no clear-trends were established between values 
determined during cooling and re-heating the results obtained for each 
temperature state were averaged, and are here presented in Fig. 8.5. 
The results showed relatively small variations in the expansion 
coefficient with temperature, over the temperature range of 250C to 
about 100 0 C. It varied between a minimum value of about 12.2 x 10- 
6/oC 
to a maximum of approximately 13.0 x 10- 
6/oC. 
With regard to specimen C3, heating was applied simultaneously on 
a similar specimen C4, which served as a shrinkage control, and therefore 
as an indicator-to the water phase in the specimen. This test was 
considered desirable since no other attempt was made to monitor the 
water distribution directly, although time-dependent changes in the 
total weights of the specimens were being regularly observed. 
A temperature crossfall of about 36.50C was symmetrically applied 
on both specimens, and sustained for a period of 200 days, interposed 
by short cooling intervals of 2 to 3 hours, for evaluating the 
coefficient of expansion across C3 block. Then, following a cooling 
period of about 12 days, both sets were subjected to a temperature cross- 
fall of about 72.0 0 C, with a maximum hot face temperature of about 110 0 C. 
These temperature states are depicted in Fig. 8.6. 
Curves plotting the coefficient of thermal expansion against time 
for the five elements of C3 block are displayed in Fig. 8.7. The 
relevant data from this plot was utilised in deducing the shrinkage 
profiles of the companion set, which are displayed in Fig. 8.8. The 
shrinkage-moisture loss relation for the companion block C4 is on the 
other hand depicted in Fig. 8.9. Because it was only possible to record 
the total weight loss from the whole block, the shrinkage values plotted 
are evaluated by averaging the shrinkage strains of the five block 
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Total-water loss vs. mean axial shrink age 
Fig-S. 9 Variations of total moistur loss 
with time and the mean axial shrinkage 
of specimen block-C4 laminations 
days since heating 
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Although the observed variations in the coefficient of thermal 
expansion over the specimen's section were comparatively small, for 
the test conditions prevailed, the trends indicated by the results were 
clear., By inference from the shrinkage behaviour of the companion set 
(Fig. 8.8) the intermediate and cold front elements of C3 block 
(Nos. 2, - 3,4 & 5) experienced drying retardation during the first few 
weeks of heating. Over approximately the same period of time, their 
expansion coefficients were initially reduced slightly and/or remained 
fairly constant for a while. 
In time', when drying became dominant, the expansion behaviour of 
elements Nos. 3,4 and 5 exhibited rising trends with time, as 
indicated by the lower three curves of Fig. 8.7. 
In general, the maximum observed difference in the expansion 
coefficient across the laminated specimen at any one time was about 
1.0 x 10-6 /oC. It varied between 12.4 x 10- 
6 
and 13.45 x 10- 
6 PC for 
the middle and hot front elements during the first heating phase. The 
variation during the second heating phase, however, ranged between a 
value of 13.0 -6 /0C for the fourth and fifth elements, and a maximum 
value of about 13.70 x 10-6 /oC for the hot front element, No. 1. 
8.3.2 Temperature states in the main experiments 
The first stage of heating was applied to the specimens approximately 
22 days after loading, and sustained for up to 200 days. Thereafter all, 
except series D, specimens were exposed to various temperature cycling 
regimes spread over extended periods of up to 75 days. These temperature 
histories are described in Figures 8.10 to 8.13. 
The temperature crossfalls were established over the specimens 
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circuits. The resulting distributions of temperature across'each 
loaded set and its companion were generally the same. In one or two 
cases, however, variations of up to 2.0 0C were observed between the 
temperatures of the intermediate elements of some experimental sets 
with the loaded ones being on the lower temperature side. This was 
largely-due to heat-losses from the ends of the loaded elements, for 
which it was not possible to-ensure sufficient and equal insulation as 
for their opposite numbers in the shrinkage specimen. 
With regard to specimens from the different test, series, it was 
intended that series B, C and D were to have equal distributions- of 
temperatures. Eventually, some success in this direction was-achieved. 
All of these specimens were'ascertained almost the same hot face 
temperature and the nominal temperature-gradients, i. e. the temperature 
crossfall divided by the length of the specimen. Table 8.2 gives the 
mean temperatures and the resulting nominal temperature gradients 
sustained across the various sets, including the much higher values 




Mean temperature of the elements Length of Nominal 
ser es 






B 60.0 40.0 30.0 26.0 22.5 222 0.17 
C 61.0 42.5 32.5 28.0 23.5 222 0.17 
D 60.0 42.0 32.5 28.5 - 178 0.18 
E 114 77 54 44_ 39 222 0.34 
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The differences shown between the temperatures of the intermediate 
elements of series B and both C anc D specimens are believed to be due 
to differences between the thermal conductivities of the interface 
materials, namely the Bakelite resin coating and the card sheeting. 
In the event, it was found practically impossible to generate equal 
temperatures for the said elements without having to adjust the spacings 
between those of the test series C and D. 
over the test periods small fluctuations in the temperatures arose 
largely as a result of similar variations in the laboratory temperature. 
More noticeable changes, however, were observed in the experiments 
involving moisture movements, where temperatures of the elements down 
the moisture gradients showed a tendency to decrease with time. These 
necessitated small changes to be made in the input power supply to the 
heating circuits. 
8.3.3 Shrinkage 
Curves describing the development of shrinkage strains with time 
for the laminations of C1 block specimens are displayed in Fig. 8.14. 
The data points shown on each curve were calculated by deducting from 
the observed total strain, the temperature strain components, using 
the appropriate value for the coefficient of expansion for the relevant 
element from Fig. 8.7. 
The trends of behaviour indicated by the results of this test bear 
a close similarity to those indicated by the reLults of the previous 
experiment, shown in Fig. 8.8. Examination of both sets of results, 
however, reveals evidence of a number of well-known and other interesting 
features. For instance, both figures show clear evidence that the 
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caused retardation of drying in the nearby cooler elements. Subsequently, 
the shrinkage rates in these parts of the sections were considerably 
reduced. 
It is of interest to note that for the specimen having lower 
operating temperatures, the effects of the continuing water migration 
gave rise to swelling in the exposed cold front element, No. 5, which 
persisted for a period of over three months. In general, the effects 
on the intermediate parts of Cl block compared to those induced on the 
similar parts of block C4 were less severe. The reason may, however, be 
attributed to the fact that since the hot front temperature of the latter 
specimen was considerably higher than that of the former, the initial 
rate and amount of water migrating into the cooler parts of the specimen 
were obviously higher. 
Close examination of Fig. 8.14 reveals that following the stepping 
up of the temperature gradient a general decline in the shrinkage of 
elements Nos. 2,3,4 and 5 occurred. This could be interpreted by the 
continuing migration of moisture from the higher to the lower temperature 
elements of the bloci. Apparently, due to the easing off of the moisture 
flow from the whole block, a rejuvenation of the shrinkage, or migration 
rate, occurred in all elements, after the first three weeks period. 
However, there were no indications of significant recovery or otherwise 
in shrinkage on cycling within the same temperature levels. 
Fig. 8.15 illustrates the shrinkage behaviour of the four laminations 
of specimen Dl, which was exposed to a sustained temperature crossfall 
of about 31.5 
0 C. This gives a nominal temperature gradient of about , 
0.18 0 C/mm which is slightly greater than that of Cl and C4 blocks. It 
can be seen from this figure that shrinkage, or drying was developed at 
the colder end of the specimen with considerably less difficulty and 
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of both the moisture path length and the operating temperature gradient 
on the movement process'Of moisture. The rates of drying are greater 
the shorter the moisture path length and the higher the temperature 
gradient. 
Fig. 8.16 plots the shrinkage data obtained from the experiment on 
specimen El, which was subjected to a sustained temperature crossfall of 
about 750C with a maximum hot face temperature of 114 0 C. Although the 
test was designed with the intention of containing the moisture movement 
within the specimen's boundaries, unfortunately moisture seal failure 
occurred apparently at the two fronts of the specimen. Close examination 
of the results indicates that, as a result of the high operating 
temperature, the seal at the hot front failed some time during the 
second day of heating, as suggested by the sudden increase in the 
shrinkage rate during this period. Whereas at the cold front the seal 
failure appears to have developed between the second and third week of 
heating, probably as a result of concentration of substantial amount of 
water. 
The results show that due to the rapid release of free water from 
the hot front element, a major part of its 200 days' shrinkage has 
developed over a fairly short period of time. As an example, about 90% 
of this amount was reached at the heating age of 27 days. In respect of 
the second element of the group, however, the results showed that from 
the age of two days onwards, the moisture migrated from the element was 
obviously greater than the amount migrated into it from the hot front. 
On the other hand, the results show that swelling caused initially in 
the colder parts of the specimen eventually dissipated, apparently after 
the release of moisture from the cold end. 
Examination of the results during the cycling temperature regime 
reveals no evidence of any significant changes in behaviour as a result 
of cooling or subsequent temperature cycles. 
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8.3.4 Creep under constant moisture content 
Effect of sustained elevated temperature 
The uniaxial creep behaviour of the moisture stable elements of 
B2 block under the various temperature states is described by the 
specific creep profiles drawn in Fig. 8.17. Over the sustained 
temperature regime, the results indicated trends which were, in many 
aspects, consistent with those of previous findings. For instance, the 
creep rates of the five elements were increased sharply during and 
shortly after heating, which was applied 22 days after loading. Also, 
there was a continuous increase of creep with time, which at the upper 
temperature levels appeared to follow the same general pattern of creep 
at the lowest temperature level. 
Values of specific creep strains at significant times are 
re-plotted against temperatures in Fig. 8.18. The plot shows that 
between temperatures of 22.5 0C and 600C, the creep-temperature relation- 
ship over approximately the first month of heating was very nearly 
linear. At later ages, however, there was some deviation from this 
trend at 60 0 C, although the relationship remained linear between 22.5 0C 
and 400C throughout . the period under consideration. 
Effects of increase and cycles of temperature 
The observations recorded during the subsequent phases of heating 
were also in broad agreement with those of earlier studies. For 
instance, there is evidence that the creep rates accelerated as the 
temperatures were stepped up for the first time. one interesting feature 
revealed by the results, however, was the apparent existence of a 
threshold temperature value above which the effect of a given temperature 
increment on the creep rate became more pronounced. On examination of 
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the results described by the lower two curves of Fig. 8.17 this threshold 
value appears to be about 30 0 C. It is likely that the modulus of 
elasticity of the concrete started to decrease as its temperature was 
raised beyond this level. 
Further increases in creep were observed during the second and third 
temperature step rises. The effect of the latter step on the creep of. 
the hot front element was more pronounced as a result of the sudden 
failure of the moisture seal and the rapid release of free water from 
the element as its temperature was raised above 100 0 C. 
The results show evidence that creep continued to increase with 
t-ime during both temperature cycling and gradual cooling stages, with 
no signs of recovery. 
8.3.5 Creep with simultaneous moisture flow through the specimen 
Effects of constant temperature gradients 
Curves plotting the variations of specific creep strain against 
time for the elements of C2 and D2 block specimens, which were tested 
in attendance of moisture flow, are displayed in Figures 8.19 and 8.20. 
The results show evidence indicating that both temperature and moisture 
movement played important roles in the development of creep strains in 
these specimens. The creep rates of all the elements concerned, for 
instance, accelerated greatly during and shortly after the temperature 
rises. In comparison to the behaviour of the sealed elements of B2 
block, depicted in Fig. 8.17, the increases on first heating in the 
creep rates of the elements of these two blocks were, for similar 
temperature conditions, significantly greater. Such a behaviour 
illustrates the tendency of creep to increase more for a given tempera- 
ture rise, when there is a migration of moisture from the continuum 
than when migration is prevented. 
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There are some indications in the results of Fig. 8.19 that the 
creep rates in some parts at the cold end of C2 block were substantially 
reduced. After about the first two months of heating, for example, the 
fourth element of this block virtually ceased to creep. It may be of 
interest to note that the shrinkage of the corresponding elements of 
the comparison block Cl, Fig. 8.14, was significantly reduced as a 
result of the continuing migration of moisture from the higher temperature 
zone. 
In respect of the specimen block D2, it has earlier been established 
that, due to the shorter moisture path length, drying developed at a 
distinctly faster rate, thus causing minimum perturbation to the 
shrinkage behaviour of the elements. The results of the creep experiment, 
shown in Fig. 8.20, conveyed more or less the same general picture 
regarding the creep behaviour of these elements. It is apparent from 
the figure that the creep rates accelerated greatly during and shortly 
after the temperature rises. In comparison with the responses of the 
similar elements in the longer moisture path specimen C2, these were 
to some extent higher, as illustrated in the combined plot of the results 
shown in Fig. 8.21. This figure shows evidence in support of the 
previous argument concerning the influence of moisture concentration in 
the colder parts1of the specimen on their creep behaviour. 
Further supplementary evidence on the effects of both temperature 
and moisture movement on creep have been provided by the results of E2 
block experiment displayed in Fig. 8.22. In discussing the results of 
the shrinkage block El, it has been mentioned that, due to the severity 
of the temperature loading applied, the moisture seal failed at the hot 
front, which led to the rapid release of water from that element. Also, 
at a later stage, the moisture seal appeared to have failed at the cold 
front as well, probably as a result of higher concentration of moisture 
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specimens, as was confirmed by the total weight losses recorded at the 
end of the test. In response to the applied temperature crossfall, all 
the elements developed large increases in the creep and creep rates, 
in particular elements No. I and 2. of the set. At 1140C, the hot front 
element exhibited a very sharp creep response, which reached a maximum 
of about 104 x 10-6 per N/mm 
2 
after about the first six weeks of heating. 
Nearly 63% of this amount was attained after the first 24 hours. The 
response of the second element was very similar, although the creep 
continued-to increase with time with no apparent limit. At 200 days, 
it reached a value of about 112 x 10-6 per N/mm 
2, 
of which over 50% was 
reached after the first 24 hours of heating. It is clearly obvious from 
these results that the rate of moisture movement greatly affected the 
creep behaviour of the specimens. The creep virtually ceased to develop 
in the hot front element, apparently after the complete withdrawal of 
the free water content. This was remarkably similar to its effect on 
the development of shrinkage strains discussed earlier. 
With respect to the other three elements of the group, there are 
some indications that their creep rates were reduced considerably, 
sometimes over the period during which concentrations of moisture and 
swelling were caused in these parts of the specimen. However, as heating 
continued, some increase in the creep rate of the intermediate element 
developed, apparently when drying dominated the flow of moisture from 
the higher temperature zone of the specimen, whereas the creep behaviour 
of the other two elements was observed to continue in the same general 
pattern, with no significant changes over the duration of the test. To 
some extent, the behaviour displayed by these elements was consistent 
with that observed in C2 block experiment. The influence on behaviour 
in either case may be attributed by and large to the moisture movement 
potentials. 
PP9 
To elucidate the above argument, 200 days' creep data obtained 
for the three elements concerned are compared to data recorded at the 
same age in some elements of group C2 and D2 experiments, in Table 8.3. 
The latter two group elements were, by comparison to those of group E2, 
subjected to considerably less severe migration because of their 
comparatively low operating temperature gradients. Nevertheless, the 
data show that. in spite of their temperatures being below those of E2 
group elements, their creep strains were comparatively higher. The most 
significantly affected element, however, was here again No. 4. 
Table 8.3 
Specimen Element Temp. creep Sp 
group no. 0C. 
, 2 x 10- per N/mm 
E2 3 54.0 73 
C2 2 42.5 79 
D2 2 42.0 78 
E2 4 44.0 39 
C2 3 32.5 54 
D2 3 32.5 56 
E2 5 39.0 34 
C2 4 28.0 36 
D2 4 28.5 43 
Effects of change and/or cycles of temperature gradients 
The curves of Fig. 8.19 show that the creep of all five elements of 
C2 block accelerated considerably with the first increase in the applied 
temperature gradient. In comparison with the response of the sealed 
elements of B2 block, these were significantly greater, as was observed 
on first heating. 
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It should be mentioned here that the temperatures of the fifth 
and fourth elements of the group were unexpectedly reduced, although 
only slightly, during the second and/or the third attempts made to step 
up the temperature gradients. However, elements whose temperatures 
were increased during either of these steps developed further increases 
in creep strains. 
Observations made during temperature cycling over'the first and third 
steps, as well as during gradual cooling stages, produced no evidence of 
recovery or sudden increases in creep. Instead, the creep continued 
following approximately the same general pattern as creep at constant 
temperatures. The behaviour of the specimen under such temperature 
histories was very similar to that of specimeý block E2 when it*was 
subjected to temperature cycles. involving cooling and re-heating to the 
previous temperature levels, in which the maximum temperatures were kept 
at the previous constant levels. 
8.4 Conclusion 
A number of test results have been given with the objective of 
identifying the pattern of1strain behaviour under variable temperature 
and moisture states. From a review of the previous discussions and 
, 
illustrations, it was apparent that the temperature and moisture movement 
were the most important factors affecting creep and shrinkage within the 
range and accuracy of the experiment. However, it was not intended to 
postulate their causes or to advance another theory of creep mechanisms. 
Nevertheless, it is intended where practical to advance a logical 
explanation or to hypothesize concerning the cause of the observed 
behaviour. 
All conclusions are limited to the actual test conditions, and the 
particular material and specimens included in the investigation. It is 
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undoubtedly a fact that the shape and size of the specimens had some 
influence on the relative magnitudes of the axial shrinkage and creep 
strains. However, based on the results of the limited tests carried 
out so far, the following conclusions are believed warranted. 
For concrete loaded in compression and sealed against moisture 
loss, creep increases with temperature at least up to 90 0 C. 
The increase with temperature is generally higher when 
moisture is allowed to migrate from the concrete during 
heating. With further temperature increase, creep can be 
expected to increase reaching a maximum with the complete 
removal of the evaporable water content. 
2. Creep continues to increase with time following a drop in 
temperature, although at a reduced rate. However, re-heating 
to the previous level of temperature and cycling produces no 
sudden change in creep of concrete maintained under either 
stable or variable moisture state. 
3. The creep rate tends to increase with the increase in the 
migration rate of moisture from concrete, and can be expected 
to decrease when and where moisture concentration dominates 
drying. These imply that the development of creep strains 
across a given section of concrete is dependent on the length 
of the section and the applied temperature gradient. In this 
context, the drying creep behaviour of concrete bears a close 
similarity to the attendant shrinkage. 
4. Non-uniform heating causes moisture to migrate towards the 
cooler parts of the continuum giving rise to drying and 
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attendant shrinkage in hot areas and may, depending on the 
moisture path length and the applied temperature gradient, 
give rise to physical saturation and swelling in the cooler 
regions. 
5. The rate at which drying penetrates into a given specimen 
is a function of temperature and the distance through which 
the moisture must travel before reaching a zone where further 
movement is unimpeded. It increases with temperature crossfall 
and decreases with the length of the specimen. 
6. The coefficient of thermal expansion of concrete tends to 
increase with temperature and with the continuing migration 
of the attendant moisture. Therefore, for the analysis of 
norr-isothermal concrete structures, the variability of this 
parameter with temperature and/or changing moisture content 
needs to be determined. 
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CHAPTER IX 
STEADY STATE STRESSES IN CONTINUOUS BEAM 
STRUCTURES SUBJECTED TO TIME-VARYING NON- 
LINEAR TEMPERATURE CROSSFALLS 
234 
Chapter 9- Synopsis 
The problem of calculating the elasýtic and long-term effects 
of non-linear heating of the kind produced by solar radiation in 
bridges is investigated with respect to a 3-span prestressed 
continuous beam example. The beam having a span/depth ratio of 16 
is analysed for the. sustained and cyclically varying influence of a 
non-linear temperature cross fall with a maximum surface temperature 
of 38 0 C. An'empirical formula for calculating the elastic stresses 
due to an arbitrary temperature distribution over the beam depth is 
derived. The formula is then incorporated into the steady state 
fornulations of the' problem and the solutions are compared to the 
rate of creep computer analysis solutions 
It is shown that considerable redistributions of stresses and 
moments take place and this necessitates that the solar heating 
effects in bridge and road structures need to be considered in design. 
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9.1 Introduction 
Experimental evidence reported in this thesis and elsewhere 
indicates clearly that creep significantly influences the state of 
stress in non-isothermal redundant structures. The stresses undergo a 
process of redistribution, which reduces in rate with time. And, when 
temperatures are sustained and depending on the creep capacity of the 
concrete, a stage in time eventually comes when the, redistribution 
ceases and the stresses reach a steady state. 
When temperatures vary in periodic or cyclic manner creep may 
again be influential in dictating stress and displacement behaviour. 
And, although creep occurs partly at one temperature and partly at 
others, it is possible that on the long term, a quasi steady steady 
state is reached, in which successive temperature cycles cause stresses 
to alternate between repeating states (18). It is therefore essential 
that cognizance is taken of the long-term effects of periodic temperature 
differentials, of the kind caused by solar radiation and climatic 
temperature changes in bridges and viaducts (119,120,121) on the service- 
ability of such structures. 
, Determination of the limiting steady state stresses in structures 
subjected to sustained linear temperature crossfalls may be accomplished 
with considerable success; as has been demonstrated earlier, by the use 
of the analogous elastic approach of the steady state theory. This 
approach has been extended recently to include the effects of temperature 
cycling, and applied to problems having curvature restraint (18,19). 
In this chapter, the theory is adapted to deal with the combined 
effects of non-linear temperature crossfall and temperature cycling for 
the solution of a problem, in which curvatures take on non-zero values. 
In the sequel, an empirical formula for estimating stresses arising from 
23 6 
non-linear temperature crossfall is derived and incorporated into 
the steady state analysis. Solutions are also obtained for, the cases 
of sustained non-linear, and cyclic and sustained linear temperature 
crossfalls. These are then compared to those obtained from a step-by- 
step computer procedure, based on the rate of creep method. 
9.1.1 Illustt-ative proble 
Fig. 9.1 shows the symmetrical half of an axially prestressed 3-span 
continuous beam having a conveniently chosen rectangular cross-section, 
and subjected to only one type of mechanical loading (a uniformly 
distributed load). Two arbitrarily chosen, a linear and a non-linear, 
temperature distributions are considered. The latter distribution is 
similar in shape to those often produced by the solar radiation effects 
referred to earlier in bridge deck structures. In such structures the 
temperature changes due to solar radiation are generally confined to 
the upper and lower zones of the cross-section, leaving the intermediate 
parts relatively unaffected. Numerical data for the problem including 
the two temperature distributions, and the cycling mode and duration in 
terms of pseudo time, are all given in Fig. 9.1. 
9.2 Analyses of mechanical load and temperature moments on the beam 
Fig. 9.2a shows the symmetrical half of the beam having at the cut 
section a guide rail, which permits the cut end to slide freely along 
its vertical axis. Thus, the statical redundancy of the beam is reduced 
to one, which is taken as the guided end moment in the flexibility 
analysis method adopted. 
The redundant moment is released, Fig. 9.2b, and the resulting 
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where M and M are the moment distributions (c) and (d). 01 









Fig. 9.2e depicts the overall distribution of dead load moments 
on the beam calculated in the usual manner by superimposing diagram (c) 
to the product of diagram (d) and the redundancy X. 
By the same argument, the redundant moment, Xt, produced by an 
arbitrary temperature loading can be calculated, when the term 
M Ol .n 
EI 
eq. 9.1 is replaced by the unrestrained temperature curvature of the 
beam Of, 
t, 








= -8 f, t *L 
(9.4b) 
Hence, xt =-0f, 
t* L (9.5) 
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6 EIO f, t 
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The distribution of thermal moment over the beam is depicted in 
(g), which is the product of diagram (d) and the redundancy Xt. 
9.3 Approximate elastic analysis of stresses due to non-linear 
temperature crossfall 
Detailed analysis of stresses due to non-linear temperature 
distributions in structures usually requires very sophisticated 
formulation and solution techniques, which often result in a large 
expenditure of time and effort. On the other hand, ýsimple empirical 
formulae, while giving less accurate pictures of the stresses, can be 
more appreciated by engineers for solving less complicated problems 
and/or for use as a design check. One of such formulae, which is based 
on the simple elastic theory of bending is derived hereinafter. 
Fig. 9.3a shows a beam element with non7linear temperature variation 
applied across its depth, Fig. 9.3c. 
Due to the coefficient of thermal expansion ac, the unrestrained 
thermal strains, at any fibre x is given by: 




where (T x- 
TO) = the temperature increase at fibre x. 
With these strains, which are shown in (C), plane sections do not 
remain plane. 
When compatibility is enforced, with plane sections held plane, 
then the locked-in stress at any fibre x would be 
at, x = 
E{e t, x - 
(ca + e. x)l (9.7) 
where cao axial strain, 0= the mean restrained thermal curvature of 
the section, and E= the modulus of elasticity of concrete (assumed 
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Due to the applied temperature stresses, the axial forces on the 
section should have no net resultant 
d 
i. e. fbat, x' 
dx 0 (9.8) 
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ea=7c (a - (9.10) 
where a= the overall average temperature over the section, A is the 
cross-section area, and To = the datum temperature. 
When substituting eqs. 9.6 and 9.10, equation 9.7 becomes 
at, x =E{ 
-CL (Tx- a) - e. x} (9.11) 
Evaluation of stresses from eq. 9.11 requires a knowledge of the 
mean restrained temperature curvature of the section. 
From consideration of flexure, the value of 6 can be related to the 
applied temperature moment Mt and the mean free thermal curvature 6 f't' 
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By taking moment of forces about the centroid of the. section, 
the following equation results 
d 
Mt = E. f b*(3(T a) 6. xl . 4". dx (9.12) x 
-d 
dM 
From which 6bfT,.; ý. Adx -t (9.13a) 
-d 
x EI 
The integral term of equation 9J3a corresponds to the unrestrained 







Therefore equation 9.11 becomes 
M 
CO - 10 - 
t) X') a=E {a (T t f 
(9.14) 
x .x 9t EI 
where 
ad 
-c' bfTx. dx f't I x 
-d 
It is of interest to note that for a linear temperature crossfall 
over the section, equation 9.14 reduces to the more familiar form of 
M 
at. x (9.15) t. x I 
The difference between stresses given by equations 9.14 and 9.15 
corresponds to a self-equilibrating stress system, viz. 
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It is clearly apparent that for a structure having a uniform 
cross-section and the same temperature distribution prevailing throughout, 
eq. 9.17 needs to be evaluated only once for any one section. Thus it 
may be more convenient to obtain crude estimates of stresses over the 
required sections from equation 9.15, then each distribution is adjusted. 
by the same self-equilibrating set of stresses given by equation 9.17. 
The adjustment procedure for the approximate stresses, due to the applied 
norr-linear temperatures only, is illustrated in table 9.1 for two 
sections of interest along the beam. 
9.4 Steady state stress analyses I 
A. Uniform temperature cycling 
For the evaluation of steady state stresses under a cyclic temperature 
regime of the form shown in Fig. 9.1, the following criterion is adopted. 
The sum of creep strains over a complete cycle constitutes a compatible, 
strain set for the given section. When the temperature function is taken 
as ý(T) = T, this compatibility condition can be expressed as, 
TK Sc + (a - cr ). T K Sc - (I+i. x)(K +K )SC (9.18) sc, x 2, x* 2 .. sc, x t, x 
1, x' 112 
where a sc, x = 
the steady-state-cyclic stress at fibre x during the 
raised temperature portion of the cycle, a t, x 
= thermo-elastic stress at 
.4 fibre x, T and T are the hot and cold state fibre temperatures, 2, x 1, x 
K1 Sc and K 26c are the durations of the hot and cold parts of the cycle, 
expressed in pseudo-time, 1 and "K are the specific rates of change of 
the mean axial strain and curvature of the section respectively over a 
complete cycle. 
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Re-arranging the terms of equation 9.18 yields, 
A+B. x)(K 1 +K 2)+ cr t, x* 
K 11 T I, x (9.19a) 
sc, x 
I 
(K 2* T 2, x 
+K1, T 1, x 
)I 
When the durations of the hot and cold parts of the temperature 
cycle are taken to be equal, eq. 9.18 reduces to 
a 
2(! +-B. x) +at, x* 




Eq. 9.19 must satisfy the equilibrium conditions, 
d 
f b. a sc, x 
dx =N (9.20) 
-d 
d 
f b. a X. dx =M (9.21) 
-d scjx 
where N and M are the prestress and moment acting on the section at the 
steady state. 
Substitution of the stress from eq. 9.19 into the equilibrium 
equations 9.20 and 9.21 yields solutions for the A and B parameters. 
Two solution approaches are now compared. These relate to the form of 
the thermal stresses which are substituted into equation 9.19. The exact 
and approximate representation as used in the elastic analyses of the 
previous section will be used. 
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a. Exact solution 
For a t, x = 
ECI(Tý-a) - 6. x], see eq. 9.11. 
When the temperature stress form represented by eq. 9.11 is being 
used the following solution'forms result, * 
A=a1M+ b1N+ c 1, E+ dVE. a (9.22) 
=a2M+ b 2N + c: f. E + d2E. a (9.23) 
Where the constant a, b, c and d parameters are functions of the 
temperature distribution and the geometry of the cross-section, and e 
is the actual curvature of the section due to the applied temperature 
loading only, as determined in an elastic calculation for the continuous 
structure. 
With all other parameters known, the distribution of the steady state 
moments over the beam remains to be determined in order that the 
parameters X and 1T can be evaluated for any required section. 
9.5 Steady state moment distribution 
Assuming that after a sufficiently long period of time, the 
statical redundancy of the beam corresponding to the value at time zero, 
as given by eq. 9.3, has changed by a total amount 6X. As a result the 
distribution of moments at such time stage becomes 
my (M ±ax Y-) mly L 
for y=0 to L 
(9.24) 
and M (m s X. Y-) for y=L to 
3L 
y mly L2 
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where My and M M'y are 
the steady state and mechanical load moments 
respectively over any section, distance y from the end-support. The 
mechanical load moment distribution over the beam, as shown in Fig. 9.2e 
can be expressed 
m= --2- (4. L. y - 5. y 
2 
for y=0 to L M, y 10 
and m-, = --I- (15. L. y - 5y 
2_ ll. L 2 for y=L to 
3L 
mly 10 2 
(9.25) 
The moment increment or decrement, SX, may be treated as an 
additional redundancy, which can be determined from consideration of the 
I 
boundary conditions prevailing at the steady state. By using the same 
release system used for the elastic analysis, Fig. 9.2c, the total 
displacement (rotation) at the release is given by 
3L/2 ' 
60 f e. m 1, dy 
(9.26) 
0- 
The rate of change of the displacement w. r. t. pseudo-time 'c' 
3L/2 
io f6. m1, dy (9.27) 
0 
By definition, 6= *9, and for 
ýO 
=0 at the steady state eq. 9.27 becomes, 
3L/2 
f -B. M dy 
0-1, 
(9.28) 
on substituting for the steady state moments from eqs. 9.24 into 
eq. 9.23, the integration of eq. 9.28 yields the following solution for 
the redundancy, viz. 
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6x =ý. 
2* 2 (9.29) 
5ýa2 
Substitution for SX into eqs. 9.24 gives the distribution of steady 
state moments along the beam, which leads to the evaluation of the 
parameters X and N from eqs. 9.22 and 9.23, and therefore the stresses 
at the required sections. 
Approximate solution 
For a t, x x 
= P. x, say 
Substitution of this approximate representation of the temperature 
stress into equation 9.19 and subsequently into the equilibrium eqs. 9.20 
and 9.21 results in the following expressions, 
M+bVN+c Vp 
a2M +b2N+c2 . 11 
(9.30) ' 
(9.31) 
Then by following the same routine of the exact solution procedure 
the following approximate solution for the redundancy results, 
(6/5). b 2' N+c 2*11 6x, = {- I1 (9.32) 
When 6X' is substituted for SX in eq. 9.24 the s. s. moment needed 
to evaluate X and N of eqs. 9.30 and 9.23 for any section is determined. 
These are then used to calculate the relevant stresses from eq. 9.19. 
By the same argument of Sec. 9.3, the degree of approximation in 
this solution would become larger as the temperature distribution deviates 
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from linearity. In any event, the approximate solution of stresses 
can be adjusted to yield almost the same results obtained directly from 
procedure (a). This can easily be achieved by adding to the approximate 
solution the distribution, Sa 
SCOX2 
which is incidentally the same for 
every section along the beam, since the temperature distribution and 
the beam cross-section are the same throughout. The distribution 
6a 
sc, x 
is in fact a modified form of the self-equilibrating stress 
system, Sat, x, expressed 






where Kx is a quantitY, which varies over the depth of the cross-section 
and according to equation 9.19b, it is given by, the ratio of the 
temperature at the cold part of the cycle, Tl, to the sum of the 
temperatures over the cold and hot part of the cycle. 
Kx = ET 1 
/(T 1+T 2)]x 
(9.33a) 
B-Sustained ttmperature 
The steady state stress distribution under a sustained temperature 
regime takes the same form expressed earlier in Chapter 4 by eq. 4.22. 
It then follows, that the solutions for the parameters A, and B take the 
same forms expressed by equations 4.25 and 4.26., Therefore, by introducing 
B of eq. 4.26 instead of into the integral equation 4.27, and following 
the above described routine, the total change in the redundant moment 
due to creep can be determined. -Accordingly, the following-solution is 
obtained 
sx =ý. 
2 (9'. 34) 5a2 
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The steady state moments are then determined from eq. 9.24, the 
parameters A and B from eqs. 4.25 and 4.26, and the stresses from 
eq. 4.22. 
9.6 Step-by-step solutions 
The iterative computer procedure developed for the analysis of the 
experimental beam in Chapter 4, is being utilised here to check the 
steady state theory predictions, and to provide intermediate solutions. 
In the process, the symmetrical half of the beam is divided into 
72 longitudinal elements and the cross-section into 15 sub-elements. 
The period of investigation is divided into 400 equal pseudo-time steps, 
1 -8 20 each being 1.45 x 10 units of strain per N/mm per C long. 
9.7 Results and discussion 
. 
Fig. 9.4 shows the variations in the internal support reaction with 
time for the sustained and cyclic temperature regimes. The trends of 
behaviour indicated by the results, both short-term and time-dependent, 
are generally similar to those described earlier in relation to the 
experimental beam. However, from a comparison of the reaction changes 
with time, it can be concluded that the redistribution of stresses under 
the conditions of temperature cycling is less severe than under the 
sustained temperature situation. The analyses indicate also that the 
reaction changes, under both temperature regimes, tend, at large times, 
towards the directly calculated limiting steady state values. However, 
because stresses redistribute more rapidly under sustained temperatures, 
thereaction reaches its limiting state sooner than those under temperature 
cycling. 
Fig. 9.5 depicts the total changes in the beam moments, due to creep 
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moments increase due to first heating but tend thereafter to decrease 
with time, while the negative support moment takes on an opposite 
trend. The long-term state is thus more critical than the initial 
conditions with superimposed temperature. -The results show also that 
creep causes the positions of zero bending moments to move towards the 
centres of the spans. Such redistribution of moments is shown to produce 
negative moments over the entire central span, in both the 'hot' state 
of the sustained temperature loading, and the, 'cold' state of the 
temperature cycling regime. 
Table 9.2 lists the thermo-elastic and steady state stresses 
corresponding to the non-linear temperature crossfall for the two 
sections of interest. The long-term solutions derived from the direct 
calculations are compared to those of the numerical step-by-step 
procedure. These include the sustained temperature stresses, and the 
'hot' and 'cold' state stresses of the temperature cycling. A similar 
set of results, which correspond to the case of linear temperature 
distribution for the same sections is listed in Table 9.3. 
In the two sets of results, it is readily apparent that the stresses 
derived from the direct method of analysis for the sustained temperature 
state, are almost identical to the exact values given by the iterative 
procedure. Generally, good agreement between the two types of solutions 
holds also for the steady state cyclic stresses, except those of the 
outermost fibres of the sections. The reason for this emanates from 
the fact that the basic strain compatibility criterion adopted is being 
based on the mean values for the parameters A and B over the hot and cold 
parts of the temperature cycle. Such an assumption is not strictly 
accurate for problems of this kind, in which curvatures take norr-zero 
values. For, problems in which the curvatures are restrained, however, 
the degree of accuracy in the solution is expected to be significantly 
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tables 9.2 and 9.3, are shown diagrammatically in Figures 9.6 and 9.7, 
which includq stresses (not listed) for a third section of the beam. 
The extents of creep effects on the state of stresses in the three 
sections of interest are clearly defined in these plots. Indications 
are that creep causes significant variation of stresses near the two 
modes of operation and types of temperature crossfalls considered. 
When temperatures vary in time the stress changes are less severe than 
when temperatures are long sustained. In either case, cooling always 
produces the worst effects on stresses. Creep is thus seen to be 
detrimental to long-term serviceability in this example. 
In continuous span bridge structures, periodic temperature changes 
are therefore likely to introduce effects similar to those shown in 
Fig. 9.6. Even more severe effects can result when due account is taken, 
of the live load stresses, which have been discounted in this example. 
There is therefore a need for these eventualities to be taken into 
consideration at an early stage in design. 
9.8 Conclusion 
Although attention has been focussed on a simple problem for the 
purpose of gaining some insight into the magnitude of creep effects in 
relation to only a few temperature parameters, the methods of analyses 
used are equally applicable to real and more complex situations, such 
as bridge structures. 
In the foregoing sections it has been demonstrated that by the use 
of a simple empirical formula, the short-term stresses arising from 
n=-linear temperature variation, of the kind experienced by bridges, 
over any symmetrical section of uncracked continuous structure can be 
easily calculated. By incorporating this formula into an analogous 
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of stresses for the conditions of cyclically varying temperatures, which 
simulate to a degree the climatic temperature changes on structures. 
Similar calculations are also performed for a linear-type temperature 
crossfall linking the upper and lower surface temperatures of the other 
case. And to provide bases for comparison, solutions are also obtained 
for the sustained effects of temperature. 
Analyses reveal that creep significantly affects the state of stress 
in any non-uniformly heated structure, whether the temperatures be long 
sustained or vary in time. 
Cyclically varying temperatures of the kind caused by solar heating 
and climatic temperature changes in bridges result in less severe 
variation of stresses than a sustained temperature situation. The 
accumulative effects of creep, however, can still cause a long-term 
drift of moments and stresses, which render the structure less serviceable 
than would be indicated by an elastic calculation. 
Indications are that solar heating effects on bridges and similar 
structures should be taken into consideration at an early stage in design. 
The 'mean' bridge temperature concept adopted in current design practice 
neglects, in the first place, the bending stresses caused when the 
exterior parts of the bridge expand more than the interior. This situation 
can result in even more severe stressing conditions than when the interior 
parts of the cross-section are heated linearly with the exterior surfaces' 
temperatures. The fact that creep is influential in dictating the stress 
changes with time in heated situations of this kind, necessitates 
steady-state-cyclic stress calculations to be made if long-term 
serviceability of the bridge is to be guaranteed. 
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CIMYTER X 
INPLICATIONS, CONCLUSIONS AND 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
2ý2 
10.1 Practical implications 
The practical implications of this work have been mainly concerned 
with the behaviour of prestressed and plain concrete under the sustained 
influence of external loading, and temperature crossfalls, with some 
considerations given to temperature cycling. Previous studies in the 
thermal creep behaviour of some prestressed concrete structures have 
shown that the state of stress in these structures is greatly influenced 
by creep. Such findings have largely been based on the integrated 
response of all internal stresses observed at the supports, and from 
results of data analyses using some forms of creep laws relating stresses 
to creep strains. That is to say, the stresses have not actually been 
ascertained in these studies by direct means, but through analyses. 
Here, an experiment was designed and successfully staged, in which 
it was possible to monitor the development of stresses in a given 
section of'a prestressed continuous beam directly by employing a 
technique which had only been applied previously in short-term tests 
at normal room temperatures. The results of this experiment, besides 
allowing an insight to be gained into the influence of creep on stresses, 
provided a firm basis on which to assess the usefulness of some of the 
direct and iterative methods of analysis which have been based on the 
specific thermal creep concept. 
The influence of temperature gradient on the concrete behaviour 
has been the subject of a separate investigation undertaken in this 
work. This concerned its influence on the uniaxial creep and shrinkage 
behaviour of the concrete from the standpoint of moisture movement. 
Water, held in various degrees of fixation, constitutes an 
integral part of. the structure of concrete. The presence of temperature 
gradient is known to cause the moisture to migrate, hence influencing 
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the properties most sensitive to the water content, and consequently 
the material behaviour. The aspect of moisture movement and its 
influence on creep has not been sufficiently understood. To promote 
clearer understanding of this aspect however, uniaxial creep experiments 
were staged in specially designed rigs; whereby moisture was caused to 
flow by temperature gradients across concrete blocks each consisting of 
a number of closely held laminations loaded independently and free from 
interface stresses. 
The results obtained from these experiments show clear evidence on 
the significant roleýplayed by-the moisture movement in the development 
of both creep and shrinkage in concrete, and call for due consideration 
to be given to its effects on structural behaviour, 
The creep experiments also allowed some insight into the aspects 
of the temperature increase and cycling, effects on creep; this 
seemingly an under investigated subject is of considerable importance 
in many structural situations. 
The importance of temperature cycling effects on the structural 
behaviour are being highlighted in an example of a prestressed continuous 
beam; analysed for the effects of sustained loading and cyclically 
varying temperature croasfalls. one form of the temperature variations 
considered in the analyses bears close similarity to that produced by 
solar radiation across bridge deck structures. The example illustrates 
the need for the solar heating effects to be taken more seriously in 




Based upon the laboratory tests and analytical work presented, 
and pursuant to the limitations cited, the following conclusions are 
believed warranted. 
10.2.1 Moment and stress redistributions due to non-homogeneous creep 
Non-uniform heating across structural members gives rise to 
differential creep and shrinkage, which in the presence of constraints 
to free deformations, cause stresses, together with the applied moments 
to redistribute with time. With regard to the continuous beam tested, 
the results reported herein confirmed this kind of behaviour 
indisputably, 
and revealed the main features of this process, which can be summarized 
as follows: 
1 The redistributions occur fairly rapidly, but slow down with 
age, and tend to become I stationary after a sufficiently long 
period of time. 
2. The extent of effects of the redistributions may first be 
noted in the complete disappearance of the elastic thermal 
stresses, and provided the temperatures are sustained, the 
moments at some sections may change sense, after a relatively 
short period of time. 
3. While curvatures and displacements may continue to develop 
with time the stresses always seem to tend to limiting values, 
even after being perturbed by differential support displacements. 
4. From limited, evidence, indications are that cooling after a 
long sustained period of heating causes the most severe 
stressing conditions, which may result in cracking at sections 
26.5 
which experienced the greatest stress redistribution. Also, 
that subsequent heating and cooling result in lesser stress 
variations, this supports the view that temperature cyclings 
cause less severe redistribution than when temperatures are 
long sustained. 
The elastic theory is totally inadequate to predict the 
time-dependent stress and moment changes due to non-homogeneous 
creep, and other-theories accounting for such effects must 
therefore be considered. 
6. Some of the creep methods of analysis, namely the 'variational 
power' and the iterative 'rate of creep' are quite successful 
in predicting the transient creep effects, and together with 
the 'steady state' theory will predict the limiting long-term 
stresses in structures. 
10.2.2 Effects of solar type heating onexposed structures 
Non-linear temperature variation within the depth of a 
structural member may cause even more severe stressing 
conditions than when temperatures vary in a linear manner, 
2. In road and bridge structures creep can cause a long-term 
drift of moments and stresses as a result of periodic 
exposure to solar radiations and the ambient air temperatures. 
3. The use of a uniform temperature change in the design of 
bridges and viaducts may underestimate the elastic bending 
stresses resulting from non-linear solar heating, and the 
subsequent time-dependent effects, 
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10.2,3 Influence of temperature and moisture movement on creep 
1. For concrete sealed against moisture loss, creep increases 
with temperature at least up to 90 0 C, and the increase is 
, generally higher when moisture is allowed to migrate from 
the concrete during heating. 
2. Creep can be expected to increase with temperature until 
the complete removal of the evaporable water content, 
Following a temperature drop, creep continues to develop 
with time apparently unaffected, and equally so on reheating 
to the previous level and on subsequent cooling. 
Creep tends to increase with the increase in the migration 
rate of moisture from concrete, and can be expected to 
decrease when and where moisture concentration dominates 
drying. 
Non-uniform heating causes moisture to migrate towards the 
cooler regions of the continuum giving rise to drying and 
attendant shrinkage in hot areas and possibly swelling in the 
cooler parts. 
The drying penetratiOn rate increases with the temperature 
crossfall and decreases with the moisture path length. 
7. The coefficient of linear expansion of concrete tends to 
increase with temperature and with the migration of the 
attendant moisture. 
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10.3 Suggestions for further research 
The present understanding of the long-term effects of temperature 
cycling on the state of stresses in structures has been based largely 
on the results of theoretical studies, using existing creep laws in 
conjunction with cyclic temperatures creep data. There is therefore a 
need for systematic experimental investigations to further our knowledge 
of this aspect of material behaviour. 
It is suggested here that the direct stress correlation technique 
employed in the beam experiment may be extended to investigate the 
behaviour of similar beams subjected to temperature variations in both 
time and space'. Conditions simulating the environmental. temperature 
changes in road and bridge structures need to be included among the test 
variables. 
The creep-stress relationship at elevated temperatures is another 
'6pic in need of further investigation and for which the laminated creep 
rigs developed and used herein seem quite appropriate. The freedom of 
independent loading of the separate units permits stress gradients to 
be established across the test groups, and a single heat source or more 
can provide the required temperature variation, Emphasis should be 
placed on the measurement of very early creep and creep recovery to 
help resolve some of the existing controversies. A temperature cycling 
programme applied to some specimens soon after loading would be a useful 
extension to the investigation. 
In the tests carried out to investigate the influence of moisture 
movement on the creep of concrete, there was no effective control over 
the moisture exchanges between the various laminations of the test 
blocks. Perhaps more revealing evidence on the role of moisture movement 
would emerge from tests in which the timing of the moisture transfer from 
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one lamina to the next is in the hands of the operator. This would 
probably require the introduction of a moisture release system at the 





Mix and the hardened properties of the concrete 
a. Mix Constituents 
All concretes used in the experimental work reported herein 
were of the same mix proportions. The coarse aggregates were air 
dried Thames Valley river gravel of two nominal sizes 10.0 to 5.0 mm. 
The sand was air dried of size ranging between B. S. 25 and B. S. 100 
sieves. Cement was ordinary Portland type mixed with the other 
constituents in the following proportions: 
ordinary Portland cement 
Coarse aggregates (10.0 mm) 
ý it ý if if (5.0 MM) 







Accordingly the A/C ratio worked out to be 4.7 of which 39% sand, 
and the overall W/C ratio was 0.45. 
Cold Strength 
The strength properties 'of the hardened concrete are summarized 
in Table A. 1.1. 
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Table A. 1.1 
Test No. of Age at Strength 
Specimen test N/mm 2 days 
Compressive strength 
100 mm cubes 24 28 46.2 
100 12 56 53.3 
Cylinder splitting test 
108.0 mm dia x 305 mr i6- 28 3.3 
I 
it of it to 1 141 56 
1 
4.3 
C. Modulus of elasticity 
The secant modulus of elasticity of the concrete used was 
determined at room temperatures from load-deformation tests of 
108 mm dia x 305 mm cylinders, and from the axial strains of the beam 
on prestressing, as well as from the axial strains on loading of the 
creep rigs laminations. These are summarized in Table A. 1.2. 
Table A. 1.2 
Specimen No. of Age at Modulus value 
tests test GN/m 2 days 
--- 
Cylinders 6 28 34.5 
2 56 38.3 
Creep laminations 25 32 36.0 




Before the beam experiment was due to be terminated a force- 
displacement test was performed on the interior supports of the beam. 
The mean, value of the modulus was then determined from the V. W. 
principle equation: 
0 /611 (A, 1) 
where f and 60 are the applied force and the corresponding displacement, 
displacement caused by a unit force at the support 
a1 [2. L + 3. L + 3. L (A. 2) 11 6. Ec. i 
c12a 
where L1 and L2 are the end and interior spans 
La0 the length of the aluminium segment 
and 
EcI 
C- (A, 3) 
E, I 
aa 
Table A. 1.3 lists the modulus values calculated from the mean of 
three readings. 







0.122 0.140 31.2 
0.147 0.166 30.3 
0.246 0.277 3o. 2 
0.363 0.411 30.5 
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By comparison with the mean value determined on application of 
the prestress a reduction ranging between 11 and 14% is indicated. 
This, however, does not rule out the probability that the reduction 
could have been greater at some stage during heating, but was partly 
recovered after cooling. 
Numerical data used in the above calculations 
L1- 914.4 mm, L2 '"' 1219.20 mm, La- 254.0 mm 
Ic = 29968662.64 =ý, 1a' 10544515.61 mm 
4, 
2 Ea= 66.6 GNIM 
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Appendix II 
Mechanical properties of the aluminium dynamometers 
The dynamometrical tube and I-sections used in the creep rigs 
and the beam experiment were made from hard drawn aluminium alloy of 
which about 98% was pure aluminium. 
The load-deformation characteristics were determined for each 
of the eight I-sections and for a sample of 15 tube sections. The 
cross-section areas of the I-sections were determined by volume- 
displacement method in order to conclude their Young's moduli. These 
were subsequently determined from the slopes of the straight lines 
fitted to the load-deformation data by the least squares method. A 
simmary of the results including the coefficient of linear expansion, 
also determined experimentally, is given in Table A. 2.1. 
Table A. 2.1 
No. of Area Force NI 
Young's Coeff. of lin- 
Section 
sect. sq. mm microstrain modulus GN/M2 
ear exPansion 
x 10-6/oC 
I ý8 687.2 45.75 66.60 23.0 
Tube 15 62.5 22.7 
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Appendix III 
Thermo-elastic and steady state analyses of the beam 
a. Thermo-elastic analvsis 
Due to the symmetries of the structure and its boundary loading 
the statical redundancy of the beam is reduced to one. Then by 
adopting the same release system and flexibility analysis procedure 
described for the illustrative-problem of Chapter 9, a solution for 
the redundancy (mid-centre span moment) is obtained, vix., 
D (A. 4) 
where H-6 11 
is the flexibility matrix for a unit action applied at 




m 1, mIL 2/2 mIM1 f dy +f dy 
0 U2 -L a 
)/2 a', a 








Do =d 01 +d ot 
(A. 6) 
where d 01 and 
d 
Ot are the 
discontinuities (rotations) caused at the 
release by the applied transverse loading and the temperature gradient 
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76-. Ec. Ic 
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in which ay and. $ y are 
the coefficient of thermal expansion and the 
applied temperature gradient as function s of space. M1 is the 
distribution of moments due to-unit action applied at the release. 
The integration of eq. A. 8 has been carried out numerically for the 
temperature state Of Fig. A. 1 and the results are given in'the following 
simmary. 
Numerical data 
Ec = 34.5 GN/M 
2 
Ea= 66.6 GN/M 2 
Hence - 1.472 
a -6 o 23.0 lo /C 
6 
01 
404.35 x 10-6 





I- - 10544515.61 rmn4 
ý; = 12.5 x 10-6/oC c 
P=8.0 KN 
Sot = 2981.5 $ 10 -6 and 
These give a thermo-elastic value for the redundancy of 
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Steady state solution 
The general procedure of calculating the limiting state moments 
and stresses in the beam has been described in detail in Section 4.3. 
The solution expressed by Eq. 4.33 for the steady state reaction 
moment at the support holds good for such a state, when the applied 
temperature gradient is the same throughout the beam. For other 
conditions, as experienced by the beam tested, direct solution of 
Eq. 4.32 becomes intractable, since under these conditions the 'a' 
and 'b' parameters of Eqs. 4.25 and 4.26 are space variables. Never- 
theless, a satisfactory solution has been reached after carrying out 
the integration process numerically, viz., 
Ms = 1.167 mp+0.00855 N (A, 9) 
.I 
The steady state support reaction can then be evaluated from 
ss s 
/. L 1 
Substitution of M 
PA, 
= 3.6576 KN-m, 
p2 
and N= 94.0 KN 
gives R ss = 
5.55 KN 
The limiting state stress over the inside end-planes of the concrete 
I 




a, 4.068758 x 10-6 
b 3022.506045 x 10- 
6 
a=0.0630C/mm 
a2 1.562955 x 10-6 
b2a1 
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With reference to Fig. 4.2, thp steady state moment over the 
section is 
mm-m 
S. S ps 
-(0.167 M+0.00855 N) 
- 1.4145.92 x 10 
6 N. mm 
Substitution of the above constants in Eq. 4.25 and 4.26 gives 
the following values for the specific rates of change of axial strain 
and curvature of the section: 
A= 278.36 
-1.828367 
Substitution of the above parameters in Eq. 4.22 gives the 
following distribution of stresses at the steady state: 
8. x -7 -5 -3 -1 1 3 5 7 d 





6.40 5.50 4.65 
I 
3.84 3.07 
These are the stresses plotted in Fig. 6.16 (curve c). 
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Appendix IV 
Numerical solution procedure of the exponential 
matrix equation 
The general procedure adopted for the numerical solution of 
Eq. 4.40 is described as follows: 
From Eq. 4.39 
a0 6* 
A71. B =E9 2- 
0 
L 
Xs ay (A. 10) 
9 49 fa cc 
2_ 3$ 2 
1-6 T* Ta 
and B- 
i. 
C 49 fa 4 
49 $2 (2f$-3Pýa) 
LTa 
Y say 01.11) 
in which E= (21a 
2_ 116 2 ). 
Equation 4.40 then reduces to 
-X. c 
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-X. c Evaluation of the exponential matrix e can then be made by 
expanding it in series form, viz., 
2233 
-X. c= [X] .c [X] .c lxl'. c' e [II - [X] c+2! 3! n! 
(A. 13) 
By carefully selecting a value of the pseudo-time, c, the series 
can be made to converge at small values of the. exponent 'n'. 
Let us assume that the truncated sum of the series for a particular 
value of pseudo-time is 
(A. 14) 
Then, the sum for other values, such as 2. c, becomes 
[S 2. c] 
Is 
c12 
In general, the sum for 'r' multiples of 'c' can be obtained by 






For the illustrative example considered in Section 4.3 the following 
constants have been used to evaluate the elements of the matrices 
68 0c 0=0.2360C/mm 
6.2 N/mm 2P=8.0 KN 
ý=1.1625 x 10-3 /mm 2 Ec - 34.5 GN/m 
2 





Specific thermal creep relationship for the concrete 
The specific thermal creep-time relationship adopted in the 
beam analysis has been derived from a normalization procedure to the 
creep curves that were obtained from the laminated block B2 experiment 
previously shown in Fig. 8.17. These are re-plotted here on a 
semi-logarithmic scale in Fig. A. 2. 
On the basis of the assumption that the creep-temperature 
normalization function ý(T) = T, the creep curves of Fig. A. 2. have 
been found to fit approximately into a single curve, depicted in 
Fig. A. 3, according to the relationship 
Q R. log 
e 
(t + 1) (A. 16) 
where c is the pseudo-time, or the specific thermal creep in microstrains 
per N/mm 
2 
per degree Celsius, t is the real time in days and R and 
represent the slopes and the intercepts of the straight line segments, 
These are shown to vary with the age of heating. 
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